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HOWARD UNIVERSITY WASHINGTON, D.C. 20059 
Student Center to Open in January? 
By Lynne I. Scott 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
'' Things are ol1t of Ol1r control ," said 
Director of Stl1dent Activities Vin cent 
Jo hns, concern ing the opening date of 
the Arn1ot1r J BlackbL1rn University 
Center . 
lt has been two years and five 
n1onths since construction began 
Johns sa id , '' The Center should be 
completed within the r1ext few months 
It all deper1ds on when the general 
contractor completes his work ." 
He continued , '' There is quite a bit 
'of touch-up work whi ch st i ll needs to 
be done as far a s electrica l pla te 
covers, connections ar1d w qodwork ing 
are concerned . 
" Ft1rnishings were ordered at the end 
of the sumn1er. Although ordered. 
companies J.iad to then o rd er from 
their individual n1anufac turers. Th is 
process ta'kes from 60..90days. The 
furniture is due in dt1ring the n1onth of 
December '' 
Howard University Center remains ,unfinished ofter fol/Ing to meet the November, 1978 deadline. 
Featur ing a bal lroom, bowl ing alley, 
rathskeller (pub) and music l isten ing 
room, th e Center planners have 
designed thi s structt1re for lJ Sage by all 
members of the Howard community . 
University officials had originally 
planned the opening of the new center 
to coincide \-vith the arrival of the 
present freshman class in August 1978. 
H ow eve r. constru c tion problems 
delayed the opening. A new opening 
. 
date of November was then agreed on 
• 
and announced by the Howard ad-
ministration. Johns now feels that 
January will be the probably opening 
date. 
Although there are a number of 
problems and delays with the new 
center, students in the 
communityf--- appear anxious 
opening. 
Howard 
for its· 
Junior Tyrone Bland said, '' I feel 
that the Center will bind the University 
See Center1 page 6 
Local Record Shop Burglarized 
By Brigette Rouson 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
Dital ia Coneray wil s rid ing the bus 
on the way to open his record shop 
Tuesday morning. But " 'hen he go t 
there, he found that son1f'o.ne hacl 
·already opened it .The night before the 
plate gla ss f ront vvind ow had been 
smashed. Miss ing wa s $3,000 rn stereo 
equipment and albums, according to 
the shop owners. 
''When I go t on the bus I w<1 s co rn ing 
down here, I saw some little junior high 
kids, and they sa id, 'Man. somebody 
broke the glass in your store' '' re called 
Coneray in an interview Tuesday . He, 
Sunni Hatten and a '' silent partner' ' 
own RecoKi Sphere, a small shoo 
across from the Howard University 
Hospital o n Georgia Avenue . The store 
carr ies a lbums and 45 s, film, plants. 
and son1e o riginal art . 
H<1tten is a Howard University 
alun1nu s. having graduated from tfie 
Law School in 1974. Coneray is a 
How<1 rd student now. ThEiy began the 
sto re over two years ago, according to 
Hatten, ''becau se when I went tO 
Howard. there wa s no ulace to go and 
nothing to do '' near campus " and 
\vhenever I wanted an album, I nad to 
go downto \vn and get i t '' 
The M onday night burglary \Vas the 
~econd th is year, said Hatten. ''We got 
broken into August 13, but that time 
they came fron1 the side. and they 
ripped the bars off' of the side of the 
building," he said . 
~ 
~ 
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Students of Merldian Hill residence half celebrate tM opening of the cafeteria. 
Meridian Cafeteria 
Officially Opens 
By Garrison Haw.kins 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
The official reopening of the 
Meridian Hill cafeteria, and not the 
cold weather Monday evening, was 
largely respons ible for the over 300 
students who turned out to participate 
in the reopening celebrations. · 
The Meridian cafeteria , which also 
serves students from the Parks square 
dormitory, as well as the adjacent 
Antioch law School was closed at the 
end of last semester and did not 
reopen at the beg inn ing of this school 
year. 
According to statistics from the 
Howard University Gourmet Foods 
serv ice, the prob lem was ch iefl y 
financial . Although all the campus 
cafeteria s opera te at a deficit, the 
Meridian Hill cafeteria was the only 
one whi ch was unable to support itself . 
Because of th is, the ca feteria was 
not opened when students returned for 
1the fall . 
However al l this appeared in the 
dim past when the cafeteria opened 
Monday. Students from all over the 
campus, re!iardless of their dormitory, 
meal plan status, or condition of 
hunger came to see what the ''new'' 
cafeteria was all about . 
Now. if you were used to eating in 
the ''cafe'' as it is ca lled by Meridian 
residents, you may have been shocked 
by the changes. 
For one rhing the crowds. For 
probably the first time ever, Howard 
students were actually corwd ing to get 
into the cafeteria line. A possible 
reason for that was the menu. The 
grand reopening menu included. 
C-anadian barbequed spare-ribs , 
steamship round, and country fried 
chicken. 
Another reason, according to 
Valerie Walker, chairman of the 
reopening committee, Yl(as the 
advertising: said, ''We did everything 
' -we <.ould to get this thing publicized. 
We put up posters. passed out flyers, 
and we let everyone know that there 
would be a d isco." 
Wa lker then said, ''Another thing is 
that the closing of the cafeteria caused 
See Cafeteria, page 6 . 
.... 
Whoever broke into the shop this 
week took '' at least a couple hundred 
records'' and four speakers . Included 
were two '' ETM'' speakers made by a 
Black company out of Atlanta and 
dist ributed by a Howard graduate, said 
Hatten Also stolen was a cassette 
deck, a quadraphonic receiver, and a 
turntable . 
'1£1ack-on-Black crime, that 's what 
it is, " said Coneray , shaking his head in 
frustration . ''We Were trying to do 
business with our fo!k s, '' said Hatten, 
'' ... and now this happens.'· The part-
ners have no insurance to rely on . 
''Who's going to 1nSure us on this 
corner? '' asked Cor1eray . 
His part ner expla ined, ' 'It's awfully 
difficult to get insurance in this area." 
Hatten said the hiRh area crime rate 
made companies reluctant to sell the 
store a policy 
By keeping the store where it is, 
Hatten said he has tried to help keep 
Black business around the University . 
He sa id he and his partners purpose 
was '' not to be rip-off artists, but t o 
bring some life to the community ." 
He cited the store's advertising with 
The Hi lltop and WHUR, and pa ssing 
out flyer.s in the area. Record Sphere · 
also makes available what Hatten call s 
'' constru ctive'' literature in the store-
like the newsletter of the Republic of 
New Afrika . 
''We dlso .sell ticket~ '' to certain 
lectures or events that '' try to deal with 
consciousness ," he sa id. And Record 
See Burglary page 3 
Born T reats 
Tar etDorms 
By l1wrence H1wkln1 
Hilltop St1flwrlter 
Three bomb threats pron1pted 
immediate evacuation of the residents 
of the Tubman Quadrangle, Bethune 
Hall and the Park Square re, idence 
halls Tuesday night and early Wed-
nesday morning. 
According to reports f rom the 
Metropolitan Pol ice Department, at 
about 10 :15 p.m . the Howard 
University Security Force ca lled in 
reports of bomb thre.:its they received 
from Bethune and Tubman. 
A later report o f a bomb threat 
came from the Park Squa re dormitory 
at about 3:23 a.m ., according to 
University Security Chief Lloyd Lacy. 
In the first incident, upon 
,notifiCation of Howard security, 
students in the two dormitories, both 
of which house women students, were 
given the order to evacuate. 
Crystal Wade, who was visiting the 
Qudrangle at the time o f the 
evacuation said, ''We heard over the 
loadspeaker that we were all to leave 
the bui lding. Whi le we were outside, 
irbout three O.C. squad cars showed up 
.;..,ith some kind of a dog. 
''Some gi rl s were stil l in the building 
when the alarm was sound-ed and they 
were told to remain in their· warns 
while the search was in progress" .. Girls 
from Bethune were leav ing their dorm 
11Colored Girls'' 
,·Thef polemical play, "For Colored 
Girls Who Have Considered Suicide 
When ! the Ra inbow is Enuf", has 
returned to the District. It is critically 
reviewed by a Hilltop staffwriter. See 
p . 11 
Jeff Beard 
After a two year wait Jeff Beard 
made his first start in the Bison 's 65-51 
- win over the University of Buffalo 
Wed~day ·nisht Morep. 14. 
• 
at 11bout the san1e time we all left the 
'Quad.' Son1e were sayl n1i1 somethln1i1 
iibout a bomb or a bomb scarce, After 
about two hours we wtire allowed to 
return In." 
James A . Williams, who was also 
present that night sald , '' I was on my 
way to see somebody In the 'Quad ' 
when everyone began to exit the 
building. Somebody in the crowd was 
saying someth ing about a bomb threat . 
'' I really didn't think too much of 
it .... I mean, because who would want 
to bomb the Quad. What it was, 
somebody wasn 't rea dy for some kind 
of test and was trying to get over." 
An officer of the third precinct 
shared this view saying, '' You can tell 
its exam time'' 
Chief Lacy. said, that he failed to see 
any humor in these remarks saying that 
it was a ' 'po0r way to dodge a test ." -
Lacy said, '' Those type of ca ll s are a 
felony. If theY (the police) ever catch 
the persor1 it could mean a jail term of 
up to one.,. year. You ' re dealing with 
people's l ives here. People could get 
hurt trying te leave the building. 
''Or it cou ld get to the point where 
people ' would sinlply stay in thei r 
rooms because they don't think 
anythin8: is really happening." 
' O,C.P.D. spokesman Officer Garry 
Hankins spoke on the matter of bomb 
threats but said he could not go into. 
detail as to the exact orocedures the 
See Bomb, page 6 
Political Prisoners 
The conditions and causes of 
political prisoners are considered in 
articles in this month's issue of Ex-
tensions See pp. 7-1 0. 
ldi Amin 
Uganda's President. /di Amin, is 
feared and hated , and held as the 
object of admiration and shame bv 
manv African leaders. See p. J." 
Namibia Goes To The Polls 
. 
"It is better to protest 
than to accept 
injustice• 
-Rosa Parks 
1963 
. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8. l_'Tl..,_8 __ 
South Africa Conducts 
. . 
Elections In Namibia 
By Sunni M . Khalid 
Hilltop St.affwriter 
In a move, which is in direct de-
fiance to the international governing 
bodies of the United Nations and the 
Organization of African Unity (OAU), 
the Sou th African government imple-
mented its actions by holding elections 
in ne ighbor ing Namibia Monday. 
The imove~ to hold elections without 
U.N. cont ro l or supervision is seen by 
' ~ international observers as South Af ri-
'¥; ca's major move to continue its 
:l domination of the mineral-rich nation. 
.! The national elections of the terri-
:i tory are being contested by two major 
· ~polit ical parties, the Democratic . Tu rn-
- ~ halle Alliance (OTA), a moderate Af r!-
o ~~.,,..,~~--,,~-.~,--~~ &_· ~~IY~e~w~s~A~n~a=l~y=s=w~~ 
c3n pol'itical party with South Afr ican 
endorsement, and a white-nationalist 
group named the Action Front for the 
Retent ion of the Turnhalle Principles 
{AKTUR). Neither group has been 
recognized by either the U.N. or the 
0 .A.U .. 
But perhaps the greatest fa ctor of 
the national elec tions , which ends 
today, is the absence of the duly recog-
nized representative of the Namibian 
peop le, South West Afri can People's 
Organization (SWAPO) . . SWAPO . 
which has been waging an armed 
struggle against South Af rican military 
and political control over Namibia for 
12 years, has refused to participate in 
the South Afr ican controlled and 
Supervised elections and has opted to 
intensify its guerilla warfare in the ab-
sense of U.N. controlled elections. 
The election resLilts, which will be 
announced by South Africa on Decem-
ber 16, are not likely to achieve any 
international recognitio(l as the diplo-
matic channe ls between Sou th Africa 
and the Western Five, a group of five 
western diplomats representing the 
United States, England, France. West 
Germany and Canada. <1re being ex-
hausted in an effort to bring a diplo-
matically acceptable solution to the 
explosive situation. 
• 
South Africa , which has dominated 
the country since World War I. pulled 
out an agreement that had been reach-
ed by the Western Five and SWAPO 
last August that would have produced 
an internationally accepted govern-
ment to Namibia. South Africa Fo reign 
M inister Roelof '' Pik '' Botha. who had 
given initial South African approva l to 
the agreement, expressed his-di splea-
sure over a UN plan and timetable for 
the transition of Nainibia prepared by 
UN Secretary General Kurt Waldheim. 
In the agreement , South Africa 
would have to reduce its estimated 
military force from 20.000 to 1,500 
men, as well as close it s military 
bases near the Angolari· border, where 
military strikes have been made into 
Angola in search of SWAPO bases. The 
agreement, however. did not address 
the disposition to the territory's only 
major deep-water port of Walvis Bay, 
whi ch had been annexed by South 
Africa last year to its Cape province 
This part of the agreement brought 
great d ispleasure from SWAPO Presi-
dent Sam Nujoma. who stated that 
See Namibia, page 6 
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Architecture stud•nts protest the odmlnlst;otlon of their col 19'· 
Protest Continues 
• Architecture 
By Gregory A. Patterson 
Hilltop Stilffwriter 
''Our struggle will not cease until we 
rid this school of Dean Lindsey 
because we are convinced that this 
man is an obstacle to the future of our 
education, " said the President of the 
Ar'chitecture Student Association, 
Donald Morgan. 
Since last Wednesday , students in 
the School of Architecture have been 
vehemently pro testing and demon-
strating for the removal of Dean 
Jerome Lindsey. 
The faculty, too. has joined in as 
many of them now oppose the con-
tinuation of Lindsey as their dean . 
Accord ing to sou rc~s. in the depa"rt-
ment, there is an ongoing feud 
between the Chairman of the Ar-
chitecture Department, Glean Chase, 
and Dean Lindsey. 
Architecture stude nt s held 
demonstrat ions last Friday, Monday 
and Wednesday. On Monday and 
yesterday , students met with ad-
minist rat ion officials about their 
greivances. , 
The students have devised a ·20-
point ''fact sheet'' charging Lindsey 
with al legations rar1ging from blatant 
authoritarianism to d ishonesty. 
''President (James) Cheek told us he 
has two prerogatives. " said M organ 
about the meeting he had with the 
administration M o nday . ''One is the 
placement of Deans and the other is 
the budget . He (Cheek) wasn't about to 
d iscuss the firing or replacement of 
Dean Lindsey." 
V.ice President for Academic Affairs. 
Dr. Lorra ine Williams, said Cheek is 
looking into the matter and he is aware 
of the students compal ints. She aave 
no indication as to whether or not 
Cheek is considering asking Dean 
Lindsey to res ign. 
She also said sonie of the matters in 
the controversy have been either 
resolved or clarified . • 
Dean Lindsey's recommendation for 
removing Chase as chairman of the 
Department of Architecture has been 
rejected by Cheek . Chairman Chase 
will stay on for the spring semester. 
Studen ts had complained about the 
recent el iminat ion of their right to 
vote at faculty meetings. It was 
pointed out by Or. Williams that 
students never legal ly had the right to 
.vote at faculty meetings. because the 
proper procedure for enfrarichising 
students was not fol lowed by the 
faculty. 
In regards to the complaints 
students had about the cu rriculum. Dr. 
Williams has outlined to the students 
.the proper procedure for making 
curricu lum changes. 
The School of Architecture was 
given another secretary for its office 
which helped to resolve a minor 
complaint. However. some rssues 
remain unresolved. 
Students pointed out that the 
catalog for the school of Architecture 
says the school is accredited by the 
"National Architectural Accrediting 
·Board. The school is not accredited by 
that organization. 
Students want more money to be 
allocated for educational purposes in 
the Department of Architecture and 
they want the administra tion to loofl: 
into ·the way the money now alloCated 
is being spent. J 
There is much bitter resentment 4n 
Jack o f respect for Dean L_1ndseV 
Set A rchltectur11 page 3 
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Trial 
Botswana Builds· Defense Forces o·f 
unts . As 
Johnson Terrence Nears 
One of the more interesting 
nations in the troubled region 
of Southern Africa 1s the 
Afr ican - rul~d cou ntr y of 
Botswana. Botswana, former ly 
known as British Bechuana land 
in the colonial era, is almost 
com p le te ly geographica lly 
surrounded by the white.rulled 
regimes in South Africa, 
Zimbabwe (Rhodesia}, and 
Sou th Afr ican-administered 
Namibia. 
Botswana, a developing 
coun try, has carried much of 
the burden of the liberation 
struggle in Sourthern Africa as 
one of the five Frontline 
na tions. Al though Botswana 
cannot allow bases for guerillas 
within her bounderies, she has 
allowed refugees from other 
coun tries sanctua ry. In an 
in terview with Botswana 
ambassador Dias Mookodi, the 
Hillrop seeks ro examine and 
unders tand some of the 
problems facing the people of 
Botswana. 
Part 2 
By Sunni M. khalid 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
Hilltop: I also wanted to know, 
because you said that Botswana 
decided to institute its own Botswana 
Defense Force, which is not a formal 
army as such, I take it. Where is 
Botswana going to get its weapons 
froml Because, from what I under-
stand, Botswana does not manufacture 
any weapons of its own. 
Ambassador: Well . we shall buy 
them from anybody that will sel l them 
to us If America \v ii i sell them to us, 
~ve will •buy them. But otherwise, as a 
non-aligned state, \ve ca n buy them 
from anvone who wil l offer them to us_ 
Hilltop: How would you describe 
Botswana's current economic situa-
tion. Because from what I understand, 
until very recently, Botswana was on 
the list of the United Nations' 25 
poorest nations. But you are no longer 
on that list. 
Ambassador: Well. I am aware that 
certain orga nization~ wis h to take 
His Excellency Amlxlswdor Dias /ttJoktxi 
Botswana off the list of the 25: Th is ha! 
resulted from figures of capita l 
development coming into the courit ry. 
particularly for mining . 
These fund s have not benefitted the 
average Motswana (singular term for a 
Bo tswanan ci tizen) dire ctly, and 
therefore, the per capita income has 
not increased. Stat istics like these are 
apt to be misleading. 
Hilltop: One of Botswana's major 
industries is, of course, the beef in-
dustry. Of which a reported 64 percent 
of your beef is exported to South 
Africa and the United kingdom. Since 
64 percent of your beef, which is the 
government's main source of revenue, 
does go to South Africa and Britian, 
how well has the country recovered 
from the drought, I guess a few years 
ago, that decimated half of the 
national herdl 
Ambassador: The worst drought was 
in 1966, 67 and 68. \vhi ch redu ced the 
national herd by about half. We have 
recovered ever si nce, and there has 
been a regen era ti on of the herd to 
approximately three million. 
And the only difficulty that we are 
encountering is with the European 
market, because of the eco non1ic com· 
mission, where members of the com-
mission have got cert a in sensitivities 
about what can come in to the market . 
Not only from a ve terinary point of 
.view. but also from the po int of view 
of trying to protec t their own in-
dustries. cattle. fa rm ing and thei r 
'production of beef . And we have 
unfortunately, recently, been hit by an 
ou tbreak o f hoof and mouth disease. 
We've been hit by h6of and mouth 
iri the north . And th is. of course, has 
••• Let's tal a 
• 
aiven the European markets an exc'use 
t? e1tclude the import of beef, par-
ticularly _from the north, where the 
disease occurred. We have brouaht it 
under•control and we are nelotlatln1 
with the European markets to try and 
regain our markets so that our 
economy can 1row. But th is has been a 
very sreat setback. 
Hiiitop: What types of step1, or 
should I 11.y economic aul1tance from 
other countries, has Botswana ta•ett t·~ 
correct or allievlate the situation of 
•1ricultural developrnentf 
Amba1Ndor: Well, the question is 
mostly one about the oraanization of 
markets. In other words, there was a 
stage when people produced the arain 
.and there wasn't a very well-estab-
lished network of marketrna the 1rain. 
'Now, this has been looked into and tlas 
·been corrected because the aovern-
ment has established a para-statal 
organization for the marketin1 of the 
grain. 
Whic h means that this marketina 
organizatio n will buy the gra in from 
the producers and hold it; and when 
the lean times come, can sell it to the 
people at a rea sonable price. 
It assures two thinss; one, is that-
people get a reasonable price for the 
grain, as far as possible; and at the 
same time, make sLJ re that when it is 
sold back to the eople, they do not 
.buy for a premium, as was previouSly 
the case when it was all in the hands of 
the private sector. 
The question of te c hn ic al 
assista nce, well. the only way we 
utilize that is to try to develop 
techniques where we set e1tperts who 
.c..ome and assist us to be able to· 
produce better c rops and carry out 
ex perimentat ion, which is goin& on all 
the time 
Hilltop: South Africa's ''8antu1.tan 
policy'' has created a number of 
problems for Southern Africa. Five 
years ago, Bophutha Tswan•'s Para-
mount Minister, Lukas Manaope 
suggested federation between the .tw~ 
Tswana nations. Wh•t was Botswana's 
initial response to federationf And 
wh•t is Botswana's official response in 
rega1ds to the ''Bantust•n policy''l 
Ambassador: Well, actually, one 
can' t understand why a system, which 
Botswana does not accept, would 
make a proposition or overtures to 
Botswana . We do not accept, and we 
See Botswana, Page 6 
outt e 
Tluokl lematl At 1 rally t11i wHk tn suppo;t oi· 
Hllltopltaftwtlttr Johnson, Mrs . Helen Johnson, the 
As the January 29 trl1I of Terrence youth's mother said, ''Th• KKK is alive 
Johnson n11r.1, opposition his · in our community. They have decided 
or1anli9d In a .. · ·effoft ''to offset'' the ! that Ter~nce must not live.'' 
youth's support. ~u!ln~• "Y.!l~erson's_ .~.is it ... t.? .P.G. 
While approximately 200 supporters I pounty1 five former officers of the 
rallied at P~rlty Baptist Church In NE M1rylan~ KKK we1e sworn 11'.1 11 of·. 
last S1turdAy, news ioUrC:es rep9rt flcers of ihe national Invisible Empire 
members of .the Ku Klux Klan have met ' branch. Sources report that all five live 
to d'iscuss a possible robed ~emonstra· In P.C . county and at least two are 
. tion at Johnson's trial. · employed by the municipal or county 
Just last week Bill Wilkerson, the aovernment there. : 
Imperial Wizard of the Invisible ''Make no mistake about it, we' re 
Empire, and the Kniahts of Ku Klux armed and we will fiaht ·. l'.l·_~S·· That's 
Klan met in Prince Ceoraes County for what were here for," one local Klo1ns-
. o1n oraanizational meetina with local men was reported to have said: 
leaders of the Klan. Massive support for Johnson has 
''We're aoina to ·meet toni1ht and ~ ~.oun.ted through sever1I .~1lll~s an~­
disCUSs ways to imP,rove the Klans' demonstro1tions since his June o1rrest. 
imaae In Maryland~e also want to · Last month was proclo1imed Tt!rrence 
.discuss Terrence Johnson a little, Johnsoi:i Month at the qffice of Com- · 
more," Wilkerson said accordin1 to1. munitv Affairs at Howard University. 
news sources .. Wilkerson said he ·would 1 Johnson-·isthe 15-year-Ord-ACcus!d.· 
prg_l;>o1blv return to P.C. ~o,..nty for: in the double slavina of ·P.C. CodAfy· 
.Johnson's trial, addina ''it would be police officers. ·H_e ~s to be. .trled as an· 
too aood to miss." · adult in January and possibly faces 
two lite sentence1 If found 1ullty. 
Currently Johnson is t'ree On a 
$100,000 ball and attendln1 1 prlv1te 
academy In th• W11hln1ton area . After 
his release In October, h• was denied 
the riaht to attend public school in 
P.C . County because officials there 
so1 id he pose's a threat. 
Questions re11rdin1 whether or not 
Johnson can aet a f1lr trial have Hen 
raised since the co11e has received 
much publicity. '' If we can find a jury 
of 12 people who a1e not intimidated 
by police, only then can he possibly 
aet 1 fair trial," claimed on Johnson 
supporter. 
Members of the P.C, County police 
force have vowed to attend the trial . 
The county's F..ro1ternal Order of Police 
would also like to see Johnson found 
1u .ll~, .'!.~~sour~es state. 
The main aroups supportina Johnson· 
are the Terrence Johnson Leaal 
Defense Fund, o1nd O.C. United to Fiaht 
8ack. Numerous area students are also 
backina the youth. A massive student 
turnout is expected from the Howard 
community durina the tr ial . 
N.O.B.U.C.S. Conference I s 
Viewed with Mixed ·Reactions 
ly. Briaette ROuson 
Hllhop Staffwrlttr 
The recent - conference of the 
National Or11nization of Black Unf-
versity and Colleae Students 
(N.0 .8 .U.C.S.) brouaht mixed .reactions 
from Howard University "dele1ates . 
While deleaates said the conference 
was disoraanized, parochial , and non-
_ productive, most aareed the meetins 
was also informative o1nd provided 
laood opportunity fcir makina contacts. 
Several said N.O . ~ . U .C . S . has ''great 
potential .'' 
Howard ·Univers ity Student Associa-
tion (HUSA) president, Ade Sami, 'Said 
the gcitherina should have involved 
mor'e students from other institutions. 
Undergraduate Trustee, Faye Martin, 
said other schools seemed to · think 
'' HO~ird.put on the whole show." 
Carland Hunt, coordinator of the 
Undergraduate Student Association 
' 
.said many conferees ''may have gotten 
·a little disenchanted with N.0 .B.U.C.5. 
because of (its) apparent disoraaniza-. 
tion." (Hunt was elected reaional dele-
1ate-at-lar1e for the comin1 year.) 
' 
,.• 
Wayne McDowell, president of the: 
Liberal Arts Student Council (lASC}, 
labeled the conference and 
N.0 .B.U.C.S. ''a joke," sayina he did 
not feel they · dealt with '' concrete: 
issues ." 
Wayne McDowell , president of the 
Liberal Arts Student Council (lASC),, 
labeled the conference and 
N.O.B.U.C.S. '' a joke," sayini he did 
not feel they dealt with '' concrete 
issues." 
''-The organiz·~tion Faas- IOOd aoals 
and objectives," said Hunt, '' but when 
it's in its embryonic staaes. the road's 
aoing to be kind of bumpy." 
More than 1 S Howard University 
students went to the N.0 .B.U.C.S. con-
ference, held Nov. 1~19, in Atlanta, 
Ca. at the student center of Morris 
Brown College. [See Hilltop, Dec. 1, p. 
1) 
HUSA paid for eiaht pe1sons" tO 
attend the conference, including Sami,. 
Steve Bulloch, Michael Fallin1s. Tim 
Kizzie, and Bryan Goodwin. The 
Student Association also sent Joyce 
Lemmori. Howard University home-
·comina queen, and two other female 
students participatina in the Miss 
Black Colle1e America paaeant. 
~~.DDwell was accompanied by 
LASC freshman repcesentative Bernard 
Caitwood. Heloise Stuart, president of 
the Human Ecoloay Student Council, 
was also at the conference. 
Other Howard students made up the 
conference staff : chairman Luther 
Brown, staffers Ceorae Jefferson. John 
Davis. James Britton, and Dale Fells . 
'' I was disturbed by the fact that 
more people didn't come from other 
schools," sa id Martin . '' It just looked 
like Howard ... put it on." Sarni said, 
''They just thouaht Howard was 
N.0 .8 .U.C.S., and that has some nega-
tive connotations." , 
An- estimated 250 students par-
ticipated in this year's N.0 .8.U.C.S. 
conference, They rfP"esented some 40 
schools, about SO percent of ihose 
eliaible for membership, accordina to 
chairman Luther Jlrown. Eliaibility 
·simply means that a school must have 
. -
S.. N,0,8.U.C.S, -3 
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Media Coin S edal 
Amin Vocabu ary 
· Raymond 801ma explains why Amin is not on good 
HilltopStaffwriter ·terms with Julius Nye"rere. The people 
E. ucator Spea s 
of 0 pression 
Pago3 TH.!' HILL TOP 8 DecamlJer 1978 
Homeless May Face 
Relocation From Shelter He is ''paranoid'' and ''vicious''. He of Uganda rejoiced in the streets, not 
is '' ab~rrant," a '' vil lage tyrant' '. ''Very realizing what was waiting for them. Many of the metl who were inter- ! 
grotesque." These are just some of the Amin took power to survive: now he By Darrell Calhoun viewed had visited the ''camp'' more 
adjectives used when referring to Presi- kills to su rvive. . . HilltopStaffwriter than o ne night, but when asked what 
dent ldi Amin of Uganda. Does he Amin is a product of British colonia- Thousands of people are wandering they would have done had it not been 
deserve all of these? I ism. He was with the British Army as a , the streets of the nation's capital every for the camp there were many dif-
One wonders sometimes whether or member of the king's African Rifles. day without a warm place to lay their ferent ·answers. 
not Amin is actually a victim ~of the He also fought in the Burma War. heads or a decent meal to eat. But this One elderly gentleman said if it 
Western press. Why does he need a Sources say that after Britain refused situation has changed for some of the wasn' t the ''camp'' he would have gone 
spec ial vocabulary when his name is to decorate him, he put on the medals '' street people'' of the District. to one of the missions in town or to 
mentiqned? Although his atrocities t1imself . The Community for Creative Non- Blair School. 
and killings cannot be applauded, he Amin feels he deserves those medals Violence (CCNV) has set up a soup '' The only catch to the missions is 
·has dOne, at one point in his life, some- for his services and therefore <has i kitchen in Union Station to feed and .that you have to go there, take a 
thing worthwhile. cl aimed himself the conqueror of· the 5: house 300 men and women this winter. shower, eat and go straight to bed. 
There are a lot of stories as to why British Efnpire. la in Grahame, a retired ; While this winter's outlook for the They take VOL1r cloths and put them in 
Amin behaves the way he does. Amin ·British Army Major defends Amin with 1 ~ ''street people'' is somewhat good, a paper bag until the next morning. 
became unhinged during a pilgrimage ''he is extremely shrewd. He has c: government officials say that the Here you can come in get some food 
N A ly • enough cunning to make up for lack"of ~ people must move from the Vistors :and catch a nap, if you want to. But 
ews na SIS intellect and a lack of formal educa- · .., CenterafterChristmas. you don 't have any of the re strictions 
tb Mecca, when rain supposedly fell on ition. He is power crazy . But if you are ~· · :. , < According to Sam Jordan of O.C s that you have at the mission's," he said . 
Mohammad's sacred city for the first a military dictator, you must be ruth- "•; ··, ., , 1; Dept. of Human Resources, ''We are The National Park Services has 
time in half a century - so t story le_ss ." Amin is not the only military ' .j ;,;: · '• 1' ~ .here every night with the vans in case camouf laged the Jiving area for the 
goes. Amin then took the delu as a dictatorontheAfricancontinent. ·~i, ,,:1M:~."::'.,_:·'.......!__ ,, :;; .!» f. 'the people are asked to move by the homeless by placing a large barricade 
sign from Allah that he was t ' new People puzzle over how a man like Dr. Benjamin Mays, presldent-e1J1erltus of Morehouse College, speaking at the- ' , Park Service. See, these people are on between the National Visitors Center 
prophet . Amin can remain in power fordso long. sec,, ond a,nnuf.11,N.0.B.-U.C.5. conference No vemb~r _ 16-19 in A tlanto Said,  I Federal land and since Congress has and the place which is reserved for 
ldi Amin seized power in Janu ry of It does not look as though his ays are /did I r ) I G ,• ,·ntervened in the situation, the move them. 
_ _ '!. !_qccep!.__J ,ro~Jsm 1 dldn 't believe 9d would' do that to me." 1971 while Milton Obote, t . Presi- numbered . One apparent reason is no .__ ___________ .;.... ___________________ __, ·will have to come sooner or later." See Homeless page 6 dent of Uganda, was at ding a other African country wants to inter- B I 
commonwealth conference in Singa- fere in Ami n's affairs . The other reason u rg ary 
po re. Amin proclaimed at that time is his army is powerful one which 
that Obote had planned to remove him could only be matched among Cont'd from page 1 
from the armed forces. Obote w~nt surrounding countries by Ethiopia and 
in to exile in nearby Tanzania . This Tanzania . 
Sphere 
students 
gives Howard University 
an '' automatic discount '' on 
owners reported it the next· morning. 
''Poli ce cruise this area because it's 
supposed to be a high crime area," 
said Coneray, but ''We want to know 
why the patrol car didn' t even notice 
i t." 
( albums. 
Cafeteria Cont'd from page 1 
Coneray mentioned that he and 
Hatt~n frequently give away posters 
and promotional record s to children 
and youth who come into the store . 
Last summer, said Hatten, they 
provided the music for a weekly 
neighborhood dance. 
a gap in the lives of Mer idian residents . 
They appreciate the need for a 
cafeteria and they will be willing to 
support ." 
But will people be willing to support 
it? Will this experiment succeed? 
Accord ing to Alexander Chalmers of 
the Office of Business and Fiscal 
affairs the cafeteria can only continue 
if '' the expense of operation is justified 
by consumer volume." 
Freshman Janice Baldwin said she 
realty enjoyed the meal . She said , ''The 
food was very good. The salad and the 
vegetables were very fresh . It was like 
eating at Hot Shoppes." 
Junior Rhonda Lesley said, '' It (the 
food) is better in comparison to last 
year . It seems to be a better grade of 
food The salad is very fresh and crisp 
Kwanzaa: 
with a wide assOrtn1ent of garnishes." 
Although pleased by the changes in 
the cafeteria and the food, there were 
those who said that this would not 
make them want to join the meal plan. 
One student sa id, ''Don't get me 
wrong . I like the food the salad bar 
·and the iuke box. but that doesn't 
~ua rantee they will have what I want 
everyday. If they don' t and I don 't 
want to eat i t, it w ill be a waste of my 
money. 
Among other changes 1n the 
""1erid ian cafete ria are the business 
hours. Before the cafeteria wa s closed, 
many students complained of the 
hours of operation, which were then 4 
p.m. to 6 p.m. for dinner. These hours 
have been changed to S p.m. to 7:30 
1p.m. 
He also noted Record Sphere is 
discontinuing its l ine of drug 
paraphernalia" ! hi s ·- winter , to 
discourage drug abuse 
· What really upset the partners, said 
Hatten, is that many area residents 
wait near their" store at · b~s stops on 
the bus'( Georgia Avenue-Florida 
Avenue .tltersection . Yet, " Nobody 
bothered to pick up that phone and 
dial 911 '' to report the shattered 
window. '' The postman ... threw the 
mail in through the broken glass," said1 
Hatten. ''He should have known to 
call ." 
The pol ice apparently did not not ice 
the broken window unt il the shop 
·- s ut there ·a:re those who ncitfi:es-and 
have offered to help. Two customers 
have offered to let the store use their 
personal stereo equipment so that it 
ca n continue to play music in the 
store . In addition to general music , the 
store has a poli cy-unusual in the city-
of allowing patrons to hear the records 
before they decide to buy them. 
And one supplier has given the store 
''a line of credit'' to refurbish its stock 
and pay at the end of the month. 
But Hatten .said of the theft , ''I t 's 
definitely going to set us back. You 
know, it's like when somebody puts a 
dagger in your heart and takes it out . I t 
makes you take second thoughts about 
things ." While he said he used to 
consder bars on sto re w indows 
''inhuman," ~aid Hatten, ··we have no 
choice now_" 
·'l/ll\.•l l 
By Modibo Komdom 
Hilltop Staffwrlter 
Kwanzaa is the Swahili ·word which 
symbolizes the harvesting.of the work 
of the people . Kwanzaa is the Cetebra· 
tion of the African peoples ' commit· 
ment to work for and to develop their 
community . 
Kwanzaa is an · Afr ican Holiday, 
celebrat ing the peoples work and 
blessing during the past year and re-
newing the commitment of each in· 
dividual to work during the year to 
come. 
Kwanzaa is the time during the year 
when African people (t ho~e of us who 
have biological roots in Africa). Take 
time to focus on the principles which· 
we use to guide us in our life's activit-
ies. The Seven Guiding principles are 
ca lled the Nguzo Saba. 
The Nguzo Saba· is the basis of our 
Di rection as a people and is our funda-
mental frame of refe rence. The Nguzo 
Saba helps us to identify and unite our 
directions. It also gives us as a people 
a Cultu ral frame to work from. 
The Nguzo Saba goals are a~follows : 
1. Umjo (Unity)- To strive for and to 
maintain unity within our families, our 
Communities, our Race of people. 
Unity is very important within our 
·communities, unity demands that we 
•as a people work for the things which 
are Benefica l to everyone and not only 
the '' I'' part of ourselves. Unity is 
T_he S'even _Gui/ding Principles co!led the Nguzo Sabo. 
.,.._.....,........,--.....,..~~~~.....:;; -..-:--,...-"""'":'~~-,-~----e 
brought about by a strong serious com- , mies - o war toget er to ui an for the victory of our struggle. 
mitment, understanding, patience, and develop our own stores and businesses During Kwanzaa the home is co lor-
lov'e for sett (our people). and ·use their profit for the develoP- fully decorated with Red, Blci"Ck.' and 
2. Kuji chagulia (S.elf-Determina- ment of our communities . Green. The colors represent the libera-
tion)- We must speak for ourselves in- 5. Nia (purpose)- To. make our Pur· tion, motivation and self-determina-
stead of having someone speak for us. pose the Joint Responsibility of the tion of Black people, their blood, and 
3. Ujima (Collective Work and Re- development of our community and the land of Africa . 
sponsibi lity)-to build and maintain our people. During the seven days of Kwanzaa, 
our Communities together, to make 6_ Kuumba (Creativity)- To do any- one of the principles is used each day 
our Brother's and Sister's problems thing to build and develop our com- as a model for daily living. Each day as 
ours, Caring and Working with our munity and our people. o ne Principle is nµJled at the family 
Brother's and Sister's to Fine Solutions 7. lmani (faith}- To believe with all gathering. 
to the problems. our hearts in our People our parents. ·A candleis. l1l to symbolize enlight-
·4. Ujamaa (Co-operative Econo- our"teachers, olir leaders, and to work .enment, as the family gathers to reca ll . 
Clothe-A-Thon Concert: 
the principle of the day. A reading of a 
relevant message or Artir_IP. in a poem, 
a proverb or a .historical rriessage from 
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~ a great teacher, ~.Ma lcom Xis cited .. 
This is done each day until the night 
of the seventh day when KA RAMU (the 
-. . 
"Time to celebrate the ·-
development of our 
people . .. " 
f"ea"st) takes pla Ce, which is On the 31.st' 
of December. The feast consists of 
''wholesome food and drink." The 
food should be eaten without Europ-
ean utensi ls to remind us of the non= 
European life style of our people. On 
this day each person drinks f rom . the 
KIKOMBE, a symbolic drink of our 
pledge to work for our people . The 
drinking from the Kikombe is also a 
sign of the unity. 
The Karamu consists of food, dririk, 
dance, music, good vibes, and ritual · 
ceremony and the interaction of the 
people. On this day we make our .sacri-· 
fices and our commitments for the 
. coming year. We reconcile all our dif-
ferences that have been keeping us 
and any member of the community 
apart. Kwanzaa is the celebration of 
our coming: together as a people. 
Kwanzaa for Africans in America is 
the time to celebrate the develL.,iment 
of our people from 'l'l ll the images of 
the Euro~ :?ar· and to be independent 
African Americans. 
Cuba's MIG-23s Cause 
Anxiety In U.S. 
Raymond Boima 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
Can Cuba cause a- problem for the 
United States in the event of a nuclear 
attack by the Soviet Union? ls Ct.iba a 
'' pain in the neck '' for the U.S. or is she 
just caught up in an arm race between , 
the two super powers? 
Recently, Russian shipped some ad-
. vanced military aircraft to Cuba. Aver-
sion of the Mig-23 Flogger jet is cap-
able of carrying and delivering nuclear 
weapons. If thfs is the case, the Krem· 
lin is violating agreements signed after 
the Cuban crises in 1962. The agree-
ment stated that Russia will not give 
Cuba offensive weapons . 
The Pentagon and President Carter 
did not wait to find out whether the 
j~ts carried nuclear weapons or not as· 
they ordered the SR-71 baCk into 
action. The SR-71 is America's most 
' sophisticated spy plane also capable 
of high altitude flights. President 
Carter ordered any spy m ission over 
Cuba stopped because it angered Fidel 
Castro . 
ln the meantime. U.S. Senators, 
while visiting Moscow. had asked Sov-
iet Premier Aleksei Kosygin about the 
presence of the Mi.i·23s; saying this 
might jeopardize the chances of the 
Senate ratifying a strategic arms limi-
tation treaty . This infuriated the prem· 
ier and prompted him to say he '' need-
ed no lecture'' on the U.S. the political 
system and the planes were merely 
defensive weapons . 
According to a high rank ing defense 
official , who asked not to be named, 
the MiG-23s show no sign of having a 
nuclear weapons delivery capabilities 
and do not pose a prOblem to the Unit-
ed States' security. 
This development should end 
speculation that the MiGs would cause 
problems for the S.A.L.T. II Treaty that 
has been going on for a while . 
Although the two super powers are at 
loggerheads at the bargaining table, 
Cuba is trying hard _to normalize rela-
tions with the U.S. Cuban Premier Fidel 
Castro announced on November 22 
that he would free more than 3,000 
politi cal pri soners- he chal lenged the 
United States to accept them. The 
Cuban \eader said at a press confer- ' 
ence he will relea se 400 prisoners each 
month. He critic ized,.,the United States 
for moving very. slowly on his proposal 
The inmates, who are on ly political pri-
soners, are free to go into the United 
States if accepted . Castro wants no 
favors from the U.S. for the release 
saying, '' I want nothing, absolutely 
nothing from the United States and 
Carter ... " He also agreed to release 
about 600 prisoners who had tried to 
leave Cuba illegally. Prisoners involv-
ed in terrorist related crimes will_ re-
main in Cuba to serve their jail terms. 
Strange as it may_ sound to some 
people, this friendly gesture on Cuba's 
part could Play an important role in 
improving relation s between Russia 
and the U.S. 
Soviet Communist Party Chief 
Leonid Brezhnev, in talking to some 
American Senators, declared he is 
interested in peace w ith the United 
States and other countries of the 
wor ld'. The f requently humorous leader 
added that the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. 
are capable of lett ing thei r missiles fly 
in a matter of minutes. He warned 
though, if the U.S. did attack first, ''we 
can stil l destroy them." 
President Carter has been concerned 
about American citizens in the event 
of a nuclear counterattack. He has 
learned through intell igence sources 
that the Soviets have spent SbS billion 
on civil defense in the last decade 
(Time-Nov. 27). Some Americans fear 
that a widening U.S. - ·Soviet ·civil 
defense gap could give Kremlin lead-
ers heightened confidence in their 
country's survivability in the event of a 
nuclear counterattack. The l'atest 
developments will not definitely solve 
the S.A.L.T. delays, one reliable source 
· says, but the possibility should not be 
ruled out . 
N.O.B.U.C.S. Cont'd from page 2 
• 
.a s"tUdent government. Some colleges shops should have focused on 
,and universit ies this yea r indicated o rganizat ional skills and · '' real 
they could not attend the conference· issues'' - suc:h as alternative Black 
. because they lacked the funds to pay education institutions, funding, and 
for travel, registration, and dues (S200 curriculum. 
a year). N .0 .B.U.C.S. c hairman Luther 
But partic ipation was up from last Brown said conferees should not have 
year. when 25 institutions were expected to ''walk away with all the 
crepresented at the conference. solutions. There aren' t going to be any 
. Most delegates said the best thing canned processes in this thing." 
·about the conference was the oppor- McDowell and Gaitwood said more 
tunity to meet Black studentS from attention should have been paid to 
other colleges and universitres. universities' relat ionship to surround-
''Students are the only ones with the ing communities. '' If we did really 
energy, and with the time, and with the begin to crumb.le," said Caitwood,' 
!creative efforts who can change referring to Black institytions, ''we 
'th ings," said Martin. wou ldn 't have help because they see 
Complaints about the conference us as bourgeois schools." 
included failure to translate opinion Brown said not every impqrtant 
.into action failure to discuss certain issue was discussed. But he added. '' I 
issues, and recurring lateness in th ink peop!e are confu si n~ t~e con-
starting events . Some of the lateness, ference with the organ1zat1on. A 
according to the HUSA president, ''had conference is supposed to spark ·action 
.to do with those facilities." He said, after the conference." 
'''We were behind schedule because Brown said, '' The real thing happens · 
Morris Brown was not cooperating . on the regional and campus level '' 
They had problems in the past with after the conference. He also said 
N.O .B.U.C.S." Howard delegates might have ''found 
He said there may not have been the education kind of boring and 
adequate fol low-up contact with redundant'' because Howard is a 
At lanta University Center after it political institution." Many other 
hosted last year's N.O .B.U.C.S. con- ·col leges. he said, "' are not in the 
ference. This year, too, he said, there political mainstream'' and need in· 
was also probably insufficient com- formation. 
munic.1tion. At one point before the Conference coordinator William 
conference. the student government Douglass said many schools probably 
president of Morehouse College ''told would not have been exposed to such a 
me the conference had been can- line of resource people in one setting 
celled," said Sarni . anywhere else. ''The work was there," 
The substance of the cqnference he said . ''And we've been bombarded 
was as heavily crit icized as the execu- by more than enough complaints that 
tion. Bulloch said conferees shou ld the (conference) work was too in-
have '' tried to project some solutions tense." Douglass added, '' that's by all 
.. ; to take( back to our respective means an acceptable complaint." 
campuses." McDowell ca lled the Martin said, '' I needed to be put in 
conf~rence ''a waste," and info~mat ion touch with the problems'' involvin& 
siven there ''useless." He said work- Blo1.ck institutions. ''o1.nd I think 
N.0 .B.U.C.S. did that." 
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Black Students' 2rganization 
Large Tas Little Time 
Imagine Black students from colleges 
and universities across the nation coming 
together to struggle for Black people's self-
determination. That vision need not be a 
dream. The work has already begun. But it 
is not going to be easy. 
Take, for example, the recent meeting of 
the National Organization of Black Univer-
sity and College Students (N.O.B.U.C.S.) in 
Atlanta, Ga. The conference had noble 
aims, chief among them working to insure 
survival and advancement of Black institu-
tions. 
The need to shoulder this task is increa-
singly evident. In immediate danger are 
several predominantly Black colleges and 
universities which rely on public funding-
Norfolk State, Albany State, Grambling 
State, Savannah State, Florida A&M, Lang-
ston. If it isn't the threat of merger, it' s 
integration (probably toward a majority-
minority representation of the general U.S. 
population). The push is being provided by 
court rulings (CaJifano V. Adams, Bakke, 
and more). and by the results of govern-
ment action. 
Private institutions with substantial 
government support have also been held 
up as examples in the latest rounds of the 
quiet battle to eliminate higher education 
opportunity for Black people: Last summer 
HEW cast doubt on federal allotments to 
at least two Black colleaes, putting them 
under the microscope of publicly-announ· 
ced audits . 
Can our own Howard University, recei· 
vin11 some 60 percent of its budget from 
the federal government and showing a 
steady rise in the number of white students 
in its professional schools, remain a Black 
institution? 
So the need for NO.B.U.C.S. is clear . 
But the group has to overcome several 
obstacles procedural in-fighting, physical 
separati!'_n, meager finances, and some-
times inadequate planning and coor-
dination. These are understandable 
growing pains of any new group, and they 
• 
were evident at the N.0.B.U.C.S. confer-
ence last month. 
Delegates fought over voting proce-
Peace Corps Director 
dures that should have been set well in 
advance. One observer pointed out that 
the chaotic plenary session was the only 
conference meeting where students 
weren't in the presence of a ''resource 
person'' or speaker. 
Why should students of adult or near-
adult age require such supervision? Lack of 
respect for peers was one suggested 
reason. That seems tantamount to self-
hatred, an emotion that can only lead us 
away from Black self-determination. 
Coordination, too, was a problem. 
Several student officials from the Atlanta 
University Center, the conference site, did 
not participate, apparently to protest 
having been left out of early planning. 
Lack of coordination also hampered the 
realization of other conference goals out-
lined by the nat1ional board in its October 
. . ., 
meeting here. 
One glaring example was the first " Miss 
Black College America" pageant, designed 
as part of the N.0 .B.U.C.S. conference to 
entourage queens to articulate concerns 
vital to Black progress. 
Unfortunately, after such a buildup, the 
contest took on almost the exact format of 
traditional white beauty pageants-with a 
single exception; there was no swimsuite 
competition. Queens' answers to questions 
on crucial issues (such as Bakke) were 
poor, almost without exception. It was dis· 
heartening. 
N.0 .B.U.C.S., now two years old, will 
overcome its growing problems with thP 
proper support. But it cannot afford the 
luxury of spending a few years to do it. 
Important steps were taken at this year's 
conference. Regions were set up to group 
schools . A decision was made to es tab I ish 
campus chapters of N.O,B.U.C.S. Several 
needed projects and objectives were pro-
posed. Later this month, the national board . 
will meet to ~an and review proposals . 
let's help set N.O.B.U.C.5. on a straight 
path to success by researching the issues 
affecting educational (economic) oppor-
tunity, and preparing now to move 
N.0 .B.U.C.S. forward on its rather formid-
able agenda. 
·Payton Ouster Calls or Unity 
After scant national and local coverage 
· of events leading to Dr. Carolyn 
' Payton's resignation, The Washington 
Afro-American filed an editorial charging 
that Payton was forced out of the Peace 
Corps directorshi.p. 
.She was the first .Black person to head 
the ·Peace ·Corps. Before her Presidential 
appointment, she · directed the Howard 
University Counseling Service. 
· The Afro-American's editorial seemed to 
naively suggest that if another Black 
person were named to replace Dr. Payton, · 
we could conclude that ACTION does not 
harbor racism (ACTION is the umbrella 
agency that coordinates Peace Corps and 
other volunteer organizations). 
But racism will probably exist as long as 
races co-exist. Its domain of course in-
cludes federal agencies, and the Peace 
Corps is no exception. The truth is that of 
6,000 Peace Corps volunteers, only 160 are 
Black. This disparity in a program that 
· purports to serve Africa remains unac-
ceptable. Perhaps Dr. Payton was trying to 
correct that. 
Reportedly, ACTION Administrator Sam 
Brown had problems with the 'kind of 
Americans' Carolyn Payton wanted to send 
-overseas. Is it possible that Dr. Payton was 
hounded away from the Peace Corps 
because she sought to reduce 
discriminatory enlistment by recruiting 
. . 
more Black folk to represent the U.S. 1n 
Africa and the West Indies? 
Or was it that Dr. Payton refused to help 
perpetuate CIA operations whose rumored 
Peace Corps connections have made many 
students skeptical of the program> 
At the time of Dr. Payton's dismissal by 
Brown who has been painted as a young 
white liberal once active in the antiwar 
movement, President Carter was nowhere 
to be found in the nation's capital. 
When Dr. Payton implied that he should 
be the one to fire her since he hired her 
' 
''Mr. Peanut'' was relaxing at Camp David . 
Camp David seems to serve as a handy 
escape for the President whenever Black 
fold (or Indians, for that matter) seek his 
attention to issues that crucially affect 
them. 
The ouster of Dr. Payton shows us that 
unity should be top priority in Black minds 
.throughout the world. Too often Black 
people become pacified when one of us 
obtains a high position. This editorial is a 
call for jncreased cooperation among all 
Black folk to break do'4n racist barriers 
' working first on our own attitudes, then 
those of other segments of society. 
It is a hard lesson that a " first" need not 
_be an "always." W.e have got to demand 
that certain people be retained-people 
like Payton-people who .for too long have 
ha~ to bear baptism bv fire alone. 
THE HILLTOP CREED 
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Our objective is to motivate our readers to be dedicated 
to serving our people and rebuilding our communities. 
We do this . by providing relevant news, .information, 
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Lett.ers 
Wilmington 16 Documentary Brings · Memories 
De•r Editot: 
My comment on the Wilmington 10-
U.S.A. '10,000 of Hilltop dated Nov. 17, 
1973, . 
I am more than thrilled after wat ch· 
ing this inspiration film-The Wil-
mington 10-U.S.A. 10,000. I have to 
seize this opportunity to thank pro-
fessor Cerima and his associates for 
the wonderful work performed, to 
make the film a big success and also 
expose to the world what is h idden and 
.that is the ptiaht of the political 
prisOOersi n_ U_rlited- States aM- the 
intense hardships which the families 
are experiencina. 
The film also makes one understand 
the problem which Black pre~ecessors 
have encountered and what else the 
Blacks have to do as to confront" the 
struggle facing them. 
The film took me back to the time 
when I was in an elementary school in 
1957 in Niger ia . At this period, at the 
end of every school year, the pupils of 
each class had to produce an enter-
ta inment for the end of the year ac· 
tivities and also to entertain the 
parents who come to hear the prosress 
of their child ren . 
I am able to remember this story 
vividly because I happened to be a· 
participant in the show produced bv 
my class entitled ''The slaves in 
Amer ica," Some of the sonas in· 
corporated in the show were: 
Indiana Inmate Wants Pen Pals 
Dear Editor: 
I am a youna man current ly co11· 
fined at the U.S. Federal Pen itent iary 
in Terre Haute. Indiana. I have been 
incarcerated for several yea rs now and : 
presently I am within 6 months of 
receiving my first parole hearing. 
My plans are to be paroled to Wash-
ington but as it is now 1 have no 
friends, relatives or acquaintances in 
the immediate area. 
I would deeply appreciate it if you 
would please print my name 11nd 
addr~ss in your campus paper in a· 
manner that would enable me to 
estab lish pen pal correspondence and 
poss ibly develop fr iendships that will 
enhance my ability to cope with the 
trans ition from inst itutional life to a 
normal social environment; plus it will 
help erase some of the loneliness I am 
fa ced with now. 
I am hopeful that you will consider 
my request with deepest concern . 
Thank you for your time and 
wishing you the best over the holidays~ 
1 
'P.iul ·D. Hughes 
P.O. 801.33#33203-138 
Terre Haute Ind. 47808 
'Speak Out'Answer Angers Students 
De.tr Editor, 
This is an open letter to Harriette l . 
Tullos, a sophomore from Warren-
si>ille, Ohio. 
• 
1Miss Tullos, am replying to your 
response to question #2 in the issue of 
The Hilltop dated 1 December 1978. I 
am quite aware of your ignorance . 
Pcior You ! You do not even seem to 
know what's going on in your own 
country. 
Un fortunately you are one of the 
people who receive education to cause 
trouble, to turn the world upside down 
by giving people the wrong informa-
tion and thus misleading them. 
I would like to inform you , Miss Tullos, 
that the U. S. government does not 
support foreign students in the U .S. 
Most foreign students either pay their 
own way through school or the ir 
government pays fo r. them. I wonder 
where you got your inform ation from . 
I wOuld like to advise you to get 
good information before you make 
such obsurd statements. Mind you , this 
advice is not only for the information 
for foreign students, but also for 
whatever you say about anybody or 
anythinl!l:· Thanks . 
Algernon Thomas 
Dear Editor: 
With"feference to question number 
two on ''Campus Speak . Out'' of 
1December 1, 1978, the answer given by 
M s. Har iette L. Tullos is irrelevant to 
the question asked. 
The government is hot paying for the 
education of foreign students, so they 
are not getting it free. The question o f 
a ''better education here than home'' is 
frivolous . 
Objectively, much opportunity in 
the United States with selfdetermina-
tion and hard work will be appropriate. 
A price tag on '' value'' is unethical and 
depends upon individual ism_ 
Few foreign students do use some 
form of scho larship, but they are 
bound by a cont rac t to serve such a 
financing body for a specific period of 
time after graduation. So this again 
isn' t free education. 
i wish, however, that the Hilltop 
could do a better job and display a 
l it tle professionalism by better 
judgement in what goes into print. 
Ayodeji D.iramol.i, Former Pres. 
Human Ecology Student Council 
Co-Chairman, HUSA Policy Bo.ird 
(Ed itqr's Note: Speakout responses 
which appear are not necessarily the 
opinion of The Hilltop. Nor are they 
assumed to be widespread views. 
Readers' responses are the ir own; they 
are not edited.) 
''Africa oh! Afr ica oh! 
When shall I see my home, 
When shall I see my native land 
I shall never forget my home. 
And the other one is k ind of com-
mon - ''nobody knows the trouble I 
see, n"obody knows my sorrow. Glory 
Alleluyah, sometimes I'm up, some-
times I'm down." And the chorus-
'' nobody knows ... " 
These sonas are supported and 
e.mphasized in the Wilminaton 10. 
U.S.A.· 10.000 that in the 1800's the 
sona Or tlie Africans was ;;"[et us march 
to America and free our brothers." 
At this juncture, I see the need for 
· Blacks both here in United States and 
Africa to join hands so that they will be 
able to combat the difficulties facina 
them because ' ' In unity, there is1 
power." Moreover, we Blacks should 
understand the fact that our course. 
has always b'en rouah. so we should 
now stand on our two leis to fiaht 
the fiRht until we achieve our objec-
tives -when no wh ite man can decide 
for us. 
Rachael Olad.ipo 
TV Production 
Calhovn Using 
. 
' 
.. . '•' 
..... ~'l't:
Limited Resources 
De.tr Editor, 
This statement is to express full 
support for Dean Edna Ca lhoun as 
Director of Residence life. The in- -
timation that she is ineffectual is mis-
leading. It is simply not true. 
She is using the limited resource at 
her disposal in a wise and posi tive 
manner to address the contin,u ing 
physical maintenance problem . 
Buildings such as cook , drew, and the 
quad are old. And to correct many of 
the....:.t inherent problems of these 
buildi ngs would requi re complete 
renovat ion. 
Now, this does not mean that these 
buildings are not adequate for living, 
because they are livable. This just 
means that the o riginal designers of 
these long standing buildings never 
intended the type of heavy use con-
temporary students bring. 
Dean Calhoun constantly reminds 
her staff that life in the residence hall s 
should provide adequate l iving and 
study environments. Steps are taken by 
all staff to reinforce this philosophy. 
Dean Calhoun is a dedicated Worker 
who would be happy to sc s and to 
work with students i o lvi g dorm 
problems 
Rather than making hurried accusa-
tions why not meet in an atmosphere 
of good will with the Dean of 
Residence life? 
Jim Coleman 
Assistant for Spec:i.il Proar.ims 
,-------------------------------------"""' -
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Black Students: 
By Garland Hunt 
Wake up Giant, before you r head is 
chopped off by the colorless man . 
When the co lorless man cuts you r 
head off. you will be unab le to think 
and reaso n. The co lorless man is after 
all that you have. He sto le your history 
and made it his. Now he wants your 
mind . He is taking you r mind because 
the m ind of a giant is a threat to his 
co lorless k ingdom. 
The co lo rless man is smart . He 
knows that he cannot cut off your 
head with your eyes open. He must do 
his work while you are content to go to 
sleep. He sits you up on a pedestal and 
te ll s you that the kingdom loves you 
and accepts you as a honorary middle-
c lass citizen . He pins all kinds of . 
metals on you and makes you a 
'member of Congress, a U.N. ait\-
bassador, a Mayor of black urbnn 
cities and even gives you a District of 
your own to play with . 
Once he has fed you with these tasty 
bu t unretainable luxuries, you then 
become sleeAina (after all, sleepina 
af ter eatina is ooe of you r t raits .) 
At thl~ point he aives to you the two 
ultimate sleepina pills: Oruaism and 
Sexism. These two convenient sleepina 
promoter~ do the trick . This makes you 
use and exploit your own brothers and 
sisters in o rder to aet the hiahest of the 
hiah. It also makes you exploit your 
people by wearing se>cy revealina 
clothes. smillna a se>cy smile, (with 
ultra briaht) and therefore Justina after 
each other for sexual potential only , 
ThroUah these two sleepina pills. you 
f o raet about the struaale in the racist, 
colorless kinadom. You beain to 
Imitate hls colorless. disrespectful and ' 
Fac11lty fnn1m 
secula r characteristics. You .become 
moral ly aod spi r itua l ly bankrupt . 
Now that you are asleep, he keeps 
you dreaming of dancini.: out of you r 
constrictions with Starchild. You 
dream of getting up and dancing to the 
rhythm of Bohannon. Th ese dreams 
burn with the fever of Saturday night. 
Everything is cente red around the 
disco floor, even Jove is fou nd there at 
times . You fantasize at the idea of 
Boogie-oogi~ooging all night long. 
This in tu rn erases the struggles of the 
colorless kingdom from you r mind_ 
You keep on dreaming of f reaking and 
rocking attempting to become one 
Nation Under a Groove. 
In the meantime, ihe colorless man 
is not as~eep . He is alive and we l l 
sharpening up his axe of oppression . 
He then ' commences to cut off you r 
head. 
He takes affirmative action away 
and te l ls you that it still exists. He then 
starts to weed out the Blacks f rom 
white instit1.1tions by reducing fina ncial · 
aid . He cuts our BEOC arants and 
threate ns to c:ut f1.1nds from the Black 
Inst it u tions unless they merae or in· 
crease enrollment of co lo rless _peop le. 
He knows that if he takes that w h ic:h 
Is historically yours, (Black Schools) 
then you will not have the educational 
opportunities that you need to survive. 
He p lans to cut off your mind from 
your body whlle you are romat lcizlna 
and aettlna hiah, fantaslzlna on your 
most ecstatic st•>.u"l climax and 
freak in11 out to the superaroovalistic 
funk . , 
~II of this is the inaenious strateay 
of the c9lorless man. Unless you 
• • • • 
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Here's to Yo11r Health Sleeping Giant 
'Tis the Season 
Ope.n 
Column 
I t is the ti.me of year when part ies, 
family, } social gatherings, and last 
minute ass ignments are upon you . ' 
Along w i th tt1is, we tend to neglect 
ou r bodies properly. You race to a 
c lass without a coat or sweater. 
persp iring al l the way . Next, you sit in a 
hot classroom and race outdoors only 
to meet up with the elem_ents again . 
·No wonder you ' re fee l ing bad; 
you 've got a cold _ Now that it 's too 
late, you want to go home to Mom. But 
it's not time to leave school yet , you 
wou ld be leaving too much work 
behind. Don 't wait until vacation to 
practice taking care of yourself . 
The common col d comes by its 
name honestly. It is a result of over· 
!~::::::~:::::::::::::~ __ J e.11posure to cold , rainy and other . _ _ inclimate weather. Having a cold has 
awak' n f rom this unconsciousness and more and more vulnerable to him. its disaelvantages, for instance, your 
become aware of t he po l itical Giant, what you need , is more nose and nasal passages can be 
manifestatlons that are happenina ba lance and self-discipl ine. You can't blo"c.ke~ >or run excessively with mucus 
around you, you w il l be decap itated . w in a revolution when you have a~d you ma_y develop a d ry, sore throat 
You have to real ize that al l of you r lustina. dancing. and gt!tting high on ~ 1t h a hacking co~gh . Th is type of c_old 
socia l ac tiv it ies are related to the you r mind. I t is iinderstood that yo" t 1s not r ej\11~ c _ons1dere~ an i llness, 1ust 
po lit lcal mo1t1es o f the co lorless m an, are human and are susceptible to~ 1 one of l if e s 1nconv_en1ences . aut the 
Gian t, you have the potential to some social vices at tin1es but at least co ld can be a steppinw stone to a real 
stop this colo r less mans ' t r icks and balancethesetinieswithp
0
roy,ramsand annoyance-tht>fl~ ,. 
schemes. You must first wake up in proiects that enhilnCf' your level of lnfluenz.a has .simila r symptoms to 
order to r ise up aaalnst him, Can ' t you awareness and aid our strLllliile within the cold, inc luding, headache, runny 
understand that all of these conditions the colorle!ls k inadonl . 
around you that seem to be so en- Don 't let the colorlt>ss rnan cut off 
joyable and new, are al l tactics of the your head wh ite you are dreaminv of 
colorless man to keep you is leep and rid ing a wiant ''j oint '' to freedom . You 
unaware. The co lorless man wants you will never make it 
to be free to aet hlah anywhere and 
everywhere that you wish. He ls proud 
of this influx of d ruas on the Black 
college campu ses. This keeps you 
• 
Ciarland Hunt 11 1 Junior In the 
Colle1e of Ll ber.al Arts majorln& In 
Political Science. 
By 
Lynn Green 
f 
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irritability, loss of appetite. ea'r aching 
or itching, and an increase in your 
breathinu rate. 
Be concerned enough to keep 
you rself at home or in the dorm if you 
feel that you could infect others. At 
this point 1n the sen1ester, some 
students can' t at-ford to get a cold or 
flu on top of a heavy school schedule 
Of course. there is no cure if yo1.1r 
common cold or flu has not past the 
''common '' stage Just stay home if 
need be. keep warn1. dr ink fluids, and 
don' t worry if you aren 't hunsrY A 
stopped up nose can be uncom· 
fortable durina the niaht when you are 
tryinw to sleep A humid if ier, a device 
that moistens the dry air in a room. can 
be useful . It ni iaht be that time where a 
few po1.1nds lost may be a blessing. 
' 
Jonestown and Kool-Aid 
nose, m11scle ache, d iarrhea and vomit· 
inK. Like the cold, there is not much 
you can do once you have it . Without 
proper rest and attention, the flu. a 
more serious viral infection, can have 
complications . 
It isn't too far-fetched to think that 
further cold compl ications could 
mean an ear infection, a blockage in 
the tube that d rains the middle ear. or 
pneumonia . If you know you have not 
taken care of yourself, don 't ignore: 
A regular cold does not need 
medical attent ion. but only you know 
when you have gone beyond that 
point. Once you're su spicious of an 
earache or pneumonia , remember the 
Health Center is free and always avail-
able to you . 
By Justine Rfctor 
'' I knew they were Black people when I 
heard they committed suicide by drinking 
poisoned Kool-aid ." 
If you don't have my daughter's cynical 
attitude about Afro-Americans · love of 
Kool-aid, you probably didn't think the 
majority of the more than 900 people 
coerced into killing themselves 1n 
Jonestown. Guyana were Afro-Americans. 
Television. the medium we depend upon 
the most for news and information didn't 
tell it. That's the main reason you didn't 
know it sooner 
Network television has a jaded history of 
selectively reporting about Afro-Americans 
and Africans that goes beyond the garden 
variety of racism 
If Rev. j immie Jones had been ldi Amin or 
any other Black person with a 
predominantly white following, surely CBS 
Wou ld have had Dan Rather or Mike 
Wallace out there shooting film and 
sweating out the " truth" for the "60 
Minutes" program_ 
Right now the networks have TV reporters 
on the scene in Malaysia where Vietname5e 
who paid to go there by boat .are being 
ki lled by natives becau5e they don't want 
the newcomers who threaten their economy. 
The reason~ The networks. a part of multi· 
national corporations, have a special in· 
terest in cheap Vietnamese labor for the 
U.S 
The other most powerful force in the 
United States, the iOvernment. vis a vis the 
State Department, claims it had no idea 
thin11s were that bad in Jonestown-
rehearsed mass suicides. weird rituals. hu&e 
arms supplies. etc Yet, United States in-
tercontinental sate.llites can report the e.11act 
number of soldiers and equipment on the 
1round from thousands of miles up in the 
sky. 
f _urthermore, the rp_e~ia and the 11overn· 
Spiritual Awercncq 
men! have a record of workin11 hand in 
hand. especially outside the United States. 
Ironica lly, it was the regu~st of an 
Associated Press man. a friend of slain 
Coni.:ressman Leo Ryan, that eventually led 
to Ryan's trip to check on the well-being ol 
his friend 's grandchildren 1n Jonestown 
A thousand American ci tizens can go off 
and set up a colony 1n the jungles of another 
country. and become the subject of scores 
of reports of evil-doings. yet the media and 
the government would have the public 
believe it wa s unknown to them 
Afro-American. African and other Third 
World news from places like Guy<1na are 
limited to extremes. For ex<1mple: crime. 
conf rontation. wars. famines. coups, so-
called Communist influence, and. of course 
to distract you, ldi Amin. 
Important economic, political and social 
news of the Third World even Afro-America, 
is not just ignored. if is suppressed 
- Afr ican liberation struggles aren"t 
,reported, on TV news until they reach the 
s,tage that thr~atens American economic 
and political interests in that region . 
The same· system that suppresses news 
hei"e at home is the sa me one that is con-
nected to the powers that permitted Jimmie 
Jones to settle his commune in Guyana 
It is also part of the same sy5tem that 
creates weak·willed . dependent. hopeless 
people. such as the Jonestown communards 
who don't believe they have the ability to be 
responsible for their l ives. 
The elect ronic media 's corporate 
holdings and influences are related to how 
they discriminate when reporting news. 
They are, too, part of the same multi-
national groups. aided by goveri-iment,s that 
invest in and exploit underdeveloped 
countries including Guyana. 
More over, it is part of a network that 
instigated conservat ive interests in the 
United States to lobby successfu lly to bring 
Prime Minister Ian Smith of Rhodesia to the 
U.S. to gain support for his losing war 
against Africa n guerrillas fighting to free 
millions of Black ~fri ca ns from their savage. 
uncivi lized white masters. 
Imagine the fanatical response if the 
United States government invited a Nazi 
war criminal here to gain support for his war 
and while here he ordered the bombing of 
Israel, and his troops murder 100 school 
girls . 
Smith did it. using Un1tP.d States com-
munication sources to send out his li(>m· 
mands Television news was mum a~t 
interpretina the audac ity and the im-
plications of Sinith 's acts becau5e as part· 
ners in multi·nationals with investments in 
Rhodes ia, they support white control. 
In fact only a small seiment of the Afro-
American comm1.1nily complained about 
Smith's presence and iallini acts. They 
were the militant pro-African liberation 
movements whose activities are kept off 
television news altoaether. 
In addition. the electronic media are 
connected throu11h their m1.1lti- national 
connections to the International Monetary 
Fund that helps keep Third World countries 
dominated by the West and in hoc. 
Furthermore, banks. such as Chase 
Manhattan, which hold controlling stocks in 
the three U.S. televis ion networks are also 
major investors in Third World countries 
Guyana. like other Third World countries 
1s a market for other countries, but more 
importan tly. it has resource~ such as 
bau.11ite, a principle source of aluminum. 
wh ich is coveted by multi-nationals and 
foreign governments Yet it is e)(tremely 
poorly. 
This is the pl<1ce which Rev Jone5 picked 
to ··escape from racism '' The domoniC 
Jones found it easy to obtain permission to 
set up his ''commune"" in Guyana. a country 
in .serious economic 'straits, once he flashed 
his dollars, gold, etc . and gave assurance of 
a steady flow of United Sta tes Social 
Security checks. 
There, Jones practiced racism · and Ku 
Klux Klan style terrorism to keep hi5 
followers "in their places." He used al! the 
traditional racist' methods-economic. 
political, religious and sekual ekploitation . 
The role of the network television news in 
international matters is important to 
monitor. However, the significance of the 
Jonestown incident raises more insidious 
issues: how TV news will use the Jonestown 
incident in the future as an example for 
Afro-Americans and ·Africans. ·Will there be 
An Open Letter: 
reminders that nearly 900 Alro-Amt~r1can~ 
died beca use they_ joined a white man who 
preached COMMUNISM? Televisior1 11ew~ 
constantly reports on ""Comin\1nist in-
fluence in Africa ·· 
For those too 5ophis t1cated to be taken in 
by the example of the danjil'rS ot Con1-
munism there is. ho1,·evf'r. a "' Kool-aid'" 
portion ready dependinji on televfsion for 
news and 1nforn1ation. submittlnli to 
religious demi-gods. ia1th 1n a crumbling 
economy; being sold on getting ''a piece of 
the pie'' -corrupt or-not -, unmobilized by 
fear from e)(ample5 made of those who fight 
for their freedom. pl<1cing your destiny in 
the hands of others, accepting isms which 
are unrealistic becau se their theories 
weren't formulated to addres5 your needs 
based upon your history and the present 
realities, and is one in which vou don"t 
participate in planning for the futurf' 
-
. . . 
• I ' 
The article was wri tten by Justine Rector, 
• • Instructor, Department of Journa lism. This is 
Ms. Rector's first semester at Howard. She is 
responsible for the Broadcast Journalism 
Sequence. She has taught and worked al the 
University of Penn sy lvani a, Temple 
University and the Community College of 
Phil;1delphia; she has also written for several 
newspapers, and had radio and television 
shows. 
Camp11s Freak.out 
Lynn Green is ;11 sophomore majoring 
in Print Journalism in the School of 
Communications. 
The Grande Finale! 
For nearly f ive months, you 've been 
wa it ing with great fear in your hearts 
for this moment_ No matter how hard 
you try to erase this fact from your 
mind. the t ime is coming closer and 
closer. ·rhe shadows of this event are 
steadily and rapidly approaching you . 
There is nothing that you can do ... but 
stomachs do triple somersaul ts and 
the ir foreheads are flowing with sweat. 
The pa pers are passed out as a few 
students clutch their cans of " Sure'' 
and hope that it works as well as the 
manufacturers say that it does. 
Before the final examination begins: 
several ministers \valk around the 
wait . : , , , .. , ,... room g1 v,111g prayerSi. . . . , • , .; _ 
t , _. r _hen .. 1t comes: •. , Y,~~'(find,.~ou rs~!f,rt t.NPw , i\'Q,tir;ryf. to ~~gj~ 1 P.'d~lfore 
s1 tt1ng tn a classrOom wlt'fi ~everal you .do. \ne professo r, accompanied by 
other students . You ' re tryirtg~ to force·· t11e 'Jclzz 'Sand, sings -a ' pre'ftld");.11tb the 
your brain to remember all that you midterm ekaminations. 
have learned and studied within the 
last two months or more. The professor 
steps in front of the group and an· 
nounces. "' Here are your final 
examinations _'' 
Everyone's heart leaps as their 
"' I 've been alive forever 
And I wrote the very first grades 
I put the tests and the term papers 
together 
I ani teacher, and l write the grades 
• 
I wr ite the grades that somehow seem 
so cruel 
'Dean. Should Be Thanked and Praised' I w;~~o~le grades you take to summer 
. J write the grades that make the young 
girls fail 
Friends. 
By Rock Newman 
It has been insisted by a very close friend 
that I must at first show some modesty by 
introducing myself . My name is Eugene 
" Rock'' Newman. t am the Residence 
Counselor at the Slowe Hall Dormitory. I 
had originally started my letter to you by 
omitting the introduction. Please pardon my 
vanity. but I was under the iinpression that 
you all know who I was. Preempting that 
particular thought is the warmness. kind-
ness.and enthusiasm that seems to eminate 
from practically every one of you that I 
have met since I have become employed by 
my beloved Alma Mater. 
So when I address you collectively as 
friends it is of a very gen1.1ine nature that t 
do so. Fot the record I whole-heartedly 
appreciate and thorouahly enjoy my 
popularity with you aloni with your respect 
and cooperation with me I feel, you as a 
st1.1dent body are to be hiahly commended 
for in so many ways you have displayed 
many of the charac teristics that be!lpeak of 
yo1.1r becomina a successf1.1l people. You 
deserve alt of the aood tha t will enevitably 
come your way. 
Quite frank ly many times I have been 
questioned about what has fost.,red my 
popula rity and respect amon11 you . I always 
answer that vou are able to .uerce1ve I <in~ 
for what is RI GHT 
Because I am for what is ·· right", 
come to you at this time My popular1tv with 
you is appr~ciated . Your respec t for me is 
cherished_ I am taking a 5tand that could 
quite possibly jeopardize all of the 
aforementioned: I take the stand never· 
theless. 
I unquestionably, anct en thusiastically 
endorse and support my supervisor. The 
Dean of Residence Life. EDNA M . 
CALHOUN. 1 urge you to supJlort her also 
She uncomplain ingly work s da\• in and day 
out so that your living environment ca n be 
conducive to your growth as a productive 
and well-rounded individual. Her undying· 
concern for you has caused her to take your 
concerns to the administration and board of 
trustees in an effort to solve the problems 
that confront you dally 
That same concern is the reason she 
worked practically around the clock for 
weeks at the beginning of this present 
sen1ester so that some five-hundred 
freshman students would attend Howard 
who had been told that they would have no 
place to stay. The Sutton Plaza Dormitory 
was made "available tO- the universi ty very 
' late In the summer and It took an absolut~i 
mammoth effort to ready it for occupancy. 
The Dean and her staff should be thanked 
and praised for they did a miraculous job in 
avail ing that hall to its present residents. 
Edna Calhoun has been most instrumental 
in getting SJ million for the renovating of 
our dormitories. You have the convenience 
of a transportation system serving the 
residence halls that is probably unparalleled 
by <1ny other University in the country . I 
could go on for hours but instead I will just 
admonish you to stop and take a look at 
son1e of the many virtuous aspects that are 
right before your eyes. 
I come to you with first hand knowledge 
that your Dean of Residence Life is most 
concerned about you and does everything in 
• her power to ensure that your living, lear-
ning. and studying conditions are always 
improvin&. 
This statement of support was absolutely 
unsolicited and reflects my own personal 
views. If I maY be of Service to any aroup of 
individual, please feel free to contact me at 
Lucy Oigas Slow Hall , 1919 Third St. N.W .. 
Washiniton, D.C., 20001 , at &36-7381 or82 
Rock Newm;1n 11 the Resident Counselor 
ol Slowe H;1ll Dormitory. 
I write the grades. I wr ite the grades 
My whole class is full off ailures 
And their averages are very lo\v 
But when the end of this semester 
. . . 
comes, . 
To summerschool they all will go 
By 
Dwayne .Conyers 
' 
I write the &rades that make you miss a 
year 
1 write the grades that make you shed a 
· tear 
I write the grades that make the young 
girls f.ail 
I write.the grades, I write the grades 
Oh, my tests are very hard, 
They' ll turn your b rain to lard 
I write them like that, so you will fail 
Your report will bear an 'F', and you'll 
see 
That in sun1n1erschool vou will be 
Conununism- Another Jonestown Cult • Panorama needs 
wri te the grades that close the 
colleae doors 
w rite the grades that have yo1.1 
sweepina f loors Thousands ,and thousands of peop le 
have been shocked at what happened 
In Jonestown, Cuyana. The one 
thouaht that sti l l l ingers in the minds 
o f many is-wil l it happen aaainl 
Fi rst, let's stop and ref lec t for a 
moment . Today many youna people 
are travelli ng throughou t the USA and 
throuahou t the wor ld for w hat? Some 
maybe for ad ventu re, o r aood times, or 
o thers in search of the answers to 
those questions they have about life. 
We live in an age where people are 
q1.1 estion ing the th ings they have been 
to ld to believe. 
This is right ly so, we all have minds 
and are ab le to th ink, and we shou ld 
use them to understand more about 
l ife and the wor ld we live in. 
People are search ing fo r JUSTICE, 
TR UTH (universa l va lues) and PE ACE 
just to ment ion a f ew . All of us would 
like to see a better world, but ho...,?· 
Now, let 's go b ack t o Rev. Jim Jone.s. 
If he was o ffering a way to make a 
better world and people are lookina 
,for one, I'm sure some will fo llow .. 
Jones is not the f irst to dO what he did 
and is not the LAST. Are there other Jim 
Jones In the worl d? YESl 
Today, there are peop le w ho are 
beina control led to invo lved in ac· 
tlvlties aaalnst their wil l . There are 
people who are belna made to work 12 
to 16 hours of hard physic al labor 
everyday. There are people who are 
unable to practice their rel igious 
bel iefs the way they want to . There are 
peop le who are under the constat 
. 
By 
David Harvey 
barage o f an ideology that they don't 
want to bel ieve in but must o r fear 
losing thei r li fe . There are people being 
kidnapped and put in very sec luded 
p laces to sta~here unt il they conform 
to certain ¥ 1icies. 
These things sound very horrible and 
we wou ld hate to see it happen to 
anybody. But, t he fact of the matter is · 
that these statements are true and are 
happening right th is very mo ment. 
If you thought that t onestown was 
appal /Ina. then what do you think 
about hundreUs o f thousands of 
peop le MURDER'. I) for the sake o f a 
"New INorld'' . The.re is a worst Jones· 
town exist lna in North Korea, a more 
v ic ious Jonestown Jn Red China, and a 
horrify ina Jonestown brewlna In the 
Soviet Union. 
If Black people are t o be f ree we 
have to fi nd truth and a way of l ife that 
wil l show us how to enjoy l ife and not 
destroy it. Communi~m is the enemy of 
. God and mankind. It w il l lure by it' s 
psuedo-tru th and it s seem ina abil ity to 
solve man's problems . 
People who are seek ing truth and · 
r ighteousness, don 't fal l prey to this 
devil in d isguise, for if yo u do, you may 
· not be so f o rt1.1nate as the survivors of 
Jonestown. Jonestown was a aroup 
v ery active in Marxist thouaht and 
lean ings. JonestOwn is an example of 
what can happen when one is involved 
with MarKist-leninism . Atheist ic 
materialism is not the answer to the 
problems of man. 
Stop and reflect within yourself and 
find the eneray and lpve to ai\le to 
\ 
- - -- . 
other people . W e need t o learn how to .' 
love each o ther and no t commit 
suicide. Find a f riend share in posit iv~ 
thoughts and act iv it ies and we · can 
build a better \'K>l"ld based on love 
and not materia li sm and dea th. 
D1vid Harvey is 1 senior m1jorin1 In 
Phy1ic•I Ther•py. 
• 
• 
columnists for next 
semester to write on 
these subjects· 
International Events, 
Black Media and 
' ·Busin~ss/Firiance. ,If 
interosted, stop by the· 
' ' 
Hilltop Office. 
I w rite the grades that make the youna 
air ls fail 
I w ri te the arades. I write the grades 
l·am teacher, and I write the grades." 
The finals continued .as the p ro: 
fessor hummed in the background 
such popular tunes as ''One Classroom 
Under An 'f ''', and '' Don't Co Passin' 
My Course'', etc . By the way, everyone 
• • • passed the final exam. Wel l Professor, 
bett er luck next semester. Meanwhile, 
the professor fades off into the sunset 
. ~ 1ng1ng : 
''I'm your failure man 
"That's'Who I am· 
I'm here to fail 
W hoever I can 
, Be it everybody 
o r three or four 
. " to summerschoo l 
t hey a ll wi l l go 
• • 
I 'm your f ailure man 
And l·am here 
Repeat my course 
ano ther year.'' 
-- . 
--·- -·-· 
\ 
I 
I 
- - · 
" .. . --. 
-· 
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Namibia Cont 'd from page 1 
South African occupation of the 
economically intearal region of the 
Barry Speaks at Harambee House 
nation would bring South African 
economic stranaulation of Namibia. 
SWAPO was also displeased abou t 
the UN plan because it did not address 
itself to the disposition of N'amibian 
political prisoners held in South Afri· 
can prisons, such as former SWAPO 
President Herman ya Toivo. 
By Aniela Philpott 
Hiiitop Staffwriter 
tracts ·and consultants. He also said the new mayor, '' as long as I can 
that he was interested in the land rhaintain my independence'' the &2 
development of Georaia Ave. year-old Mason added. 
NAMIBIA Mayor elect Marion Barry along 
with city council members Hilda 
Mason and Nadine Winter, broadcast 
the incoming D ist rict government's 
major objectives in a recent Breakfast 
Club radio panel at the Harambee · 
House hotel. 
· - · ·Because there will be~ new fa ces and The . Department of Human 
\ Resources will .be reoraanized to positions in D.C. government , Barry 
· assured the audience that ad-
'' disburse problem areas'' Barry said, ministrators would not hide in the 
The troubled aareement was dissolv· 
ed on the resi1nation of former South 
African Prime Minister John Vorster 
two months aao. Since that time, 
South Africa has increased its military 
presence in Namibia to a reported 
35,000 troops. 
~;~~~ it a ''pro11rammatic . realian- District Building, '' they will be out on 
the streets ... in various places where 
people are." 
Anaolan President Augustinho Neto, 
who allows SWAPO guerillas to base 
attacks from his nation, has charged 
that the build-in by South Africa is the • 
Citing housing as his ma jor thrust, 
, Barry said that he wou ld move to stop 
speculation and displacement. He 
added that he intends to renovate c it y-
owned houses that are boarded up, · 
and to expand emergency storage 
shelters for furnitu re owned by people 
who have been evicted. 
The mayor elect told 
Washingtonians that he was optimistic 
abou t the voter representation bill, but 
that it would take approximately f ive 
years to be passed by all the states. ''1t 
will get tough in states that are anti-
Black and anti-urban, he said. 
· Mason and Winter aareed that the 
13 member council would work with 
Barry said that he wou ld be held 
responsible for his promises and that 
he just ''wanted to work with the 
pec:i~le: '' 
The Howard c tlapter of Women In 
Communicat ion Inc . was also present 
at the panel . 
prelude to a major military strike into n 
Anaola . President Neto has ordered a L-.,..,.,...~V~l~ta~/C..'.l'~o~tl~n~g~C~e~n;t~e~rs:._:;ln::,.:.N~a;m~1~·b~ia~,~S;o:u~t~h~W:,:es~t~A;;.:;r~ic~a~ . .,.---.,-.,--~ 
national mobilization of his nat ion is , tered Namibian voters, where SWAPO ·nOt apply substantial economic lever· 
preparation for such an attack. enjoys a broad nationa l base of sup- age to South Africa in the form of 
Barry said that he is " actively'' 
seeking a new housing director. Of the 
present one, Lorenzo Jacobs, he said, 
''We might have to send him to Blue 
Plains somewhere." 
Botswana eonr'd from pag• 2 
Developments in Namibia do not port. mandatory economic sanctions. But, 
appear to be aetting much better, as The situation in Namibia appears judging from the recent sta tements of 
the Western diplomatic initiat ive likely to deteriorate if the UN, who re- . U.S. United Nations representative An-
seeriis hopelessly stablemated, at least voked the 1920 Leag"ue of Nations- drew Young, this does not appear 
for the present""tfme, The e-lections m~y- linandate whi ch gave South Africa likely. 
be effectively boycotted by most regis· legal control over the territory, does 
Using the example of Ed Murphy's 
ten year battle to open the Harambee 
House, Barry sa id that he would work 
for more minority bus inesses, con-
' 
reject the policy of Bantust.ans .. · And, 
therefore, the latter part of. the queS-
t iori falls away. We could not have 
dialouge with a system we d0 " tR)t· 
accept. 
Architecture Cont'd from page 1 Homeless Cont'd from page 3 
Werfeel that South Africa belonas to 
all the people there. And people 
should not be herded into little bantus-
tans and denied the rest of the riches 
o f the land. And therefore, we oppose' 
the bantustan policy because it' s 
'' separate development'' and an under-among · the students in the school . Lindsey is more of, '' a businessman 
than an educator." 
future. 
lying factor of apartheid ~ ' . 
Cine"tt Bausan said of Dean Lind-
sey, ''He has opposed the ma jority of 
progressive ideas proposed to enhance 
the education offered by the School of 
Architecture and Plann ing." 
Another studen t in the school, 
Robert Mack, said , '' I feel (Dean 
Lindsey) should resign because he isn 't 
doina anything . progressive for the 
school ." 
Al l students , though, are not so 
vehementl y opposed to Lindsey. A 
senior in the schoo l of Architecture 
said that many of these allegations 
·ought to be checked out before we ask 
for Dean Linds.e:y's head. 
Despite the impre~sion of most 
about the '' street people," they are not 
always poor slobs. But they are in-
, stead, often people with dr inking 
problems. 
'' A lot of the peop le that you see in 
here are not poor at al l," sa id one Of 
the men. ''Some have pockets full of 
money .. ' They are receiving it from 
their wiveii,Or children ... " 
Many people are trying to get to the 
cente r for shelter, but are not able to 
make the long journey. And some of 
the people at the shelte r are not 
staying in the reserved area and arrest 
have resulted . 
It is speculated that most 
people who are served at the center 
really need the help, but some are wel l 
to do and are taking advantage of the 
situation. 
We have nothing against the unfor-
tunate people (in BophuthaTswana), 
but we are against the policy they were 
put into.· They are Batswana but they 
are in a situation of bantustan and 
apartheid, which we oppose. 
One student commented that Dean 
Morgan said of the student com-
plaint sheet, '' The speed with which he 
(Lindsey) wi~hed to resolve the Prasad 
issue, we challenge him to resolve 
these matters." 1 
The CCNV's action in moving the 
people in the center wa s il legal and 
there may be reprecussions in the near 
South Africa belongs to everybody, 
rfot for 10 million people to be 
shepherded and enclosed in 13 percent 
of the land. We cannot, as a demo-
. cratic state . a·ccept this ill-distribution 
AIR FLORIDA INTRODUCES ''HALF FARE"TO MIAMI AND FORT LAU 
A 50% T <NO RESTRICTIONS> ON EVERY SEAT, EVERY MONDAY 
WEDNESDAY.AND A HECKUVA DEAL THE OTHER DAYS TOO! 
A REMARKABLE PRICE FROM A 
REMARKABLE AIRIJl'IE. 
Starting December 14, Air Florida will knock the 
stuffing out of the ~ular $106 coach fare to South 
Florida. Our Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday price 
BIO-JET SERVICE FOR AI I 
When you fly us to Florida you'll be assured of a 
comfortable ride. Our Boeing 737's are the new 
200-Advanced Series. And our jets come equipped 
with the most courteous, most helpful flight 
attendants in the sky. 
LOW PRICES PLUS FRILLS. 
We're cooking up some novel food ideas for our 
THE ONLY NON- STOP SERVICE TO MIAMI/ 
FT. LAUDERDALE FROM SPACE-AGE DOLL.ES AIRPORT 
Effective December 14, 1978 
WASHll'tQTort: (DQI I PS) TO: 
Mill mi 
Ft. Lauderd!!le 
F\.t . 
92 
94• •• 
96' 
...... 
lO:OOA 12:00N non-llop 
4:00 P 6:00 P non·ltop 
I 0:00 P 12:35 A OM-llop 
92••• IO:OOA 12:50Pone-ttop 
94 • • • 4:00 P 6:50 P one-llDp 
96" 10:00 P 12:00M non-!IDp 
will be just $53. ThursdaY through Sunday seats will 
all cost $8Q. Those are the prices on every seat, on 
every ftight Noglmmkks. No hedges. No restrictions 
whatsoever. 
11• \. t,'<~ '-~,!!>~.~price you· re going to love 
lof; ~ftiie '!ft~lhe sUpei-professioNll carrier that 
, -1 •• 1 ftles over 100 jet flights dally between 13 Florida 
Florida fligh_ts_. Delicious surpris~ you usu~lly.don' t .TO: 
find on an airline menu. Old4ashioned~~~ ~ington tDullesl 
cmH:tiot .Pretzels, com.:OO·the-cOb;pt.:a ,:: 17u.;~.4. r , 91 " - 7· \ ! t ' "''U:-::r,~•1 93"·""' 12:~P-' t~ =-~--' 
95 6:30 P 9:15 Pone-11op 
• 
cities and the Bahamas. The 
airline whose ''on·time'' 
record is one of the besl The 
airtine who Hew over half 
a million passengers this past yea[ 
Mia mi. Ft Lauderdale. Tampa. Orlando. hicksorioi/le. West Plllm Belich . 
• 
/ 
··nickel'' beer and Happy Hour cocktails.' . I~-~ ·t,,., auol!lllWZ TO: 
It all starts December 14. Wnshington (Dulles) 
Call your Travel Agent or 
Air Florida for reservations: toll free 
800-327-2971. 
~AIR FIORIDA 
93• •• 
95 
l : 1-5 p 3: 15 p non-!IDp 
7:15 P 9:15 P.non-*'P 
"Dail)' except Sait. •"Da ily except Sun .. •• "Dally except SM. & Sun. 
FARES: $53 (one way)on Monday, TuesdayendWedncad~ 
$8Q (one way) on Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sund!y. 
Dayt011a Beach. Galnewilfe, Petuacola, Panamll Cily. Tallahas:itt. Wash ington. D.C .. Nassau. Rock Sounct. Treasure~ 
• 
• 
' 
~I 
"' 
• 
of the land. And therefore, the ques-
t ion · of ever amalgamating or 
federating with Bopt-lutba Tswana falls 
· iCCJIJllletely away. 
Hilltop: Now, from what I under-
stand, there are a lof of refuaees fk>od-
ina into Botswana from South Afric01, 
N•mibla, as well Oii Zimbabwe. How 
would you assess the cunent refuaee 
problem in Bot1w01n.al Is it seriously 
taxina the aovernment's resourcesl 
Ambassador: Yes, i t is. Not only does 
i t tax the resources, but it also taxes 
the resources in the number of man 
hours used by the people in the 
organization. And this is one of the 
problems that we always put to the 
international world through various 
.agencies to try to come to our 
assistance. 
We have a long boundary with 
Rhodesia and from this country we get 
as many as 500 people, at times, a 
Week, or sometimes 200 people a day. 
It's just mounting. More are coming 
into the country than are 'leaving. This 
creates a serious problem. 
Hiiitop: As far 'IS numben are. 
concerned, what would · you put the 
unofficiOll estimate on the number of 
·refugees in Botswan• currently? 
Ambassador: About 12,000. 
Hilltop: Thiit's •lot of people. 
Amb.auador: 
We have a shortage of housing our-
selves; shortages of places for our 
students at schools . And this is really a 
big burden on the scarce resources of 
the country. 
Hilltop: There w•s some criticism 
that Botswana was subvertin1 or con-
~rollin1 the amount of political 
freedom th•t the Soweto refuaees 
have. What it your official &ovtrnllleftt 
..... '!H , , , 
viewf ~;i+\it' ., ·-
Ambassador: I am aware that it is 
very easy to Critic ize, especially from a 
distance. And people are not disbarred 
·trom do'ing so. It is people on the spot 
who are better acquainted with the 
problem and we know what is happen-
ina in our country. 
One of the conditions that every 
refugee has to recognize. is that· they 
have come to request refuge; and they 
are not coming .to use the country, that 
has kindly given them refuge, as a 
springboard, or· to indulge in activities 
that could be described as hostile to a 
neighboring state. And this is made 
clear to every refugee. But people tend 
to overlook this, and feel they have the 
freedom of the world in the country 
that they are in. 
Botswana has been quite tolerant 
about some of the activities the 
refugees have been engaged in. But, 
there are times a country has to think 
about its own internal security. And 
you have to make sure this 1s 
respected. 
Center 
Cont'd from page , 1 
. 
together as a whole. It will provide a 
central congregating point. The day of 
the wall is gone." 
Denise Mitchell ·said, ''The Center 
,will provide additional job op-
portun ities for students." 
Charles Hamlin said , ''The Center 
:w il l be a vehicle which can be used by 
the students to release anxieties 
brougt-lt on by classes, instructors an~ 
a lack of recreational activities." 
Kim B. Mason said, ''Being that I live 
in Meridian, I will not be ab1e to take 
full advantaae of the Center. I do feel 
that it will improve the look of the 
campus 100% , and will provide a 
comfortable atmo·sphers f or 
socialization between classes.'' 
Bomb 
Contt from page I 
-pOftce take in handl ing these mitters . 
Hankins said , ''We don' t discuss the 
. specific procedures for handling these 
cases because they are constantly 
being revised in order .to thwart 
criminals ... professional bombers.'' 
.He added, ''We are also not allowed 
to discuss details on t}Q_w we determirie · 
whether or nOt a bonib 1s bona tide." -
However Officer Louis Widawski of 
the D .C.P.D. bomb unit said, ' 'Once we 
get a call, we respond to it with a 
police team accompanied by a 
specially trained dog. This doa is able 
to sniff out a bomb if there is one . 
'' If it is indeed a bomb the doss have 
located, th"e~ a special team of bomb 
technicians arf called in to handle it. " 
At present j police have no one in 
custody in connection with the threeo 
bomb threats. · 
1 
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Behind the Applause and Ovations Women Di stover 
''Males, females , Bl~cks, whites, 
young.. a~- .old..c.an listen to 'colored 
·&iris .. ' and hear themselves.'' 
Rainbow 
By Joy L. Bell 
Hilltop St~ffwriter 
Many Black men are offended by the 
play ''for Colored Girls Who Have 
Considered Suic ide When the Rainbow 
·is Enuf''. On the otherhana; -many 
Black women have enioved the olav. 
Michael Jackson, a ·design major 
says, ''The play was downgrading to 
tBlack men. It portray.s Black men tc 
iact ''niggerish,.'' The .technical parts of 
1
the play were superb, but the per-
spFCtive Was· off-ba~ and did not take 
the fe.elings of Black men into con-
sideration.'' 
There's no doubt about the ex-
1traordinary talent in the play, but a 
play of such nature does raise con-
-troversial questions. 
FU.st oi:. ~in -all ffrime,., ; I have put 
myself in the place of the Stack man 
by asking myself how would I feel if 
the exact same play were about Black 
men revealing negative attitudes 
about Black women. Evertlbin'1 wo11lrl 
be the same except 1for a cast of seven 
Black men instead of Women and the 
title would be, For C016red Men Who 
Have Considered Su ic ide When the 
Ra inbow is Enuf. " The 'lines · would 
change to depict Black women instead 
of Black men . I do feel Black women 
can be critically depicted just as any 
human being can. 
-
It's very <;lisheacte:n.iog to think of 
myself sitting in an audience while I· 
and others watch my soul being 
turned inside out by the person with 
whom I have the deepest roots . I 
would be very offended. It seems 
almost inevitable that a wave of 
resentment would sur~e throu~h me. 
-Altheush most of the.lines .are: witty 
children here. Many Black men 
. -eonfronted·with t~ war did not have 
much of a choice. 
Although the play reptesents a 
personal experience, those who do not 
know different will accept the 
- ·negative stereotypes of Black men that 
are blatantly, but skillfully portrayed 
by the cast. 
This brings to mind a second 
question . Why do Black women 
publicly depict 'their closest of kin to 
be lower than animals. Perhaps the 
play is depicting the general nature of 
man. But, why do Black. women have 
to do it? 
I do not mean to offend anyone, but 
'' For Colored Girls ... '' has come at a 
time when so many other ideas would 
have been more appropriate. But I 
suppose a play showing how Black 
men love their c hildren instead of 
·dropping them out of windows would 
.not have been as interesting or made 
as· much money: 
Another question that comes to 
mind is why is there so much public it) 
on a play of suc h derogatory nature? Is 
this what the American public and 
people of other countries want to see? 
Becil.uSetlie imPict-Of the play is too 
great to ignore. it can not be con-
sidered just another play. White 
America now has the litera l help of the 
Black woman to ~eg_rade the Black 
man . What more could they ask for? 
'' For Colored Girls ... " has managed 
to survive when so many other 
meaningful Black plays are being 
stamped out. The meaning of the play 
is still vague, but the comments of Ms . 
Debbie Bush, an area resident, sheds 
some understanding. She says, ''The 
play means just what the title says.· 
Women consider suicide wt"ien they are 
having a bad relationship, and women· 
with good relationships. do not co.n-
sider suic ide ." 
, 
to a spiritual awareness for a so lution 
to their problems. I feel the real 
solution lies within the person. In a 
relationship, nobody can take from 
you wfr.it you do not give. One cast 
member put it well by saying 
''somebody almost walked off with my 
stuff ~and 1ras watching." · 
Ttte problems between Black male 
and. female reJationships are alre1dy 
complex enough without being put on 
display for the whole world to add 
their super:y~1 comments. 
! 
By M•rle Smith 
l::l!lltop_ Staffwriter .. 
''ever since 1 realized there w8s 
someone call :ed a colored 
girl an evil woman a bitch or a 
nag l'Ve been trying not to be 
that &. leave bitterness in 
somebody else's cup, .. .'~ 
Ms. Anne, like poet Sha n&e. grew up 
':feeling that her middle-class values 
walled her off from her Black peers. '' I 
• wasn't hip .. I didn' t know street talk . It 
took me awhile to say, This is the way I 
am. My parents worked hard to get me 
here," sai<!Ms. Anne. 
In ~ Fqr Colored Girls ... " the 
, · c hara ct·er~· she portrays packs her 
These are the words ?f · treasures I n a brown paper bag. She 
author/poetess iN.tozake Shange whose intendi . t~ find her blackness by 
play,. '' For Color~ _Gi rls -Who Have lea'<'. rn& .her ''i ntegrated home/in-
Cons1dered ·· Su1c1de{When The tegrated street/integrated school." 
her mah is abo~t to leave with '' alla my 
stuff." She tells hii:n to find his own 
thinss and '' leave this package of me 
for my destiny." She's laughing. but 
her humor is deadly. For Beverly Anne 
the show packs a message . they' re 
spreading with near missionary zeal . 
Rainb_ow Is., ~nuf," -.,has . returned t In ''~Colored Girls .. " awakening 
Wash \9gton for five-weeks at the comes in snatches. One woman finds 
Warner Theat~. 13 & E Streets, N.W . ---=-=-==="="•"=".:,.,._.,._.,..,.,._.,.,.,..,.,..,.., ___ .,.,., • ...,.,_,.,..,.., __ .,.,_ ..... --., 
The play will r~n through S1:1nday, .Dec . 
''I f we feel submissive we' re notable 
to give or receive as much as if we feel 
special,. We .have to find the diamond 
in ourselves. We can try our hardest to 
get our goals, but if we don't get them 
we can't suffocate or beg," Ms . Anne ~aid . life has joys and pains . We have 
to be strong enough to1hold the whole 
thing together. All of u S:h~e to realize 
that~ the rainbow is the pot of gold . 
Each of us is the rainbow." 
31 
From Ms. Shange's unique spelling, 
punctuation and grammar, '' For:. 
Colored Girls ... " is not the usual 
Broadway fare . Yet, the colla&e of her 
writings as arran&ed by director Oz 
Scott and choreographed by Paula 
Moss has received high critical praise -
and record-bre,aking audiences in New 
York , Boston and Philadelphia . 
The surprise hit of the 1976-1977 
theatre season, ''For ·colored Girls ... " 
began its odyssey to Broadway as a 
series of readings given by Ms. Shange 
in small bars and lofts in San Francisco 
and New York . 
'' For Colored Girls ... " is a stirring 
evocation of the probems, concerns, 
joys and triumphs of women -
particularly Black women-in 
America. It is an orchestration of 
poetry, dance and sona:, with its seven 
wonderfully talerited women moving 
fluidly from subjects as diverse as 
graduation night to latent rapists . 
Featured in the cast are laTanya 
Richardson, Barbara Alston, Beverly 
Anne, Brenda J. Davis, Yvette Hawkins, _ 
S. Epatha Merkerson, Tawnya Pet-
tiford ... all accomplished actresses, 
singers and dancers. 
Sitting in the ~men Comer' 
' 
and relate to the human experience, 
some are farfetched. '' Any nigger that 
would rather kill Vietnamese children 
then feed his own is crazy'' is a line 
from the play that shou ld be c~nsored . 
I personally knew Black men who died . 
in Vietnam so they could feed their The play c loses as the women turn 
However, in · an interview with 
Beverly Anne (Lady in Pink) she 
dis cussed ' her experiences with the 
play. ''For Colored Girls ... " is poet 
Ntozake Shange' s saber-toothed 
celebration of womanhood . Seven 
actresses, representins different facets 
of the same woman, relive sraduat ion 
night in a Buick,_ rape by a ..f!'iend, 
Po li ce Athletic league dances, pain, 
Beverly Anne (Lady in Pink) studied passion and finally, discovery of the 
at Howard University · rainbow. By Marie Smith Hilltop Sl;iiffwriter 
the audience. Throu&h his perfor-
mance, ttie aUd'ience exQeriences the 
traumatic drama of the play, which is 
the objective, '' Find yourself a corner 
in the lord's house ." His voice will 
bring tears to your eyes, mot ivate you, 
and inspire you to re-examine your 
own self - internally and externally, as 
he ends the scene with the electrifyin& 
' 'Swina Low, Sweet Chariot , Comin' fo ' 
-
llowe!-a 11)1nc me lftw•lwltaT 
!Wery dmo goyemment wanta to ve America l\)lllethina 
-yet de lln't want to tax people y ID pay for It-the 
re1ult ii llf111lly a law requirina business to pay the freJaht. 
'Ibo little pa or oil? Make bqalness rebuild factories to 
- cool. Utility bills too hlaJt? Make bullness aublidlr.e 
~n. Wont cleaner air and water? Make Ind .. 
try iN'•il addltional layers of pollution control oquiP' 
ment. Want lea risk for people at work? Make 
bullness -.gineer every piece of equipment to 
"'move all human responsibility. The COii of all thia 
ii eaMJ111M11. Wasted P100CY results in inflation 
and IOll jobs. ' · 
Companies often grumble about the socll·it.,to-
business situation. But ,.., do get things dOne when 
peopt.o demand them, and that's more than ..- insti· 
tutions in thia imperfect world. The fact ii we atw the 
Goooe That Lays the Golden Fcgs. 
It's not the responsibilities themaelves that worry us. 
It's the way in which new tasks are •addled on our back1, 
We'"' hit with deadlines. Slapped with finoa. 
Handed detailed orders on exactiy how we muat 
try to' oolve each problem, by people who uen't 
funjljar with science or engineering or fi~. 
We're fon:ed to spend vast suma with no re-
coune. Either thae coots pour right on throull> 
to the prioes we have to charge, or ,.., have to 
eat the CClllS ourselves-leavina 1 .. to spend on 
-. better producta and jobl. 
What can America do about thia situ1tion? 
We wilh our government would - more carroia, 
and fewer llicks. 
P ' "'°'about CARROTS AND mas 
The power of government ii ]1111 u.,... wbeu 
it'1 med to pull, rather tlian pulh. Why not let aov-
emment help aet America'• goala, and .,_...... . 
each COlllpllly to pick the..- effectlve, leut expe& 
live m11m to reach them? That one idea oould·uve 
untold bllliona of dollan for everybody. 
• 
• 
Buhina the Ooo1e That Lays the Oolden ffp ii atupld. 
We need more cooperation-not conflict-between bull· 
n .. and government. Just think how much more we'd all 
~et done if government would tap the eJtperience and 
unaaination of busines people, not force m to focua on 
technicalities and procediws, Let's stop maldna the buai-
ness l)'Slem spin its wheels tryina to sltid tluouab a 
minefield of fiendishly detailed, horribly long-winded 
and hopelessly oboc111C regulations. U America will 
set clear goals and provide a few carrots. business 
will find the ways to get things done quickly 
and econcimicaUy. 
Next time somebody says we ought to make busi· 
ness do something, perhaps you'd like to ask 
that person to think up a good carrot to use, 
instead of a stick. It's important to you and the 
17,000,000 other Americans who'll be joining the 
hunt for jobs over the next ten years. 
Good luck in your search for a job. 
let m .. enr YOUR'pWn 1111k •N I Joliol 
We'll 1 oad yoa a free bodl11 •,... do 
Drws OUT message make sense to y<iM? W•li UM 
to know what you think. Your ,,.r:sonaJ U[!"ri-
ences. Facts to prove or disprove OW' point. Drop 
w a lino. We'd liluJ your plain tall<. F<N i./Hng u.s 
your thoughts, we 'II send you nt01S infonnation 
. . o.n W..S •!/•cling jobs. Phu Amico~ jomou.s 
, •·• hanlibook, How to Get a Job. ltOJUwn SOuy 
lfWStioru you 'II nnd to knoM< Us. it to NI y..,_lf 
apotl, aboH ·111. crowd W..U Amico. Ea.caliona/ 
R•llltions O.pt. U-6. G•M"'I Of/ic.s, Midt/Wtown, 
Ohio 45043. S. ,..,. to includ. a lllalry#d. 
s•lfaddnu«l bwinas-1iz• •nv.W,,.. 
' 
''And the lord said , ''Maggie, you got 
to find yourself a hiding place ... " 
The Rep, Inc ., is presenting James 
Baldwin's excruciatina. remarkable, 
and intensifyina; ·''Amen Corner'' 
directed by Bobbie Price . and produc· 
ed by Ca rolyn Smith and Sad iaa 
. Pettaway. . . 
The ''Amen Corner'1, is a well 
developed , devistatina perspective of 
a portrait of a woman sea rchina for her 
· identity throuah a series of traaedles 
that force her to re-examine her 
motives . 
Sis Maraaret, portrayed by Caren 
Clark Taylor, sets a most. reallstlc, yet 
sanctified, settlna as she opens the 
play with &O•l>el tunes. Luke. her hus· 
band, portrayed by Edward Mays(lsm), 
arouses lauahter In the audience as he 
makes his entrance in the home with a 
conaested nasal volct_l,Pu!'ld~ ~ ·-
. However, Tammy Allcla Phlllips, as 
Sister Moore, aives the play dynamic, 
and excitlna appeal with her splcyt 
southern accent, Her character is well 
defined throuah her speech and aes· 
tures. Her facial expressions · underlie 
deception as well as truth . Her role as. 
Sister Moore, adds to the &reat success 
of the play . 
But, David, portrayed by Art_hu~ 
Dailey, ·Jr., initiates a ·cartharsis within. 
. . 
To Carry Me Home." ~ 
· The Rep. - inc., lives once aaain 
throuah this outstandina drama. The 
' Rep, Inc ., is a cultural institution estab-
lish~ to train students in all aspects of 
theatrical arts whether it be drama , 
d1.nce, voice, playwrltlna. theater 
manaaement, technical theater. public 
' relations, or fllmm1.kin1, The nonprofit 
company ts funded throuah the Na-
tional Endowment for the Art~ 1nd 
CETA. -·-
Althouah the students perform 
domestic ind other duties to help p1y 
for their trainlna. the once-1-year, 18 
Week proaram, Is free to those who 
audition and are accepted, As with 
other trainlna proarams at the Rep, the 
technical workshops have a practical 
aoal , ''No actor acts all the time," said 
technical instructor, Ed Des hoe. ·· An , 
actor's career can be auamented if he 
understands the business side of it 
too.'' 
The performance is showing now 
thru December 30. For ticket informa-
tien, contact the Rep at 291 -3903 or 
291·3904. 
THIS WEDNESDAY; NOV!Mlllt 29- a P.M. 
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Art Exhibit 
Women Accomplishment 
, a late soUi'th6fn journalist, crusaded a~t .lynchings. Harriet Tubman led many slaves to freedom ·b:Y way o 
· Underground Railro.id~ 
By Beth Phynes The collecti on is histori ca lly signifi-
caht since some of the women fived Hiiitop St11ffwriter 
The Great Beautiful Black women before there were many, if any, photo-
Collection, a painting exhibit graphs. The portraits by Collins serve 
presented by Johnson Products as a major reference for the physical 
Company, Inc ., is current ly· on display presence of the woman 
at the Frederick Douglass Museum of The majori ty. of Paul Col lins' com-
African Art, 318 8th St., NE . missions are portraits, '' I prefer people 
The artist, Paul Collins, was con1- as st1bjects, rather than inanimate 
missioned by Georae E Johnson. presi- objects," says the primarily self taught 
dent of Johnson PrC' ' Jets, to paint a artist '' I spent much of my time in 
series of 13 portraits of Great Beautiful libraries and museums studying the 
Black Women. works of the old masters," Collins said 
This collectlon of paintinus reflects of his early years . He added, '' They 
the many and varied cont ributions tauaht n1e that there is no substitute 
Black women have made throuahout for sel f-discipline and a knowledwe of 
history- p1rt lcularlv American the basic rule s of art ." 
hiitory, Each portrait portrays a Care!ul attention ls aiven to detail in 
woman of accompllihment . From the Collins work . He concentrates on 
1 Q\lffn of Sheba, to Solo~rner1Ti,ruth ,1 to. 1. P!lt\\~u l;i,r ttre,a.s : ,n., 11l1n~e l,n the eyes,. 
Marian Anderson , -each .. p·ortra it or a hand .iestu re, He p111 n1 s ~JY Vill l1e 
d1plct1 the physical appe,arance and rather than hue, Coll in., does not Li~e 
Inner 1plrlt of the woman. mechanical de\ Ices In his work , bl1t 
• 
, , l'louJ coiµru ... ~ti.t ~· 
rcli~s onlv on hi~ h11r1d) ar1'cl h i~ n1ind to 
• 
create the mai.ilc in his 1><lintinws 
Colli r1 s is known for his skillft1! ll SC 
BUILD YOUR CAREER TODAY, 
of textU res and light, ana attention to 
minute detail _ His painting technique 
is '' dry o il '' To accentuate the fine 
points in his paintings, Col lins paints 
on carefully prepared Cessoed 
masonite panels rather than.on ca nvas. 
One of the most challenaing of 
Collins ' niajor works was his bio· 
graphic n1ural of former President 
Gerald R. ford_ The Presidential Mural 
measures 18' x 8' and is instal led as a 
commemoration to Ford in the Kent 
International Airport in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan. 
Johnson, an avid art col lector, 
officially donated the collectlon of 
Black won1en 's portraits to the Amerl· 
can i1L1btic in celebrat ion of h is 
company's si lver anniversary, 
The co l lf'ction·may be vieWed at the 
1n11SCL1n1 throuyh Jan., after wh ich It 
•v iii 1:0 on tol1r ni!.tionall y for the next 
111 r11ontl1s 
MAKING ENERGY FOR TOMORROW. 
' 
• 
At Georgia Power Company, we're providing electricity 
every day for the growing needs of our customers. 
' 
Survival and progress in life's endeavors depend on 
reliable, efficient energy. Our need for growth can expand 
your own professional opportunities. 
We' re constantly looking for ways to improve the use of 
energy-creating solar heating and cooling systems, 
electronic load-management devices, innovative time-of-day 
rate structures, electric commuter cars. It's a necessary and 
vital struggle. 
The serious problems of energy supply and efficient 
energy use demand the best minds we can muster. Right 
now, and for future problem-solving, we're looking for 
graduates who have interest or experience in these areas: 
• Accounting 
• Data Processing 
•Finance 
• Electrical Engineering 
• Power Generation 
• Civil and Mechanical Engineering 
• Transmission and Distribution 
• System Operations and Communication 
• Generating Plant Construction 
• Nuclear Engineering 
Send us your resume, or request information from: 
Employee Relations Department 
Georgia Power Company 
P.O. Box 4545 
Atlanta, Georgia 30302 
Georgia Power A 
Equal Opportunity 
Employer M/ F/ H 
• 
• 
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Black_History Spotlight 
From the Kitchen 
to the Battlefront 
• 
By Darien C. Small 
Hilllop St•ffwrller . 
..... 
World War 11 took the lives of millions of men. Prior to 
the bombing of Pearl Harbor, Black men who wanted to 
defend their country through the military were limited to 
becoming little more than servants. 
Like all wars, World War I I had its heroes. A hero, S/lYS 
the dictionary, is "any man noted for his feats of courage 
or nobility of purpose; especially, one who has risked or 
sacraficed his life. " By those standards, one of the first 
heroes of the first World War was a Black man, a man 
named Dorie Miller. 
Dorie Miller, a very powerfully built man, was born in 
• Waco, Texas, the son of two sharecroppers. As many 
men have done, Dorie joined the Navy after graduating 
from high school. Four years later Dorie served food as a 
messman on the ship West Virginia . 
Thirty-seven years ago yesterday, December 7, 1941, on 
a peaceful Sunday morning, 400 Japanese planes glided 
down from the skies and obliterated Pearl Harbor. That 
morning in the ship's dining room Dorie was waiting on 
tables. Suddenly, the ship began ·to rock from the ex-
plosions and impact of the Japanese's bombs. Shrapnel 
began flying through the air, cutting into the bodies of 
many of the American Navy men. 
Reaching the deck of the ship, Dorie found his captain 
bleeding to death from a slug of metal embedded into his 
stomach. After carrying his captain to a safer place, he 
helped to pass ammunition to two machine gunners on 
the ship's forward deck. Japanese fighter power drilled 
the decks of the ships, and one of the two machine 
gunners was cut down by the enemies artillery. Then 
Dorie Miller, a man who for years had the opportunity to 
do little more than to serve food to his dying friend, took -
control of the empty machine gun. Once the smoke had 
cleared and the deafening noises of the battle had 
subdued, at feast four Japanese bombers had met the fate 
of the actions and shooting of messman Dorie Miller. 
~ . r-i . r '' ' \l' 
America was now at war, and Dorie had to return Ip 
being a steward. Serving aboard the aircraft carrier Lis-
come Bay, he was promoted to mess attendant Thir.i:J 
Class. Secretary of the Navy and the commander-in-chief 
of the Pacific Fleet personally commended Dorie for his 
actions, pinning the Navy Cross to his chest. 
In December, 1943, Dorie Mifl~r was killed in action in 
the South Pacific. I have seen some of the many World 
War II and Pearl Harbor movies and all have been void of 
this American hero named Dorie Miller. 
244-1456 
·' The next feature meeting 
will be Jan. 12, 1979 in the 
Hilltop Office at 6pm. AnY-
one interested in joining 
the staff should attend to 
4201 Cannec'l~wt Aw•., N.W. find out what it's all about 
W1triln1ton, D.C. :IOOOa 
• 
x-1.. Joill. The 
~hO'WBiz 
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Tl\is~mmer 
In the Disney College Wor'Kshop 
*SINGERS* 
* INSTRUMENTALISTS * 
You could find yourself perfOllTiing 
on the most famous stage of all . .. 
.... 
LMadanSwlbll'lell:llllJl'-i ut;• a a: 
.11111, 20 I. 22, 10 A..H. - 6 P . H. 
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By D•rien C. Sm•ll 
Hilltop St.1ffwriter 
PART II 
In their white hoods and gowns they 
may look like creatures out of '' Battle 
Star Ga lactica'' or the ''Muppets'', but 
beneath those masks stand an organi-
zation of angry, irrat ional, dangerous 
and often barbarian-like men. 
For 113 years they have called them-
se lves Christians. For 113 years they 
have been known as the Ku Klux Kl<fn .. ." 
The Klan of the '70s is growing in num-
bers (it claims that its membership has 
almost trippled over the past year), 
growing in political strength and striv-
ing to stop all educational, economic, 
political and socia l growth of Black 
Americans. 
The twelve major sects of the 
Klan-in their latest rebirth-have 
taken a different swing. The once· 
supersecret organization {cal ling them· 
selves the Invisible Empire) has often 
gone public in seeking new members. 
The mass of the new recruits are 
younger, less poor and educated white 
Americans . Estimates of the Klan's 
strength range as low as the FBl's esti-
mate of 2,200, to the organization's 
estimate of almost 400,000 members. 
Throughout the Klan's history, they 
chara cteristi ca lly have burned every-· 
thing from crosses to people. The burn-
ing of crosses, in the Klan 's own words, 
is '' to rally the forces of Christianity 
against the ever increasing hards of 
anti-whites, and the enemies of pure 
Americanism.'' 
One common trust of the modern 
day Klan is a greater control of this 
cou ntry's political reigns . In 1975, Dale 
Rice, imperial Wizard and National 
Director of the Ohio KKK , ran as a 
Democrat in West Virginia's vice presi-
dential primary and won . He now plans 
to run for the governor of O hio . 
Bill Wilkinson, the Imperial Wizard 
of the Invisib le Empire-Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan , was in Prjnce George's 
Cou nty for what he labeled an organi-
zational meeting with local leaders . 
.· . .. , 
discuss ·Terrence Johnson a little more, 
it (the trial} would be too good to 
miss," said the Klansman . ' 
David Duke, a young white man who 
calls himself the Imperia l Wizard of 
the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (a 
group that broke off of Wilkinson's 
Invisible Empire-Knights of the Ku Klux 
Klan), lost his .1975 bid to ~he U . S ~ 
Senate . But now, taking hi s pleas to 
the nation via the media , Duke is welt 
paid by the networks and radio sta-
tions to appear on talk shows. 
''Yes, I'm a ra cist, but it depends 
upon the definition that you use. If you 
define a racist as a person who 
believes in oppressing other people, 
putting other people down, or subject· 
ing them to your will, I am not one. But 
if you define a rac ist ~ someone who 
loves hi s own race and wants to ad-
vance hi s own heritage and culture, l 
am one," said Duke. 
.• 
. -
. . 
' .. 
eso 
books, cartoons, editorials, books and 
Klan hotline numbers . 
One of the Knight's manual entitled 
''The African I Told," is reportedly 
written by a Muhammed X. Bulging 
with anti-white American slogans. it 
preaches and teaches the killing of 
white people. The book also includes 
an application blank that one can send 
off to suppo"Sedly receive more anti-
white folk literature. ''What that book 
essentially did was to give us the 
names of the most radical Blacks in 
the United States. So that when the . 
ti·me comes. iwe will know where· the•,-
are-those who hate white people," 
sa100uke. 
The Armed Services, specifically a 
U.S. Marine Corps base, has active 
Klan qrio:aniza~ions . On November 13, 
;earched parts of its barracks and 
found a multitude of Klan literature as 
well as a list of marine Klan leaders · 
and members . Concerned that Klan 
activities not take place on federal 
property, 50 alleged Klan members 
have been transfered from Camp 
Pendleton to bases all over the coun-
try. In separating the Klan at the base. 
they may have sprinkled the ~eeds for 
marine Klan operations throughout the 
nation. 
''An organization that advocates 
violence should certainly be observed 
(by the FBI). but most of the violence 
. we hear about ourselves (the Klan) is a 
drummed-up media Hollywoodzatio n 
of Klan activities, " isaid Duke. 
In Montgomery, Alabama, 1961 , o ne 
of seven ''freedom ride rs'' 
.... _~../-
-1977, 13 Black marines stationed at crippled during a Klan beating. Fifteen 
Camp Pendleton in Cal ifornia were years later, January 4, 1976 Walter 
·''Th is is strictly organizational," Duke and his fo ll owers, Kn ig ht s of 
the Ku Klux Klan, are referred to by 
leaders of other Klan sects as '' outlaw'' 
K lansmen. Duke and his affiliates pub-
lish much literature, includinf comic 
attacked by seven beer-drinking white _Bergman filed a S1 niillion sui!_ii:t_!he 
marines . Thinking that they were U.S. District Cou rt against FBI Director 
breaking up a Klan rrreeting - which Clarence M. Kelly and other top bur-Wilkinson said, waving his lighted 
cigar. ''We' re going to meet tonight 
and discuss ways to improve the Klan's 
ima e ' in Maryland . We al-so want to 
actua ll y was being held next door - eau officials who were FBI agents at 
they assaulted the.seven marines. that time in the South, charging them 
Since then, the military .base was with fail.ing to stop the KJ~n's attack 
AN E:XCITING ~IRST YOU WON'T WANT TO Ml~~! 
··~ • • 
A ONE: OF A KIND AFFAIR .... :.E:XQUISITE: ... TASTE:FUL, RARE: .... 
IF YOU DARE: NOT COME:, YOU'LL WISH YOU'D BE:E:N THE:RE: ' 
TONIGHT!! DE:CE:MBE:R 8, 
IN THE: PALACIOUS BALLROOM OF THE: SHE:RATION PARK HOTE:L. 
COMME:NCING 9 P.M. WITH THE: SE:R\llNG OF HORS D'OE:U\IRE:S, 
CASH BAR 
TICKE:TS ONLY V.00 €ACH! SE:E: ANY AKA OR DE:LTA fOD.4Y. 
* DRE:SS' FOR FINE:SSE: 
. . • 
on the freedom riders . 
The suit stems from testimony given 
in 1975 by Gary Thomas Rowe, a FBI 
infiltrator of the Klan : Rowe, testify-
ing to a Senate Intelligence commit-
tee, said that the FBI knew o.f the 
Klan's plan to attack the freedom 
riders but . did- nothing ..to stop the 
assault. 
Black people's recovery from the 
disease of 350 years of slavery, has, 
over the past 11 3 years, been slow but 
su re . White America's obstacles, as 
well as those that we have self-impos-
ed, have stuttered our progress. But 
despite the actions of terrorist and 
intimidations of o rganiz ations like the 
K.u Klux Klan, the runn ins s iant has yet 
to fall . 
In a speech to Congress on March, 
17, 1964 then President Lyndon John-
son backed the efforts and struggles of 
civil rights workers. '' ... All ·Americans 
·must have the privile ge of citizenship 
regardless of race . And they are going 
to have these privileges. But to exer-
cise those privileges takes more than 
legal right . It requires a trained mind 
and a healthy body. It requires a 
decent home, and a chance to find-a 
"j ob, and the opportunity to escaPe 
from poverty." 
While speaking at Louisa na South-
ei:n University, David Duke got great 
cheers .ind ,1••rilause when he pro-
c laimed that y. r.:it> people were being 
discrimin.ated ..i.~a1nst, in colleges and 
in the joo market. in favor of those 
''with Black skin and big lips." 
This is .exactly what Jesse Ja ckson 
has warned about. ''The New Genera· 
tion must excel because resistance to 
our upward mobility . has· inCreased. 
Bakkean·d '' Bakkeism'' has convinced 
whii:e America, ·-erroneously, that 
Blacks are making progress at the 
expense of whites. 
The mass media has conveyed to 
white America that Blacks have gained 
toO much-;-tOO. fast, -and have come too 
far in our quest for equality . . .. " said 
Jackson. This state of mind, forc.::ed 
busing to achieve school integrational 
and nationwide unemployment, are 
factors furtilizing the womb for future 
growth and existence of the K.lan. · 
"The Klan never dies," said the sole 
Black Supreme Court Justice, Thur-
good Marshall . '' they've just stopped 
wearing sheets because sheets cost too 
.much.""". 
For tHis country to · prevail, the 
organization of the Ku Klux Klan must. 
die. The Klan would rather see Amef/C"a. 
drown in racial battles, than to see her 
struBSle, live, and prosper in the hands 
of ''all'' Americans. 
Martin Luther King preached to the 
nat!o.n and the worl.d that ._he had a 
dream. '' ... I have a dream that my 
four little children will one day live in 
.a nation where they will not be judged 
,by the color of their skin but by the 
context of their chara<;ter ... I have a 
dream that one day in Alabama ... 
little Black boys and Black girls w·ill be 
able to join hands with little white·•; 
boys and white girls as sisters and 
brothers .... " . 
'· Kiiig's dre°'m will never coine true as 
long as organizations like the Ku Klux 
Klan thrive-like parasites-off the 
insecuritie' of white America . 
• • • ' 
•• • 
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By Darien C. Sm.111 
Hilltop St.1ffwriter 
She stands outside in the cold, while the blinking Christmas lights 
that hang overhead flash her reflection against the toy store's fron~ 
window. Trembling and resting her forehead against the windOw she 
dreams that her reflection is stepping through the glas·s, through th is 
barrier, as though it was not there. She sees herself choosing among 
the many toys, unconcerned with their price tags, she's picking th~ 
prettiest and most special toys for her children. But the skin-biting 
December wind, torturing her goose-pimpled, wind breaker covered 
chest, quickly brings her back to reality. Her dream blows awa y as do 
the snow flakes in the sky. · 
Alisia cradles and squeezes her baby daughter to her chest; 
searchingly, in the eyes of her small baby girl, she looks for a sparkle 
of life. Choruses of '' Tis the Season to be Jolly '' drift through the 
streets, but seemingly, the tune forever echcfs in her heart. 
· She reaches down for her son 's hand, but he slips her grasp as he 
points and gleams at a toy racing car set whizzing around its track . 
The hurt in her heart and in her sOul is as cold as her son 's un-
mittened hand. Hiding her tears in the tattered shawl that cradles her 
now shivering baby daughter, Alisia pulls her son 's cold hand and 
drags him away from the toy store'~· window. On this eve of the birth 
of Jesus Christ, she wishes the world was in hell. 
A fat la d y, stuffed in a .. fu1 tbif, sc"ZJrries from the warmth of the 
toystore to a waiting car, and with her array of Christmas presents, all 
boxed and bagged, she knocks the small boy into the snow. . ,,, 
t\s the car drives off, t\/isia wearily picks her son up fromit/reJJntiW 
as she hopes that surviving this snowy and wind b iting Ch.ristPn'aS1ipe 
will be less pain ful to her psyche and pride, than a trip into the 
heated but Christmas jingling store-a place that she knows she can 
do little more for her children than dream and steal. 
Holding them to the warmth of her arms and chest, she walks 
through the snow to the dully painted abandoned bus stop sign. 
Humming ''~esus build a fence around me everyday,'' she rocks and 
sways with the wind. Alisia 's tears fall onto the cold dark cheeks of 
her smiling son. Through the snow he looks up and asks, ''Momma, 
why are you crying)'' 
-:JJoluJa'I J<ecipe4 
Grape£ruit Ham 
1 lO·pound h.am 3 quart& Florida 
Whole cloves grapefruit juice 
Place ham in routing pan, add grapefruit juice and marinate 
overnight in refriPT,ator. Reserve 1/2 cup grapefruit juice, drain 
off the rest . Bak,-_ ham in 325oF. oven for 3 hours, remove 
from oven and cut arr fat . Score ham and stud with cloves. 
Brush Grapefruit Glaze• over ham. Bake 1 hour longer, basting 
occasionally with glaze. Re(rigerate and serve ham cold . 
YIELD : 12 to 18 servings. 
•Grapefruit Glaze 
l cup packed dark brown 1/2 cup reserved grapefruit 
sugar juice 
l /2 teaspoon grated 2 tablespoons prepared 
grapefruit rind mustard 
In small saucepan mix together all ingredients. Stir over low 
heat until sugar diaaolves. Bring to a boil; simmer 5 minutes. 
• 
Chocolate-Coconut Glossies 
1 package (8 aquares) 1 teaspoon vanilla -' 
semi-sweet chocolate l /4 teaspoon salt 
2/3 cup sweetened con- 1-1/3 cupa (about) 
' densed milk, at room flaked coconut 
temperature 
Heat chocolate and milk in saucepan over low heat, stirring 
until chocolate is melted. Remove rrom heat ; blend in vanilla" 
and salt . Add coconut. Diop rrom teippoon onto wax paper ; 
chill until firm . Makes about 3 dozen candies. 
. I 
lluydo Holiday Punch 
·, 
2 iOunded teupoom 
inatant tea mb. 
114 cup 1upr 
1 quart bottle cranberry-
apple drink, chilled 
1/4 cup onnp-flavor 
liqueur 4 CUJll water 
-
1 (4/5 qt.) bottle dry nd wine, chilled 
Combine in"ent tea, aupr and water; stir until 1upr is 
diuolved. Mi:r. in nmainina: lncredientt. Serve over ice cubes, 
garnish with orange 1lic•. Mlike1 about S quart&. 
Pumpkin Bread 
A spicy moist bnad ! 
3 cups all purpoae Oour 112 teaspoon ainger 
1 112 cupt aupr 112 teaspoon cloves 
2· teupoona .baking 1 can ( 16 oz.) Libby's 
powder Solid Pack Pumpkin 
1 teaspoon bikini soda 1/4 cup vecetable oil 
1 teaspoon salt . 1 cup finely cho;-iped 
2 teasPQOna cinnamon walnuu or pecans 
1 teaii>Oon nutmes ,.· 1 tall can (13 n. oz.) 
. Pet Evaporated Milk 
1. Stir topther well i.n a larae bowl : nour, aupr, baking 
powder, bakintaoda,aalt, cinnamon, nutmea. lineer and clovN. 
2. Mix toeether pumpkin, oil, ••ta. and ·..,.porated milk. , 
Pour into ftour mistwe. Stir jUli.untU (kMar 11'9iaecl in. 
S.· J?our Into two pa ... d S:r.4 Inch loaf P'" Bake at 360°F !or 1 hour and 15 minute.. RemOve fro~ pan to cool. Ser'fe. 
warm. Make. 2 loa~. ~ 
' . 
I 
-· 
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Beard, Spriggs Lead 
• 
Sharks Over Georgetown 
Bison to Decisive Win By Darrell Calhoun Hilltop Staffwriter ' nationally_ratlked American University arid Georgetown swimmers .. American University had a total 
score of 60 point$ a~ opposed to 
Howard 's 48 points . Howard led early 
in the meet, but when it came to diving 
there was a disappointment. 
' 
won, perhaps the most exciting was the 
1000 meter freestyle ra ce where 
the victor freshman David Nelson, cut 
more than 31 seconds off his time at 
Hampton the week Defore. 
By Lawrence livin11ton 
Hiiitop St•ffwriter 
It is often said that aood thinss 
come to those who wait , and Bison 
suard Jeff Beard has probably told 
himself this many times . After waiting 
... and waiting . .. and waiting, Beard 
finally got the nod from Bison coach A. 
B. Williamson, Wednesday against the 
University of Buffalo. 
Beard made his way' into the Bison 
starting line·up after two years of what 
one would call '' bench warming." But, 
those who know Beard's capabi lities 
knew that it was just a matter of time. 
Against' Buffalo. Beard 's playing time 
far surpassed the total number of 
minutes played in his two previous 
years as a Bi son . 
One has to wonder what gives a 
person the incentive to have the 
patience to stay at the end of the Bison 
bench. 
" I was very tired of sitting on the 
bench," says Beard, ''A lot of times 
people thought I would quit, but my 
parents said stick it out." 
In Beard 's freshman year in high 
schoo, he played on the same team as 
Phoenix Suns standout Walter Davis . 
"'When we were at Sanford 
(Wilmington, Del) together, I was at 
point guard and he was at swing 
guard," says Beard. ''At Sanford the 
coach was interested in rtte 'being atl 
point guard to control the offense." 
Of course Beard's primary 1ob in his 
first year in high school was to feed 
Davis . 
''After Walt left I averaged 14 points 
and nine assists a game," says Beard . 
'' I stayed with him (Davis) this summer 
and I tried to work on controlling the 
game and not overreach my limita-
t ions." 
Whenever Beard enters the Bison 
line-up, shrills can be heard from 
nearly all of the Howard fans showina 
their approval . The Bison fans' anxiety 
for Beard could be attributed to a 
numbe(I of things. It could be svm· 
pathy for someone they feel ls beinii 
. taken for granted, it could be his 
modest attitude, or it could be his 
handsome youthful appearance. 
Whatever the reason, fans approve 
when Beard sets foot on the Bison 
hardwood. 
Over the years Beard has been 
dubbed ''Clyde'' for his smoothness 
between the backboards. Wednesday 
when he was announced as a Bison 
starter the fans went wild, ''Clyde 
. .. Clyde ... Clyde." A number of fans 
heard of Beard 's probable starting and 
were prepared with his nickname on 
large posters . Yet Beard takes his 
popularity in stride. 
'' I appreciate fan si.Jpport, " says 
Beard modestly . 
After more than 60 games of an-
ticipation one would expect Beard 's 
nerves to be on edge but he did not 
appear the least bit nervous. 
'' t felt pretty relaxed," says Beard '" I 
played more than I thought I would 
(Wednesday night), and I loved it ." 
Beard worked his way into the Bison 
lineup after the team 's disappointing 
loss to George Mason University Mon~ 
day night , 61 -56. 
''We've been lacking floor leader-
ship, and we haven 't played up to our 
potential ," says Beard, ''We were kin.d 
of lacking Monday night against 
George Mason. 
Beard decided to come to Howard 
after having transcript troubles on an 
attempt to enter Georgetown Uni-
versity . 
''After I was having trouble with 
Georgetown, some people that were 
advising me told me to check out some 
Bla ck schools, and I might as well 
choose the 'best ' one, " says Beard. 
Hopefully I can continue to be a 
part of the Bison lint--up i f I can 
continue to run the team." 
Beard will wet his next chance to 
prove himself toniyht as the Bison will 
be hosted by Norfolk State. 
In Wednesday's game aga inst The 
University of Buffalo. the Bison led the 
entire aame to win 65·52. 
The tallest mlln in the Buffalo line· 
up was 6·6. The Howard Cagers took 
advantage of their heiaht to out·bound 
the visitors 44·23. 
As Beard filled his role as court 
general , Larry Spriaas controlled the 
backboards with a aame high 15 
rebounds. Sprigas also set the pace in 
scoring and assists with 25 and eight 
respectively . Spriags 25 points in· 
eluded a slam dunk late in the game 
over Buffalo's center that brought the 
crowd to their feet . 
Beard was a surprising starter in the 
Howard line-up, and his 27 minutes 
'playing time was even more surprising. 
'' I think he's been patient, he 
deserved a chance, and he did a good 
job, " said Williamson. 
Beard at the point guard made three 
of four shots and added five assists . 
'' Sometimes I was hesitant about 
shooting because the coach said to 
take sure shots and l didn 't want to 
take any bad ones," said Beard. 
At the beginning of the game Beard 
along with Nathaniel Speight con-
trolled the pace of the game with a 
number of fast breaks 
Williamson was pleased with the 
team's performance after increasing 
the Bison mark to 3-1 . 
"' We were playing a slow down 
team," said Williamson, ''We knew 
they were going to try to slow us 
down." 
The Buffalo team initiated a stall 
with nearly four minutes left in the first 
half to slow down the Bison offense. 
When Buffalo began their freeze the 
score was 33-23 . Buffalo stalled the 
ball until five seconds remained in the 
half when they scored to end the half 
33-25 . 
At the intermission, Spriggs led the 
Bison scoring attack with 12 points. 
Openina the second half Williamson 
can1e up with the same startin& line-up 
that beaan the game. 
Buffalo came to within seven of the 
Bison with 11 ;45 rt>maininii in the 
gal)"le. 35·42 and nev11r came as close 
thereafter . ln fact the ll ison remained 
11 to 13 points out of reach of Its 
5horter opponents . 
The Howard University's Shark s 
swimming team fini shed a very 
productive week by defeating 
American University and Georgetown 
University in the first Triangle swim 
meet of the season. 
''Georgetown University had never 
been beaten in a swim meet by 
Howard, but with the performances of 
the -talented people. that we have on 
this team we almost gave them a heart 
attack," sai<l Coach Yohnnie Sham-
bourger . 
The undermann ed team had just 
came off a testing period the week 
before when they faced James 
Madison Co llege of Harrisburg, Va . 
" I though that we were good against 
James Madison,"· Shambourg :er said . 
I t was a lot of young people on our 
team, which is now '1p to nine people, 
but they (Madison had at least six 
divers /'Ind twenty swimn1ers in the 
water when we arrived." 
The meet this week was one of the 
most surprising perf,>rmances of the 
'season because of the co r11pet ition 
that Howard provided f or the 
Williamson: 
First we had a young new diver for 
the women 's com petition, Irene 
Mason, ''She did an outstanding job 
for only two days on the diving board," 
Shambourger said . 
Although Mason dove three times 
she did not complete all of her dives. 
Another factor that was decisive in the 
loss was the unexplained diving of 
John Brown. Brown is also a young 
diver. 
He only dove his ju nior year in high 
school , but shows good promise as a 
diver . Despite the inexperience of the 
new swim team, some of the major 
obstac les have been passed . 
Because of the shortness of 
members on the swim team. American 
and Georgetown were able to outscore 
Howard. Each swimmer on the tearr1 is 
only allowed to participate in three 
ever1ts per meet , so Howard had to 
forfeit an event. 
Out of the eight events that Howard 
Nelson was trailing the pack. and at 
one time he was in forth place, but he 
overcame the odds and beat the 
American University swimmer by three 
seconds. 
Other wins included the 400 Medley 
Relay (Raoul Poon Kong, David 
Nelson, "Archie White and Adrian 
Toad). Nelson won in the 1000 meter 
freestyle, Adrien White in the 200 
freestyle, Andre Todd 's 50 freestyle, 
and a tie in the 200 meter Individual 
Medley by Chris Henderson and Raoul 
Poon Kong. 
''Our major objective is to break 
records and at "that rate we would 
su rely go to the Tri-State Tournament . 
Some of the swimmers could possibly 
go to the National after a good per-
formance at Tri·State," Shambourger 
said . 
The Sharks will face SalisQury 
tomorrow at Howard University Gym. 
Swim time is at 2:00 p.m and Sham· 
bouraer hopes for a large crowd. 
Basketball A Matter of Experience 
By Etta Solomon 
Hilltop St•ffwriter 
The '78-79 Bison ba sketball season 
began two weeks ago with a win over 
Catholic Universtiy_ However, Bison 
coach A.B Williamson \va s unim-
pressed with his team 's victory . 
''We did everything that a tearn does 
when they lose," said Willian1son. ''We 
had 24 turnovers, " 'e were outre-
bounded, mi ssed freethrows in the :°"" 
clutch, but somehow \Ve won the Q 
game.'' 
• 
played Catholic and won, but I wasn 't 
happy w ith it . 
'' Basketball is still a matter Qf ex-
perience, I'm waiting to see who' ll 
develop and how quickly." 
Returning players include co-
captains Dorian Dent and Nathaniel 
Speight, Gerald Gaskins, Carlton 
Richardson , Andre Byrd, Louis Wilson. 
Geoffrey Beard, and Antione Perkins. 
Coach Williamson's overal l record 
going into his fourth season at Howarc,i 
' 'Our load must be carried by Dorian 
"Dent, defensively," said Williamson. 
''He must rebound more than anyone 
'iiiia else and score in the double figures _ 
_ ~ ''Nathaniel will have to get good ~ outside shots. Byrd and Gaskins must 
':~ show leadership on the floor from the 
·y ... point guard position. Jf those people 
~~do well and the ot~~rs blend in we' ll l~ -have a good season. 
is 44-27 . 
'' I had a pretty successful high 
school coaching career at South-
eastern high school," said Williamson. 
'' I had a record of 104-25 and a couple 
o f city championships to my credit ·· 
Baseball was the essence of 
Williamson 's co llege career. At North 
Carolina A & T, Williamson was an al l· 
conference baseball player 
lli Williamson said that his· assistant Cy j AleKahder is just about the age of his 
! players and helps him to get along with 
iM them. ii 
~ '' As the coach, 'you have to be st~rn, 
o there is no way you can be a coach cind 
• 
A.8. Will/amson1 Bison Coach 
'' Playing is not a prereqLrisite for I 
coaching a sport , because if you 
haven' t plaved a sport you can study 
it, " said Williamsor1. 
This season W illiamson hopes to recruiting V0ar . beCause we lost a 
f one of the boys at the same time,"said 
Williamson. ' ' I get along with my 
players, and we can talk out any kind 
Jot of problem. 
in1prove on last year 's 16-9 record . of big people.'' 
''We lost Gerald Clover to the Bison new recruits are James Terry , 
Atlanta Hawks as well as M ike Nettles. Lawrence Norfleet, Kenny Holmes. 
''We lost our forwards, and that 's why Rodney Wilmore, Larry Spriggs, 
it was irnperat ive to recrui t sornt' b iw Maurice ''Mo'' Young, and Bill Wat· 
people.'' son." 
·· 1 recru it everyth111g in the cou r1try, '• I 'm k ind of in the blind riiht now," 
but - I 'm n1ore inc l ined to re cruit in said Williamson, '' I haven' t been able 
the east. ''Last year, was .ln eKtens ive to make a aenuine analysis . ''We 
''We have a tremendous schedule 
ahead of us and I have conf idence in 
our auvs'', said Williamson. '' I hope we 
will have support from the student 
body'and the band. 
''We' ll be more exciting this year 
than other years because we have 
some guys that can do some fantastic 
thinas in the air ~ith the ball ." 
Georgetown Defeats. Indiana 2nd annual 
By Larry Drakeford Jone1 
Hiiitop lt•ffwrlter 
College basketball has been rolling 
now for about two weeks . It is still too 
soon to determine how well area 
schools will fair by seasons close in 
February. But this early part of the 
campaign is a chance fot area coaches 
to determine the winning com-
binations and who will perform well in 
clutch situations. 
The Georje Wiishington University 
Colonials (2-2) injury list reads like the 
casualty count at the Battle of Valley 
Forge. Two key players, starting for-
ward Tom G lenn (broken hand) and 
starting guard Bob Lindsay (bruised 
knee) are out for a while. 
' The preceding weekend the 
Colonia ls trounced Washington 
ColJege 103-52. G .W . was paced by 
highly public ized junior Brian Magid. 
Magid fired 7·11 from the field for a 
total of 17 points . The Colonial team 
played well with siK players scoring in 
double figures . Freshman Dave 
Thornton a forward and junicv forward 
Glenn DiKon paced the squad with • 
nine caroms a piece. 
This past weekend the Colonials 
were snuffed by fellow Eastern 8 
Conference member the Villanova 
Wildcats 75·71 in G.W 's ~w.i Smith 
Center . Villanova roared back from a 
twelve point deficit early in the game 
to tie the affair at 55 with thirteen 
minutes to play. 
At that point the Wildcats resorted 
to a spread offense with 6·2 junior 
guard Rory Sparrow running the show. 
Sparrow and teammate Steve Lincoln 
converted important free throws down 
the stretch to secure the victory for 
Villanova. 
Opposing George Washington 
earlier this week was Dickerson 
College a Division I ll school. As eK-
pected the Colonials lashed the 
visitors from. Carlisle, Pa. 81·34. The 
Colonials established an early 16-5 
advantage by applyinH a ~ tiff pressure 
defense as they coasted throughout . 
The top po int producers were 6·5 
senior forward Mike Samson who 
tallied 20 numbers while snatching 
nine boards In twenty five minutes of 
action. Six-ten center Mike Zagardo 
contributed 13 points and a game high 
14 rebounds. 
Th is weekend the Colonials travel 
south to Charlotte North Carolina to 
play the University of TeKas at El Paso 
in the First Union invitational . The 
tournament also incl udes host 
University of North Carolina at 
Ch·arlotte and New York 's Hofstra 
University. 
The Georgetown University Hoyas · 
are off to the best start in the area. The 
Hoyas (4-0) have beaten strong teams 
in three of their victories this season. 
Last Wednesday they defeated a 
talented University of Maryland 68--65 
in the Tip Off Tournament held at the 
Capital Centre. 
The standout for Georgetown was 6-
3 freshman sleeper Eric ''S leepy'' 
Floyd. He drilled 11·18 attempts from 
the field and coolly sank six of eight 
free throws. Floyd has begun the 
season as the Hoyas sixth man. His free 
throws with 1 S seconds remaining gave 
Georgetown a 68--63 advantage and 
se~ured the victory. 
Georgetown kept their heads in the 
seesaw battle. They were especially 
poised after floor general John ''Ba 
Ba '' Ouren fouled out with 2:·28 to 
play . At this point the Hoyas had a five 
point lead and maintained it to the 
buzzer. Duren had a fine floor game 
controll ing the tempo, and dishing out 
eight assists while. scoring in double 
figures himself . 
Ma·ryland was paced by 6-6 
sophomore forward Al King and 6-7 
sophomore swinaman Earnest Graham 
with 19 and 16 points respectively. 
This past weekend the Hoyas 
defeated St. Bonaventure 71 -59 again 
beina paced by Eric Floyd. The Hoyas 
amassed an early lead in the ball game 
. . but were challenaed by the Sonnies at . 
55·52 . The Sonnie~ Delmar Harro 
scored 16 of his 24 aame hlwh points 
during that stretch. From that point.the 
Hoyas out scored The Sonnies 6·1 to 
breeze to a victory . 
The Hoyas had the w in ning edge at 
the foul line. They shot 29 of 32 while 
The Sonnies made five of only eight 
attempts. Craig '' Big Sky'' Shelton 
controlled the boards corraling eight 
while teammate Ed Spriggs also 
contributed eight. 
The biggest victory for Georgetown 
might have been the 60-54 conquest of 
Big 10 powerhouse The University of 
Indiana Hoosiers ·at the Capital Centre 
on Wednesday night before 7800 
partisan fans . 
The key factor in the contest ap-
peared to be Georgetown's swingman 
Steve Martin's superior speed ad· 
vantage over Ind iana's Honorable 
Mention All America fb rward Mike 
Woodson. Martin scored ten of twelve 
Hoya points in a stretch that pushed 
his team ahead 51-44. Woodson on the 
other hand could only convert 5 of 15 
field goal trys before fouling out near 
bookfair 
' 
ALL SOULS UNITARIAN CHURCH, 16th and Harvard St,..t, N.W. 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY December 8-11 
new books 
calendars 
posters 
e new book• by 
Ntzake Shange, Maya Angelou, Sonia Sanchez 
SPECIAL EVENI S 
• 
FRIDAY December 8- 7 pm to 10 pm 
An Evening in Honor of STERLING BROWN with John 0. Killens, 
Sonia Sanchez, Antar Mberi, Bernice Reagon (Sweet Honey 
in the Rock) 
SATURDAY December3-7:30to 10 pm 
INDEPENDENT POLITICAL ACTION BY LABOR-WOMEN IN 
THE LABOR MOVEMENT 
• e Theresa Rankin-Washington Representativtt of Amelg•m•led 
C!orhing and T ••lile W~rkers Union (A.C. T. W.U.) in cherge of 
J.P. Stevens Boycott 
e Arlene Neal-President S.E.l .U. Loc•I 85 
' 
the end of the game. 
Craig Shelton was once . again a 
force on the boards grasping 15 to gain 
top honors in that cateaory . With an 
injury to 6-11 center Tom Scates EriC 
Floyd was moved into the starting 
· lineup. The 6-3 fresh from North 
Carolina responded once again. Floyd 
e new book• about Paul Robe1on 
book• about: 
• · Women and Their Slruggle for Equal!ly-
Past, PreMnt •nd Future 
e Black Liberation Struggle In Ille U.S. 
e Labor and Union Struggla 
e Children'• Book• - Non-Racl1t end Non-S.xl1t 
e Soclallom In 'f!MorJ and Practice 
• Poalry - Fiction - Biography 
e Book• In Spanloh 
• "With Babies and Banners" New Fiim about the Role of Women , 
in the Sit Down Strike of the Thirties f 
Co-Sponsor: De.mocratic Soclaliat Organizing CommlttH{OSOC)· 
,, 
attempted the most field goals .' in the 
gariie · (15) and sank the most buckets 
for 21 points. 
The Havas dribbled out the final 
minutes with Floyd, Duren and Martin 
doing much of the ballhandling chore'.s . 
The three made 20 of 26 tree throws 
SATURDAY Dec1111ber 11-4 pm to 7 pm 
~The Campaign to "FREE REV. BEN CHAVIS - CLEAR THE 
WILMINGTON TEN" 
Damu Smith, Co-Cha/rperson-D.C. Area Alll811ce Against 
Racist and Political Repression 
Co-Sponsor: O.C. Area Alliance Against R1ctt1 and Politlcal 
Repression 
• EntertaJnment 
they attempted. Each made important SATURDAY Daoeaasller t-7sl0to10-
ones when things were tight. .,. •• 
e Natlonal Liberation Struggl11 In Africa 
and South America 
Four games do not make a season SOUTHERN AFRICA MOVES TOWARO FREEDOM 
but the Hoy as must be looking forward John Mak.etinl -Alrlcen National CottQt9N- P9fmmnent 
to the upcoming contest. Next stop is DONAIUON1 Repres•ntellve to th .. United N1tlon• 
tonight in New York vs . St . Johns '1.00 tor any event Tony Monteiro- EKecutlve Dfr90tor NAIMSIL 
,Univers ity. A win over the perennially Ncliko Xlbll-lnnovattvt South Air/can MuslclM 
• 
' 
r 
' 
tough Redmen will show. for sure, that .• 1..----··::_ ________ _:•:·:00::~':°'::el=l~•:•:•::tta:__~~~~f~~~-~'.'.'._A~f~I~:· '! ~!!!~~~~~~~:!!!!.J "Battle or OU•r•etn r ca' Uhlngl0i1 Pt..n..,. of ANC Film .. Georgetown i.~ legitimate. .• 
.... 
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By Urry Drakeford Jones 
Hilltop Staflwriter 
Part II 
fifth on the polls is Sol1th\v(•stc•r11 
Conference leader the Universit\' of 
Houston Cougars. They opened llll ,, 
one game lead with a 10-7 decision 
over conference rival Texas two weeks 
aao. They blew that slin1 lead last S,1t-
urday versus Texas Tech 22-21 
The Cougars need a victory 
tomorrow against eighth ranked Notre 
Dame to clinch a Cotton Bowl berth . 
Quarterback Danny D.1vis triggers 
the Cougar offensive attack. Davi~ is 
as versatile an athlete as exists 1n 
college football today . His forte has 
been his running ski lls, but Davis has a 
quite accurate passing arm. His f;.1vor-
ite targets are tight end Garret! 
'Jurgajtis and 6-2 , 190 poL1nd Willie 
Adams. Sporting Ne\1'S lists Adan1s as a 
·highly regarded pro prospect at \\•ide 
receiver. 
Running back En1n1ett King is tl1e 
leading ground gainer for the Cot1gars 
King rank s 25th in the nation in rushir1g 
accumulating 95 yards a game His 
running mate Randy Love ranks 27tl1 
grounding 89 yards per con test . , 
The Houston defense is thot1 ght of 
as only fair. linebacker Dave Hodges 
is highly respected in rnost football 
circuits. Hi~ play has helped HoListon 
ob ta ir1 its 8-2 record . The defense has 
giver1LJll1 'l'i points tl1is season. 
Nt1r11ber six ir1 the polls belongs to 
per1~r1r1ial t3ig Ten powerh_ouse, the 
Michiga11 Wolverlfies . Coac h Bo Shem-
becl1ler 's troo1Js' or1ly defeat was to 
cor1ference rival Michigan State, 24-15 . 
The Wolverines are 0-5 in postseason 
play, bLJI they will atten1pt to end that 
stre,1k in tht! Rose 13owl on ]<1nt1ary 1 
,1g.1inst 110 .~1 use . 
Veterar1 senior qt1arterback Rick 
leach spearheads the Michigan attack . 
leach is a iot1r year starter and is as 
stror1g a rL1nner <1! l1is position as 
c1nyone \t\' ith over 2000 yards rt1 shing 
career. Leach ranks first in rL1shir1g for 
a quarterback, Leach l1as accoL1nted 
for niore than 80 touchdowns in his 
career This season the Wolverines 
have 01Jer1ed lJ~J their assault <1r1d 
Leach is p,1ssi11g 111ore. Mostly to 
talented \\•ir1gback Ralph CJ,1ytor1 
Claytor1 is :1Jso kno\vr1 for his kick 
rett1r111r1g ,1ptitt1de 
6-1, 215 pound RL1ssel Davis ar1d 
Harler1 HL1ckleby <ire veterans in tl1e 
bac,kfield . Both have outside speed · 
and al so rt111 \vell oif tackle . They are 
excellent receivers ,1r1d blockers 
Ht1ckelby is averaging 95.7 yards d 
gan1e rt1sl1ing r,1nkir1g hin1 26th in tt1 e 
nation 
The 1\nr1 Arbor troop's defense is as 
grudging as they come. Michigan is 
seventh in the cot1ntry in total defense 
all owing only 229 yards IJer game. Cor1-
sensus all-America . Ron Simpkins 
plays at the middle lineba cker 
position. He leads the team in tackles 
with over 150 for the season. While 
Curt is C rier and Dale Keitz are as good 
a_ pair of defensive tackle s that exist ir1 
c;ollege football today. 
Across the cornfields of Nebraska 
the university located there l1as tradi-
t ionally raised one of the finer footbal1 
crops in the nation Coached by Tcim 
Osborne, the Cornhuskers gave hin1 his 
fi rst victory over Big 8 Cor1ference 
adversa ry Oklahoma two \veeks ago. 
Previot1sly, Osbofne was 0-7 against 
the Sooners. However, the HL1 skerS 
blew the Big 8 title last week losing to 
the Missouri Tigers, 35-31 • 
Nebraska 's 799 total yards 111 a gar11e 
earlier this season verSLJS Kar1sas is an 
NCAA record . Quarterback Tor11 
Sorley. a 6U% passer this season, is one 
of the rnore prolific armed sigr1al 
callers in An1erica .' His favorite 
receiver is tight end junior Miller \vho 
has corr<1led over thirty passes this 
season. 
The Cornhuskers average 337 7 
yards rush ing per contes t, rar1king 
them second in the cot1nt ry . Most of 
those yards are accun1ulated by I· 
backs IM Hipp and fullback Rick 
Berns. 
The club frOm Lin coln averages 
close to 500 yards in total offense per 
game. The main man of the offensive 
• 
,Q. 
lir1e is b-4, 250 JlOL1r1d Kelvi11 Cla rk . 
Coach Osborne c.1lls Clark '' the best 
of fen sive tackle we've had in n1y years 
at Nebraska." 
linebacker lee KL1ntz is one of the 
finer ones in the 13ig 8. He wa s the 
recirJient of the Chevrolet defensive 
player of the ga r11e ho11or against Ok la-
homri Greg Anclrews at 6-3, 224 
~10L1r1d s is an a ll-Ar11erica candidate at 
a not her I ineback i ng IJOSit io11 . 
Tl1e Cornht1skcrs Orange Bow 11 
contest in Miami \Viii be no cake walk . 
In the New Year's Day c lassic they face 
revenge 1ninded Oklahonla. 
The eighth and final team in the 
major bowls is Notre Dame University. 
The South Bend, Ind team will travel 
soutl1 to Texas for the Cotton Bowl 
<1gainst Hot1ston in Dallas . The 
Fighting Irish \Vere l1ighly regarcled at 
preseason . Many SLll)Jlorters became 
ci rcur11s1lect when they lost their first\ 
two outir)gs this season The Irish since 
then are 8-1 losing 1n the last seconds 
to USC this past \Veek , 23-21 
·rhe I r1sh nientor is Dan Devine. 
Devine is a former 1Jrofessional coach 
for theGreen Bay Pa ckers . H is quarter-
back is Joe Mor)tana . Like the re~t of· 
his team, n1any SL1pporters became 
dot1btfL1I of Mont,1n<1 's passing skills 
early in the season. He has bot1nced 
back to have a r11or€ than adequate 
year Many 1Jro scouts speak nicely of 
Montana. l\vO weeks ago. he con1-
Now comes illertime. 
~(-----
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pleted ten straight passes, a feat ac· 
complished by few. Montana threw fOr 
358 yards last week against one of the 
st rongest defensive backfields in the 
count ry - USC. That feat was enough 
to capture the Chevrolet offensiv·e 
player of that game. 
•· The Irish have an experienced back-
field . Jerome Heavens is a slashing 
runrTer at ful lback, however, injuries 
slowed him up the latter part of this 
year . One hundred ninety-two pound · 
junior Vegas Furgeson before he leaves 
should be the Jrish's all-around ground 
gainer . His 255 ya rd s two week s ago 
should stand as a school record until 
and if he breaks it. 
The Ir ish defense is designed for the 
linebackers to make the tackles . Mike 
Wittingon is one of the better of the 
exceptional Iri sh linebacking corp s. 
All-Amer ican middle linebacker Bob 
Colic is the all-time Notre Dame 
tackler. Joe Restic is a very talented 
safety as well as perform ing the 
punting cho res for his team_ 
The r1ational cham pion will come 
from one of the eight teams profiled . 
The chance for some will rest on other 
1bowl teams. By Jqnuary 2, we will have 
a national champion who will have 
dl;lserved bragging rights. 
Editor•S note: This-is part two of .i 
story that appeared in last week's 
Hilltop, - the dates are referring 
to last week 
• 
' 
Bisonettes 
Defeat 
.. 
St. Mary's 
-
' 
By Vicki J. B•llou 
Hiiitop St~ffwriter 
After dropping two stra ight games, 
.the Howard University women 's 
basketball team defeated St . Mary's 
Col lege 95-86, in an exciting overtime 
contest. 
The Bisonettes were somewhat 
su rprised by St. Mary's crowded 
gymnasium last Monday n ight .•During 
the first half, Howard had trouble 
getting it together as =the 6'1 '' center, 
Becky Lovett, led St . Mary's attack 
scoring .15 of her 25 po ints in the first 
half. J he Bisonettes were down 53-37 
at interrrlission. 
Howard juggled defensive strategies 
in the second half, forcing several 
turnovers . The zone slowed lovett's 
game and the Bisonettes overcam~ 
their 16 point defeci t . With less than 10 
.seconds remaining, St. Mary's led by 
one. Howard's Winsome Davidson was 
fouled, sank the free throw and tied 
the score 80-80. St. Mary's ran out of 
gas in overtime and Howard surged 
ahead for the w in. 
Deborah Davis and Charlene Marks 
provided 23 and 17 points respectively_ 
But Winsome Davidson keyed the 
victory scoring 27 of her 31 points after 
the first half . She also added 17 
rebound s. Davidson's 31 poin t total 
sets a new school record in women's 
basketbalr. The previous record was 
held by sophomore Julie Mufphy, who 
scored 30 points against Delaware 
State last season. 
Davidson took the new record in 
stride. 
'' Records were made to be broken, " 
she said. '' I just thank my teammates 
for giving me the balL __ t wa sn't aware 
of my points, I just wanted to win ." 
• 
'Howard basketball coach Sylvia 
Groomes was pleased with the team's 
,, pe,form"nce. 
'' The 11team went into St. Mary's / 
• 
contest ready to win but they weren't 
quite ready for the crowd," said 
Groomes." In the second half they 
came out ready to win ." 
The Bisonettes lost to the University 
of Pittsburgh 78-75 Saturday. The two 
teams exchanged leads throughout the 
first half and Pitt held a 40-37 halftime 
advantage. 
The Pantherettes kept a seven point 
margin through most of the second 
half behind the flashy passing and 
sharp shooting of guards Debra lewis 
and Rita Rodriguez . The Bisonettes 
staged a last minute rally, pulling 
within two, but fouled Lewis who sank 
two free throws to c linch the victory. 
Winsome Davidson and Eyvette 
Weaver scored 15 points each. Jul ie 
Murphy added 12 points. 12 rebounds 
and three blocked shots. 
The Bisonettes tried hard but were 
Simply outclassed by the nationally 
ranked Terpettes . Five Maryland 
players scored in double f·igures . 
With 14 m inutes remain ing in the 
first half, the Terpettes reeled off a 
series of 10 unanswered points. 
- Although Maryland maintained a 
sizeable lead throughout the contest, 
the score was somewhat misleading. 
Deborah Davis, Julie Murphy and 
Winsome Davidson hustle.d_well under 
the boards but off target shooting and 
excessive turnovers kept the 
Bisonettes in undue misery. Deborah 
Davis hit 20 points and seven rebounds 
while Davidson totaled 17 points, 12 
rebounds and three blocked shots . 
Jane Zivalich and Debbie Stewart led 
the Terpettes with 17 and 14 points, 
respectively. 
'' In the Maryland game, if we had 
capita lized on turnovers we would 
have been very much in the game. W.e 
' missed 13 free throws and we weren't 
able to put it in when it counted, but 
overall . the team stuck together till the · 
eJld," said Groomes. 
Pork vour 'car for $1 
ord buy o post perform-
ance program for $1 . 
Ger yourw!f and a 
friend into the Grand-
stand for a IOIOI al $2. 
('(OU pay full admission, 
Show your student IO 
, and dote gets in free.) 
Ger a hordog plus a 
col.d beer °' soda for $ 1. 
Ger a rerrtflc night at 
Rosecrotr for two, for 
six bucks. .,,. 
PostTI~8pm. 
~rain Of stww. 
011twoy exits 37anlt 
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. that I have 
\ he nol1da'Y_ . 11 has been 
• I brated t rad1t1ona i celebrate 
ce e ver now in 
x-mas. 1-1 owe . , I reasons. 
\or sp1r1tua . h ol \esus 
x-mas h b1rt 
recogn\z\ng t ~ also ce\ebra_te 
. and 0 t its Christ, because t · n 
Kwanzaa ttle Black A r.1ca • 
.1. ance to God 10 a s\gn1 1c 1 thank ' Id I 
. \ 
E 1aso ch10 R1'C tor be\ng 3 . tor 
special way tor m'/ f3rn1l_v. 
G d for \1\e. d lor being a 
o . woman. an t\lul African 
mv 1 a beau rnember o 
race n deaths are a ~ 
\he ionestoW 1 the sickness 
' . ellample 0 mankind. 
Prime ghout 
I ·ng throu \ds mass swe teri l the wor are 
Becaus_e o eople evervwhere and 
conius1on. P peace d 
. tor 1 e fin search1nll. /\S a resu t \"I take 
,,pp\ness 1. '·sters who " pt SIC" daS 
rnaf'I 'I' corru this void an 
adv.\111age of tow n case, mari'V 
he )ones 1 <1re seen 1n t ent peoP e 1 I 1nnoc pit o peOP e. n even deeper on\v· 
tossed in ~1s teacnes us that 
despair · 1 t rnen i 1ee 
trutn can se 
i to 
Night in Vegas 
On December 8th from 9:00 
p.m . until 2:00 a.m . at the Dun· 
barton Campus Rathskeller · 2935 
Upton St . N .W you w il l have a 
Chance to gamble for the Big 
Money (play money). Free Shu t tle 
Bus trapsporta tion w ill be pro-
vided beginnirig a·t 8:30. Buses wil l 
leave from the Quad and the 13th 
St . Door Prizes at the end for 
those indiv iduals w ith the most 
money. Disco in the adjoining 
room. Sponsored by HUSA Don' t 
m iss it! 
Senio r 
Class Trip 
The first 20 persons who pay for 
the Senior Class Trip to 
Mon~eao Pay, Jamaica >&ill .get a 
SS reduction of the total price 
( f inal payment). Payments may 
be mad~ in the Office of Student 
Life Room 11 4, weekdays from 9 
a.m. until S p.m. The t rip particu· 
lars are as follows: 
Date: April 7·1 4. 1978 
prices: S289 quad; S299 triple, 
S319 double. included : air trans· 
portat ion, hotel accommodations 
for 7 nights, round trip t ransfers 
between ai rport and hotel. 
Deposit: Due as soon as poss-
ible - SS0.00. no checks. please. 
For more information, call 636-
7003 or contact your school 
studen t cou ncil 
~·colored Girls" 
UGSA is doing it again. That 's 
righ t, we are selling discount 
tickets for the play, '' For Colored 
Girls ... " There are a limited 
number of tickets available for 
the fo l lowing dates. 
Saturda y, December 16 2:00 
matinee, S6.SO O rchestra tickets; 
S6.50 loge tickets. ' 
Sunday, December 17 2:00 
matinee, S6.50 O rchestra tickets; 
S6.50 l oge tickets. 
Tickets w ill be available 
Monday, December 11 in the 
Cramton Box Office 
UGSA 
Representatives 
This is a reminder of the UGSA 
, 
meeting on December 12, 1978. at 
6:00 p.m. in Room 116, Douglass 
tial l. I t is mandatorv that all 
lJSGA Representatives and vice 
Presidents from all schools attend 
this meet ing. All students are wel-, 
come. 
Suggestio ns? 
All students who are interested 
1n provid ing su ggest ions for UC SA 
programs can do so now Dor1' t 
complain , prov ide sol utions 
Write them down. fold then1 up. 
and put them 1n the UGSA Su g· 
gest ion Box It is located in the 
Office of Student Life ir1 Roon1 
283 
Campus Pa ls 
There w ill be a campus pal 
meeting at Slowe Hall lounge 
Tuesday, December 12. 1978 The 
time of the meeting is 7 30 Plea se 
attend I • 
Peace Corps 
The following PEACE CORPS 
movies will be shown on Friday. 
December 8th from 4:00 to 5 30 
p.m. in the Living Rocim of the 
School of Human Ecology 
'"You Owe /f To Yourself '" - Tt1is 
30 min . film focuses on ~oine of 
the major problems, conce rns and 
issues facing black s parti cipating 
in PEACE CORPS program s 1n 
Africa 
'" The Toughesr Job You "// [ver 
Love'" -Three PEACE CO RPS ' 
volunteers (serving in Afri ca. Asia 
and Lat in America) desc ribe the ir 
feelings about iob assignments. 
cross-cultural e..;periences, career. 
and/or personal development, 
etc JO min 
A brief question and answer 
period w ill follow the f i lm presen-
tation Peace Corps recruiters w ill 
also be ava i lable to talk wi th 
. individuals about specif ic assign· 
ments overseas For more 1n· 
formation ·con ta c t Lisbeth 
Thompson , PEACE CORP S 
Re c ruitment Coordinator . 
Program in International Stu(lies· 
GlOJ. School of Human Ecology, 
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 
f rom 9 am until 2 pm . 036-7120 
Book Mart 
End of semester book sale 1 o 
have your books l isted in the.first 
and second is"sut•s of The Hilltop 
nf!xl semester submit your list to 
our office by January 10. 1979 All 
lists must be typewritten and 
include the following: Book title, 
subject area. price and phone 
number. Fi rst come first ~ervf' 
basis. 
All Hilltop Staffers are invited to join 
the Hilltop for it 's annual 
Christmas Party, 
today at 3:00 p .m . - 7 p .m .. 
Refreshments wiil be served! 
See you there! 
-- - ·-
1. Holiday seasorl" iS- JUSl'-af ouri d the corner. Some 
Christmas, others X-mas, others Kwanzaa and sti l l others Han n"''"" 
Then there are those who don' t ce\ebra.te at all . 
DO YOU CELEBRATE A HOLIDAY! WHY OR WHY NOT! t 
2. The death of some 900 U. S. ci t izens in Guyana is a t ragedy 
·w hic h some attr ibute to suic ide, others to murder. Perhaps 80 to 90 
percent of the vi c t ims were Black people. Yet there has been little if 
an.v vis ible outrage among Bl ack people in this r ountry over the 
incident. . · •· 
WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE MEANING OF THE JONESTOW N 
DEATHS! WHAT SHOULD THE INCIDENT TEACH US! 
Lori Wesley 
Sophmore 
Washington, D.C. 
Interior Design-Hum.in Ecology 
• 
• Xmas is a11 event of warmth. • I am sure that the true and 
love , and security shared by all complete story is buried wi th 
members of fan1ily. friends and victims of the Jonestown 
lov.ers . It is a day th<it is cherished , massacre. It is st range that 1 
bv r11yself and an1ong others. Dec . lawyer and the CIA personnel are 
25, a day of forgotten memories. continuously attacking and 
brings joyous outburst of af· mu rdering Black people The 
fect1on Even though it has Moonies and Jonesto\vn are 
beccime commercial . Black merely continu ations of the 
people have embraced this racists ' genocide That i~ first 
cus tom <1nd ddded 1nfin1te instructor to all black people who 
amount of love \•;h1c h is priceless breathe in this co••ntry 
Speakout Photography by Talib • 
en1n s 
Study in 
, No rwa y 
The lnternat1on.1I Sumn1er 
Schoo! at the University of Oslo 
1n lslo, Norway 1"> preparing to 
wel come 300 students , teachers , 
a11d other professional people 
from .'iO cou ntr1Ps to its JJrd 
sess ion beginning on )tine 23 and 
ending Augt1•t 3. 1979 
Res1de11ts of the U S and 
Canada can obtain a cor11plete 
catalog and -<i1>pli cat1on fornl for 
the com in1;1 ISS session by request 
fron1 North American Adm issions 
Offi ct•. Oslo International 
Sun1mer School . St Ol<1i College. 
Northf1eJd, M1r1nesota 550?7 
"Holiday 
Harmony" 
The Alpha Chapters oi Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority and Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority put 11 all to· 
gethPr for yotJ in " Holiday Har-
mony " 
A one o f a kind aff<1ir exqu1-
.;1 te. ta steful. r<1re if you dare 
not con1e, you ' ll ;v is h you 'd been 
there 
Tonight 1 Dec ~ · 1978. in the 
Jlala c1ous ballroorn of the Shera-
ton Park Hotel. at 9 pm. open 
cash bar For tickets see any AKA 
or DELTA today 
·Dress for finesse! 
Bostonians 
We are very sorry abo1Jt last 
week 's nieet1ng we assu re vou 
that will not happen again 
There will be a meetin11 this 
St1nday at J 00 p ni 1n Bethur1e 
hall lhere wil l be an election of 
officers All Stl1dents fron1 Massa-
chl1Setts ple,1se attend 
WICI Meeting 
Won1en 1n Commt1n1cations, 
Inc, Howard stl1dent cha1>tPr will 
meet Mor1day. December 11 at 
5.15 pm 1n room 230 at Freed-
men's Square [Journalism de1Jart· 
men!) All members must attend' 
Pre Kwanzaa 
Dec 10 Cook H<1ll lounge 7 30 
until 12 00 Musi c, Poetry, Dance. 
Food For 1nformat1on contact 
Mod ibo · 387-143S or Ajax · 797-
1620 
Speakers, Rally 
The Militant cordia l ly invites 
you to at tend its 50th Anniversary 
Rally & Reception . Mfet and hear 
Dick Roberts. Militant staffwriter: 
Robert Taylor, WHUR radio: Reza 
Baraheni. exi led Iranian poet, and 
others. Friday Dec 8, at All Souls 
Church Reception 7 p rn . rally 8 
pm. 
Dance 
The lgbo Association presents 
its " Annual Dance". featurin11 
African and disco music When : 
Dec 23rd 1978 Where: Central 
Presbyterian Church, 15th & Ir-
ving Sts NW Time· 9:00 p ni to 3 
a.m . 
Airicar1 food Don' t miss it1 
Movie 
Monday Nite at the Movies 
presents '' Smokey and the 
Bandit." December 11 . 1978. 
Cramton Auditorium 
Show Times: (1) 3 50 Motinee 
S1 00; (2) 6:00 pm S1 SO; (3) 8·10 
p.m S1 50 
Kwa nzaa 
Kwanzaa, the holiday which is 
observed from Oecemb'er 20· 
Janua ry 1, is a special time of 
celebration and rededication for 
Black people. To help in terested 
llersons learn .more about this 
importan t Black holiday and how 
it ts observed, The Human 
Development Center is offerin11 
four one-day workshops: 
The workshops begin 
December 9 at Nia Shule, 901 
Rhode Island Avenue. N.W To 
register or for more information . 
CALL 483-6815. or 234-7889 after 
.6:00 p.rTI 
. 
Chicagoans 
The last meeting at the Chicago 
Club for the semester will be held 
this Sunday December 10, 0:30 in 
Cook Hal l 's Lounge. It is very 
important that all members at· • 
tend . Please bring your monies-
dues. T-shirts. etc 
Ski Club 
Meeting 
Friday, December 8, 1978 at 
S:OO pm Rm 115, Office of Stu· 
dent Life A11enda: Holiday ski tr ip 
all interested persons welcomed l 
Ski George Washin11ton's Birth-
day. February 10-19, 1979 at 
Camelback Resort in the Poconos. 
limited space available: for more 
1nformat1on call 636-7003 
Trip for students only (and 
guest) 
Disco Party 
If you 're serious about how you 
party, don' t hold back ... Friday, 
Decernb,er 1 S is going to be the· 
jam of the year. It 's a Midnight 
Disco Party music by Or. T. the 
Pisceas. Our Redeemer Lutheran 
Church, Parrish Hall - 2001 North 
Capitol St .. NE, 12 · 4 am. 
Freak Rock Contest 
Free fleer Free Wine 
Cash Door Prizes 
Tickets on sate in Crampton 
box office for info call Sharon 
582-4884. 
GOING DOME 
FOR THE DOLIDA YS? 
WHY NOT TAKE INFORMATION 
ABOUT HOWARD lJNIVERslTY 
TO -YOIJR FRIENDS OK RELATIVES! 
IF YOU ARE INTERSTED· 
·STOP BY THE OFFICE OF STuoENT RECRUITMENT, 
. . 
ROOM G·19 JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
• 
-
,. 
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 
. . 
TO PICK UP INFORMATION PACKETS. 
Botany Department's 
Annual Poinsettia Plant Sale 
December 14-15, & 18·22 
• 9-6 Daily · 
' . 
Poin~tti88 in full bloom -~any aize11 and price11 
. . - -
red, pink and white . 
• 
' 
IZ Meeting Crimson & Creme 
The lovely IZ "s of Alp.ha Chap- All ladies interested 1n Delta 
ter. Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc. Sigma Theta . yotJ are cordia!lv 
w ill be having "thei r last meeting invited to spend an afternoon 
of the semester on Friday, Decem· . with the ladies of crimson & 
ber 8, 1978 at 7:00 in Frazier Hall creme at our " pre-final recep-
lounge. Immediately following tion .. 
the meeting there will be a recep- Where. Crandall Lounge 
lion. All ladies intere;sted in Zeta When Saturday. Dec 9. 1978 
ar•~ urged to attend Time. 100 - 4·00 
Unity Party 
This is to inform the public that 
there will be a meeting of the 
Unity Party, a branch of the Unity 
Pa rty of 1he Federal Republi c of 
Nigeria . 
When: Saturday. 9 December 
1978 . 
Where: Banneker Hall, 2500-
Gt'orgia Ave. N.W . (Opposite 
Howard University) 
Time: 0 p.m . promptly 
Contact information: (301) 774 
0292 ; (202) 234-1261 . 
Summer 
Jobs. 
The Student Conservation 
Assoc. is accepting applications 
for the spring. summer and fall '79 
programs. There are positions 
available across the country and 
the Washington metro area . Col-
lege students are eligible, only if 
over 18 years of age You must 
have completed one year of col-
lege, or will have been ou1 of high 
school at least one year as of 
June. 
To apply-write to: The Stu· 
dent Conservation Association 
Inc .. P.O . Box 550. Charlestown, 
N.H . 03603 and ask for an appli· 
cation form for the Park and For-
est Assistants Program. 
Science 
Students 
Applic.a t ions for membership in 
Beta Kappa Chi Scientif ic Honor 
SoCiety are now' being accepted. 
If you are a science student 
(botany. chemistry, geology. Psy· 
chology. Mathematics. physics. 
zoolo gy, nutrition, pha rmacy, 
al lied health, etc.) please fill out 
an application in your departmen-
tal office and submit it and a 
copy of your transcript to Mr. 
Russel l Peterson. Zoology Depart-
ment. 
Seventh Day 
Adventists 
Young people come ou t it;i large 
numbers to the First Seven Day 
Advent ist Church at 81 0 Shepherd 
. ' 
st. N.W . A series of·tnteresting and 
exc iting me\tings are now in 
progress everv Friday and Sunday 
nights at 7:30 p.m. All Seven Day 
Adventist students come along 
and brina your fr iends. For more 
' in format ion, call 723-0770 . 
lm1iortant 1nformat1on to be 
discussed 
If anv questions please contact 
Brenda Comer 636--0929 
Christmas 
Party 
The Absalon1 Jones Student 
Assoc (C anterbury Club) will 
meet Sundav. December 9. to 
continue plans already 1n progress 
for the annual Christmas party to 
be held December 17 Further de-
tails v.111 be announced later 
All members are urged to at-
tend the planning meeting at the 
home of the Episcopal Chaj:ila1n 
at 118 Seaton Pla ce. NW For iur-
ther information, lllease Gall the 
Office of the lp1sco~iol Chaplain 
at 303·7908 
Peace 
Research 
Grindstone Island, 1n Big 
Rideau lake. Canada, SS km 
north of Kingston. Ont (1 25 mi. 
north of Syracuse. NY) is the 
setting for the two 1979 sessions 
of the Grindstone School for 
Peace Research. Education and 
A ction The June School runs 
from )U(le 16-29, and the August 
School, from Aug 7-20. • 
The June School will deal with 
.the Middle East. Alternative Life-
styles. Native Peoples' Struggles. 
and International Economics and 
Imperialism. The August Schoo!. 
will consider Nuclear Power. 
Southern Africa , Sex Roles. and 
Disarmament Cost is $250 per 
pa rticipant for tu1t1on, room and 
board 
Write C.T Stieren. Grindstone 
School for Peace. P 0 Box ·571 , 
Stn. P. Toronto. Ont. CANADA 
MSS 2TI for applications and 
information. 
• 
lost 
Blue vinyl notebook . legal 
length with American Universi ty 
on front. Left at School of Socia l 
Work Auditorium Friday evening 
Dec . 1. Contact Mrs Edmonds 
234-5080 o r ~8-2472 . 
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Ke~nan S. Conigland is a junior 
majoring in P.rint journalism . Born 
under the sign of Virgo, Mr. 
Conigla'nd comes from Baltiinore, 
MaryJand. He is presently an active 
member of the HOward University 
Student Aid to Political Prisoners . 
Mr. Conigland _enjoys public 
speaking and reading. He hopes to 
enter law school upon graduating 
from Howard Universitv. 
Sunni M. kh.iilid is a junior 
majoring in print journalism . Born 
under the sign of Libra, Mr. Khalid 
comes from Highland Park , 
Michigan. He is specia l assignment 
editor for th~ Communicator and 
staffwriter for the Hilltop. Mr. 
Khalid enjoys writing. He hopes to 
become a news correspondent 1n 
Southern and Central Africa. 
• 
Ulssysia Jones is a freshman in 
the School of Libera l Arts . Born 
under the sign of Pisces, Ms. Jones 
comes from Massachusetts . She is 
presently a regular writer for 
Extensions Magazine. She enjoys 
writing, horse-back-riding and the 
marshall arts . She hopes to 
become an active participant 1n 
Black journa lism. 
Kelvin J. Smalls is a freshman 
ma1or1ng iri architecture. Born 
under the sign of Virgo, Mr. Smalls 
comes from Edisto Island, South 
Carolina. He is presently a staff. 
writer for Extensions Magazine: He 
enjoys read ing, writing, jogging 
and playing the saxophone. He 
hopes t·o become an architect. 
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'Editerial 
Christmas-· A time ro change 
As a child, Christmas just never seemed to come soon 
enough. The Eve would find me filling my belly with nuts, 
candies, cakes and other homemade goodies Then I'd 
snuggle under one of my mother's heavy hand-made quilts 
' and tightly close my eyes, thinking that the earlier I went to 
sleep, the sooner Santa would come and the sooner Christ" 
mas Day would arrive. But somehow. it never worked out 
that way . The night seemed to creep by slower than ever. 
Then. finally, that. Merry day would arrive and I'd spend it 
unwrapping gifts, playing games, eating lots of foods. and 
just enjoying my family, relatives, and friends. Christmas. I 
thought, was that special time of year when people from all 
walks of life put aside their ill feelings, forgot the unpleasant 
events of the past year. and at least for that one day loved all 
living beings. But that was then and now I've changed. 
This Christmas, will we truly be able to thank "God" for a 
'' prosperous and productive'' year? It seems ironic that we 
would bless our tables by thanking anyone for giving us a 
year of Bakke, The Wilmington 10, Terrence Johnson, and 
Guyana. Maybe this year. instead of " thank in' and blessin'" 
we should .ask for strength and power to challenge change. 
While sitting at the dinner table, it might be wise to ask not 
just for change - but progressive change 
It seems that the one great phenomenon of life is our fear 
of change. Why people, and especially Black people. fear 
change is. difficu It to understand and to explain. We all know 
that change is inevitable, but that is nothing new. nor is it 
important . However. what is important is that Black people 
learn to control , or at least have some input into the process 
of change . Progressive c hange is very basic and significant. 
For one thing, it wakes us up. It encourages alertness and dis-
courages stagnatiOn . It encourages progress and discourages 
the status quo. 
This Christmas while we unwrap our gifts, eat our big 
meals and celebrate. let us refl ect . for at least a moment. on 
·the year behind us. Let us not get so happy th<ft we forget 
about our brothers and sisters in South Africa . Let us not 
forget the Guyana incident. and please. let us not forget the 
battles we fought in '78 . For if we do not bring about the 
necessary changes, thos.e same battles wilf ·reoccur . 
It is sad that the bells of Christmas ring out " Joy To The 
World " yet at the sa m e time, ignore the Black man's pleas. It 
is sad that we joyously sing " O Little Town Of Bethlehem" 
yet keep quiet when it comes to Prince George's County. 
How long will we sing praises for the past? How long will we 
sit idly around waiting for " God" to send " good will to all 
men?'' 
Let' s make this Christmas a joyous and progressive one . 
. ' inally, let us put our energies to.use so that we will have the 
trength to challenge the New Ye.ar. 
Until next year, the staff of Extensions wishes each a....t 
•veryone a safe and thoughtful Christmas. Happy Kwanzaa' 
vlay your fruits be plentiful! • 
, 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
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By keenan Conigland 
This article, unlike others, will 
not attempt to deal with specific 
political prisoner cases. Rather, its 
aim points to a more immediate 
direction; the actual creation of 
the political prisoner and their sig-
nificance in relation to national 
and interriational relations . The 
writer feels this particular ap-
proach has been -virtually un-
touched in most presentations con-
cerning politica l prisoners, yet it is 
proba_bly t~e most important. 
Politica l pr ispners are those 
people who have identified wrong-
doings. In doing so, they have 
become the victims of harrass-
ment, persecution and inca r-
ceration . Persons fitting the 
description of political prisoners 
are well documented individual s 
' who have been chosen to se rve as 
examples for others who may have 
a desire to advocate social change. 
Unfortunately, those fitting the 
description of '' political-prisoner'' 
turn out to be the more informed, 
progressive and agg ressive persons 
within the community. These 
persons are confronted with 
systematic elimination, which has 
taken basically three forms . 
The first method which enjoyed 
the longest life span was lynching. 
Nat Turner serves as an excellent ' 
example of one being lynched not 
only because of a bloody ram-
pages , but rather his threat and 
symbolism, which motivated him 
to execute such a gripping chain of 
events in the first place. 
Assassination was employed 
next . Leaders such as Martin Luther 
King, Steve Biko, Patrice lumumba 
and Fred Hampton do well to serve 
as examples here . 
The most recent method of 
elimination is the railroaQing of 
progressive Blacks to prison; 
namely the Wilmington 10. RNA 
11, and the Charlotte 3 . 
-
It is of the utmost importance 
that the Black community under-
stand the significance of the 
tactics mentioned above. Elim-
ination of sincere progressive 
leadership leaves the Black move-
ment and community stagnant and 
highly vulnerable to insincere and 
fallacious leadership. 
Next, importantly, the per-
petrators of those schemes must 
be exposed. 
J. t:_d.gar Hoover, the infamous 
long-time head of the FBI. formed 
a clandestine effort to neutralize· 
or even destroy the Black move-, 
' 
ment and its leaders . The late FBI ' 
director instituted the Counter-\ 
Intelligence Project, elso known as1 
Page Sa 
C-.}{~·lt\ ]:( ... 
the CO IN TE LPRO Project for this 
purpose. 
For example, 1n an official 
C01NTEL PRO document, Rev-
, 
erend Ben Chavis, principal defen-
da nt in the Wilmington 10 case. 
and Dr. James Earl Grant. principal 
defendanti'n the case of the Char-
lotte 3, were identified as the 
'' most militant Blac k leaders in the: 
State of North Carolina'' in 1969. · 
The two were pointed out for 
harrassment and persecution, and 
both are presently incarcerated. 
. 
Recent reports from the House· 
Assassinations Committee contend 
the FBI , besides possibly being 
involved in a conspiracy to murder 
the late Or. Martin Luther King, 
could have very well worked in a 
capacity to promote a tense social 
and political climate that would 
have made rourder of the later civil 
rights fighter virtually inevitable. . 
Moreover, 1n a recent edition Of' 
the Bilalian News, Mar k ·Lane, at-
torney for James Earl Ray, con-
victed King assassin, said. he has 
conclusive evidence which un-
doubtedly proves that J. Edgar 
Hoover directly ordered the 
murder of Dr. Martin luth~r King. 
After understanding the making _ 
of a political prisoner, one must 
then ask: what is the significance' 
of political prisoners? Political~ 
prisoners, especially of late, have a 
profound and unexpected impact 
both nationally and inter-
nationally . 
Nation.llly, the emergence ot· 
political prisoners has been instru-
mental· in sensitizing ma"ny persons 
who previously had little or no pol-
itical conscience. let alone know-
ledge concerning miscarriages of 
justice. 
United under the struggle for 
solidarity for the Wilmington 10, 
the Black community rallied 
around the case with a vigor that 
was t.hought to have deserted the 
Black community in contemporary 
times. Note, it must be mentioned 
that many whites struggled just as 
long and just as hard to see justice 
be distributed for the Wilmington 
10. Nationally, political prisoners 
have to a great extent revitalized 
needed concern in the Black com-
munity as well as provided a rally-
ing point for persons of all back-
grounds. 
Internationally. political 
prisoners have embarrassed the 
Carter administration immensely. 
President Carter'"s international 
human rights campaign. because 
of political prisoners, has been 
exposed for what it truly is - A 
SHAM! 
Amnesty International. an 
agency dedicated to investigating 
violations of human rights world-
wide. has identified as many as 13-
political prisoners in the United 
States and more are currently 
being considered. This realization 
. has resulted in tremendous 
pressure upon the Carter admin-
istration. National and inter-
national pressure. in addition to 
Amnesty lntemational's investi-
gation, has forced the Carter 
administration to intervene in the 
case of the Wilmington 10. The 
administration confi111Kd the fact 
that the political activists were the 
victims of a harsh and biased trial 
-· 
• 
and has filed a friend of the court 
brief in their be ha If . 
Only under the attack of a 
united stand has the adminis-
tration openly recognized the 
injustice and taken action in an 
attempt to remedy the situation as 
well as to alleviate themselves 
from the embarrassing and hypo-
critical sitUation. This realization 
should be remembered along the 
same plane as the riots and 
desegregation marches are remem-
bered. 
Unfortunately. political pris-
oners have been utilized as pawns 
for the elevation of politic;al 
positions and conscienceness in 
the system. The significance of pol-
itical prisoners must be recog-· 
nized. and in tum, solutions must 
be forwarded. All oppressed 
people are political prisoners in a 
sense and they should use the most 
immediate means to fight political, 
social. and economic injustice. 
. . 
What can be done to aid 
political prisoners as well as one's 
self~ One can participate in 
.marches. sit-ins. letter writing cam-
paigns. progressive organizations 
and any other activity one feels 
will contribute to the improvement 
of one•s condition. 
The only way• to win is to 
become a1111ed. physically and 
me11tally. How does one become: 
e1111td1 One way is by reading as 
much as possible. In order to win, 
the oppressed must know ju±t 
much or ft'en more ·than the p-
pn!SSOI' if victory is to be obt · ed. 
Become arrtaed ... "by any means 
necessary_•• 
. 
' 
' ' 
. ' 
' 
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Frenc Professor 
By Ulyssia E Jones 
Dr. Francoise Pfaff of the 
Department of Romance 
Languages, was born shortly after 
the Second World War in Paris, 
France. French is her native 
language but she also speaks 
English. Dr. Pfaff was educated at 
the University of Paris, which is 
government-co ntrolled and 
charges only a small registration 
fee. 
She came to America in 1971 for 
the first time through an exchan~e 
program of the French government 
to instruct French classes at Bates 
College in Maine for one year. She 
returned to the United States upon 
being informed of a vacancy at 
Howard. This is indeed to the 
benefit of Howard University, for 
Dr. Pfaff is well travelled and has 
introduced an innovative means of 
learning French. 
• 
She specia lized her education in 
English, Fren c h Literature, 
Comparative Studies. and cinema. 
She received her Ph.D tn film 
c ritici sm . 
, 
The first cou ntry Dr. Pfaff 
ventured to was America. She was 
drawn here by the image America 
portrayed in Franc~ . Having been 
exposed to American writers al'.ld 
American films, an insatiable 
curiosity was aroused within Pfaff . 
Now adjusted to the American way 
of life, the only thing she is still not 
acclimated to is the hamburger 
· and coke fad . 
After visiting America, Pfaff : 
made a trip to India , because she 
wished to make a comparison 
between the affluent society and 
the deprived world . '' India, she 
said, has, indeed, faced in-
numerable problems. The child 
birth control, the illiteracy rate, the 
need for food, and other aspects of 
life in India need serious at-
tention." The government is liberal 
and accepts free enterprise, but 
the people do not have as much , 
political imput as French or 
. Americans because of the serious 
illiteracy problem. 
. 
Having visited Mexico, pfaft 
com:nented that the situation 
there is similar, but not as severe. 
What appealed to her most about 
Mexico was the art. She feels the 
art of a country always reflects its 
past and present lifestyles. 
because one can never separate art 
from its social and economic 
.. 
origin. The temples illustrate the 
former religions and political 
cultures of the Mexican people. 
Senegal, ''The door of Black 
Africa," is to the extreme west of 
the African continent. It is a third 
world country in which Fr_ench js 
the official language. This is so 
because Senegal was originally a 
French colony. After being 
' 
awarded a fa.culty research grant 
from the office of the Vice-
pre~ident at Howard, Dr. Pfaff 
went to Senegal for a period of two 
months in 1976. In Senegal, her 
research focused on Ousmane 
Sembene, a French-spea king 
Senegalese writer and filmmaker. 
The departm.ent of Romance 
languages. headed by Dr. Martha 
• Cobb, stresses in its programs the 
(U .P.S.). There, people have a 
greater political imput because 
they elect of'ficials directly . 
More than 60% of the people in 
Senegal are Moslems. In the 
Southern part of Senegal , various 
African religions still p)evail . In , 
Senegal, the man is the out-spoken 
figure. The woman, under the 
influence of the Moslem religion, 
plays the under-role. 
This predominantly Moslem 
.. " 
culture fias a profusion of 
· literature, poetry, drama, filnls and 
traditional arts derived purely 
. from African inspiration . The most 
tra·ditional and sacred of the arts is 
the dance. 
Senegalese women at the market place 
contributions made by Black 
people irl the field of romance 
languages such as French, Spanish, 
and Portuguese. 
- ·- .. 
To familiarize the students with 
the various cultural settings in 
which French is spoken, she 
·1.i!unched in the fall of 1977, a 
course entitled ''France and 
French~speaking Countrie~ 
Through Fi.lms'' . Included in this 
course are films from various 
African countries. Pfaff found 
Senegal.ese filmmakers out-
standingly talented and _creative. 
''Senegalese people," Pfaff said, 
··'are proud to be Senegalese and 
. independent. in reaction to ~heir 
Previous life of being part of a 
French colony." In Senegal the 
econom:c and social counsel is 
composed of 45 government 
api)ointed counsellors and its 
major party is called the 
Senegalese Progressive Union. 
• 
Another interesting aspect of 
Senegal's tradition is its affluence 
of folk tales, which are still recited 
or mimed. Dr. Pfaff was. par-
ticularly impressed with a musical 
a·rtist by the name of L'amine 
Konte. Konte writes and composes 
• 
most of his music which is based 
· on traditional African musical 
themes. 
A well known instrument of the 
Senegalese is the 11;.ora a string 
instrument that enhances Konte's 
creations with a rich soulful sound. 
Dance, ''The ultimate art," 
brings out all the impulses of the 
· dancers. As s~id in Mylene Remy's 
book, Senegal Today. ''The deepest 
impulses and repressed desires, the 
whole witches brew that boils far 
within each of us, comes to the sur 
ace and explodes''. 
Although Senegal is a beautiful 
place, it bears an indeliable scar-
the slave trade. The slave house 
• 
where slaves were kept until they 
w-ere put on ships can still be seen 
today in Goree. Mciny Black 
Americans go to Senegal to see the 
slave house and visit nearby 
Gambia. where Alex Haley found 
his ancestors' history. 
To be knowledgeable of African 
history is an enrichment for 
anyone, especially one who is a 
member of the Black race. It is 
important that Black people be 
aware of achievements of the early 
African community. It is important 
that Black people are omniscient 
of their solid foundatipn of history 
stemming frOm the beginning of 
time. 
Knowing we have a productive 
past, which we most definitely do, 
is a building block for the present 
and future. Cognizant of f~cts such 
as black Africans being the 
founders of mathematics. 
astrology, use of the calendar and 
other mechanics which are used 
today as frames for all cultures, 
assure us that we have the 
knowledg~ and potential to 
progress. 
Or. Pfaff 's objective is to teach 
trench through an African context, 
so that students may acquire the 
history of their African peoples. 
• 
• 
• 
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By Sandhi Smalls ' 
An angry and revolutionary 
c hapte r in Black hi sto ry, the '60s 
a nd early '70 s was , indeed, a time 
o f muc h awakening. It was during 
this progress ive era that Black 
people, impatient with slo w 
progress and tired of being treated 
unfairly, resorted to direc t action. 
Conducting mass rallies and 
marches, freedom ride s, sit-ins, and 
pray-ins. Bl ack people pushed for 
more direct ac t ion to ac hieve more 
rapid c ha nge. It was the conglom-
eration of these efforts on the. part 
of consc iou sly aware individuals 
that gave birth to a '' be tter day fo r 
Black Ameri cans." 
Unf o rtun at e ly , the m os t 
prominent Black leaders of thi s 
t ime did not quite agree w ith eac h 
other. Al so, Black groups were 
formed rather loosely and there 
was no strategy designed to 
systematically execute the revolu-
tion. Roy Wilk ins, Whitney Young, 
Martin Luther: King, Malcolm X, 
Floyd M cKi ss ick and Stokely Car-
michael. to name a few. all had 
good intentions, but sought diff-
erent channels to bring about 
change. 
The NAACP and the Urban 
League - two of the older and 
more conservative groups 
devoted most of their efforts to 
court cases and educational 
programs. The Southern Christian 
Leadersh ip Conference {SCLC) 
advocated non-violence while the 
Black Panther Party favored 
violent revolution to bring about 
changes. The Congress of Racial 
Equality (CORE) and the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Com-
mittee ·(SNCC) preached the 
doctrine of Black Power while . 
Black Muslims advocated total 
separation of the races. The diff-
erences were wide and varied, but 
at the nucleus there was, no doubt, 
a common goal - immediate 
change. 
History would have us believe 
that the '60s brought out a great 
deal of destructive building-
burnin '. hostile niggers. But again, 
this is _just another way to further 
miseducate the masses of Black 
students today. Most civil rights 
demonstrations started out non-
violently, but as the c ivi l rights 
movement intensified, so did the 
violence. 
Martin Luther King's non-
violence achieved success with the 
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 
1965, but segregation and voting 
barriers were easier to overcome 
than were prejudice, inferior edu-
cation and other basic problems. 
\1alcolm X' s solution to the 
, 
, 
problem was Black Nationalism -
the Creation. of iSeparate all-Black 
state. Malcolm's strong commit-
ment to the building of a Black 
nation has been and still is - even 
after his death - twisted and mis-
interpreted by whites and Black 
people alike. As a matter of fact, 
Malcolm's views have been so 
distorted, in many instances he 
comes out sounding more or less 
like a racist bigot who ran around 
preaching Black supremacy and 
hate. 
Malcolm simply believed 
that the only way Black people 
could help themselves would be to 
not integrate - but rather sep-
arate from the degenerate condi-
tions of this Western society. Then 
and onry then would the Black 
race be able to reform, to lift up its 
mo ral standards, and try to be 
godly. He militantly rejected int· -
egration because he viewed it as 
being controlled by the white man. 
Malcolm denounced integration as 
a fraud and attributed the degrad-
ation of Black people to the white 
man. 
He contended that if estab-
lished civil rights leaders persisted, 
the struggle would end in blood-
shed, because he knew the white 
man would never concede total 
integration. He saw separation as 
' the only ~olUtion in which Black 
people could achieve their own 
identity, de~elop their own culture 
and lay the foundation for a self-
res_pecting productive community. 
At this point, it seems if Black 
people had only listened to and 
heeded his advice. we might be 
further up the road and much 
tNI 
better off . Although he adamantly 
stressed the building of a Black 
nation, Malco lm was vague about 
'where this nation could be located. 
Close enough to MalcOlm's 
idecll s, if not in conjunction with, 
were the thoughts of Stokely Car-
michael and Floyd McKissick -
both of whom advocated Black 
·Power. The idea behind Black 
. . 
Power was the construction of 
power bases by solidifying Black 
commu·nities into political blocs. 
In this way, Black Americans could 
force improvement as other minor-
ities in America had done. This 
doctrine called for Black leaders 
and office holders to lead Black 
people and to .be directly respons-
ible to them. White civil rights 
workers would concentrate on 
correcting the racist outlook of 
their fellow whites. Black power 
urged. separate ecoRomic and 
social institutions so that Black 
people could gain independent 
power. 
Carmichael and McKissick, 
unlike King, Wilkins and Young, 
called ior Black people to meet 
• violence with violence. Carmichael 
held that White America respected 
the man defending himself with 
gun in hand more than . the man 
kneeling helplessly before his 
oppressors. Black Power, contrary 
to present belief, was not just 
another fad. It was a doctrine that 
appealed to young students, who 
unlike most students today, 
refused to sit by and let their lives 
be controlled. Black power 
awakened racial pride, and stirred 
the neglected masses of the rural 
South and the city ghettoes. 
• 
The Black Panther Party,, often 
accused of using violence to 
further their cause, called for a 
more just distribution of jobs and 
other economic resources. like 
• 
CORE and SNCC, the Panthers also 
urged neighborhood control of 
educational and political services. 
Protecting the Black commu11·i-., 
from police brutality was a chief 
goal of the Panthers, who sup-
ported the use of guns - both for 
self-defense and to retaliate 
against persons who oppressed the 
poor. 
1,.. Although a time of muc h unrest. 
violence and rac ial tension, Black 
people at least strove for a 
common goal. Black people were 
aware of and actively p~ rti c ipa ted 
in the revolution. Black men and 
women were beginning to see 
themselves as the strong people 
they were. There was a sense of 
pride in the minds of young Black 
people, and those who died did so 
for a cause. 
But then, something happened. 
By the end of 1972, there came a 
lull in inflammatory speech-
making by most of our militant 
leaders. The cries fo r Black Power 
began to diminish and dreams of 
Black Nationalism, somehow, 
became pipe drea ms . What 
happened to the revolution? What 
happened was that our revolution-
aries fell in the liberation struggle 
and we refused to give them a 
helping hand. We failed to pick up 
where those who came before us 
left off, and as a result, we have 
failed our people. 
The cries for Black Power and 
Black Nationalism have been 
smothered by the more recent 
cries for '' individualiSm'' - every 
Black man, woman and child for 
himself. Unity and brotherhood 
have vanished from our souls and 
we have taken on the ideals of the 
white capitalists . There is no 
cohesiveness, no goal, no direction 
and no hope, There is only individ-
ualism selfishness: brother 
against brother and sister against 
sister. With a house this divided, it 
is easy to see why problems and 
injustices associated with being 
Black reoccur with time. Further-
more, it is also possible that if 
nothing is done soon. these same. 
problems will worsen as time goes 
on. 
Carvey, Malcolm, King, Car-
. michael, McKissick, Angela Davis 
and others have made infin~te 
. contributions to the struggle. But 
in one way or another, these voices 
of resistance have been silenced. 
Will we be their keepers and allow 
them to live on through us, our 
children and our unborn? Or will 
we surrender? 
By Sunni M. Khalid 
The history of Botswana (for-
merly Bec huanaland, land of the 
Batswana) is the story of perpetual 
dependence of a nation of Afri can 
people created out of a series of 
politically expedient situations. In 
fact, the history of Botswana, as 
we shall see, is the history of white 
South African and European ex-
pansionism . As a result, Botswana 
currently finds itself torn between 
"the economic realities of in-
terdependence with the apartheid· 
ruled regimes and the dedication 
to majority~rule in South Africa. 
Botswana is almost surrounded by 
the minority-ruled regimes and has 
been one of the first countries to 
feel the immediate brunt of the· 
retribution of military border 
. viola'tions. 
Before the Europeans came to 
Botswana, it was inhabited by the 
San (or Bushm~n). a small group of 
hunters and the Tswana, cattle 
herders and agriculturists who are 
now the predominant ethnic group 
in Botswana. By the 19th century: 
the Tswana had set up many large 
kingdoms in the area. 
In the 19th century, the 
European communities who had 
colonized much of what today is 
South Affica, crossed the Kalahari 
desert (which South Africa and 
Botswana share in south-west 
Botswana) into the Tswana 
territories. Many of the Europeans 
pushed northward from the four 
South African republics in search 
of ivory. Others came north in 
search of more farming land as an 
off-shoot of the Dutch-speaking 
Boers' Great Trek of 1636. 
The Great Trek was start~d by 
the Boers as a land-expanding 
journey into other parts of 
southern Africa to avoid British. 
control . The coming of tht; 
Europeans to Botswana, then 
known as the Bechuanaland 
territory, led t o increasing 
hostilities between the African 
population and the European 
settlers, who were securing large 
tracts of land. 
Bechuanaland, '' the land of the 
Batswana," began to take on in-
creasing geographic importance to 
the first architects of South African 
expansion. In the late 19th century, 
Germany was granted sovereignty 
over South West Africa/Namibia. 
Cecil Rhodes, _former Rhodesian 
Governer, was worried that if 
Cermany expanded across 
Southern Africa to its other 
territory of Tangyinika (present day 
Tanzania) that his route for his 
Ca~to-Cairo railroad and plans 
for colonizing much of minerally-
rich central Afi-ica would be 
' 
> 
destroyed, or at least severly 
limited. 
The Batswana, who were not 
traditionally military, were unable 
to ward off European expansion. 
At this time, t fi ree of the lead ing 
Batswana chiefs . lead by Khama I 
{grandfather of current Botswana 
president Sir Sereste Khama) 
appealed for and were granted 
protectorate status by the British 
government in 1665. 
However, this did not end the 
threat of South African expansion, 
which has presented a problem to 
the national independence and 
integrity of Botswana. 
The chief arc hitect of South 
Afri can eX:pansion, Cecil Rhodes, 
was still covetously pursuing the 
anne~.ation of the Bechuanaland 
• 
protectorate as not only a avenue 
tOr his railroad, but ._the Botswana 
people as a reservoir of cheap 
labor for the construction of his 
railroad and the mining of the gold 
and diamoild mines in South 
Africa. Protectorate status for 
Bechuanaland only whetted 
Rhodes appetite for eventual 
annexation. 
later, Cecil Rhodes's British 
South Africa Company demanded 
not only land concessions but the 
-right to administer the territory. 
Chief Khama, who lead a 
deputation of Botswana Chiefs to 
England after learning of the 
British government's plans to 
accede to Rhodes's request, urged 
the British to turn Rhodes down. 
''The Chartered Company," they 
urged, ''desires to take away the 
best of our country ... Do not let 
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them take away the land wh ic h is 
the life of your chi ldren or bring 
liquor to kill the people speedily. 
They want to impoverish .our 
country so that hunger may drive 
us to become the white man's 
servants who dig in the mines and 
gather his wealth ... we ask you to 
protect us." 
The Botswana were success ful 
and a British High Commiss ioner 
was established to administer 
Bechuanaland , as well as 
Ba sutoland { Le soth o) and 
Swaziland. 
_Bechuanaland, however, was the 
subject of repeated attempts of 
annexation by Southern Rhodesia 
{Rhodesia/Zimbabwe) in 1895. It 
was assumed to be integrated into 
South Africa after the termination 
of the High Comr_nissioner, along. 
With Basutoland (Lesotho), South 
W est Africa {Namibia) a~d 
Swaziland. In fact. so certain was 
the South African government of 
the future integration of 
Bechuanaland and the three other 
territories. that Bechuanaland was 
written into the Tomlinson Plan of 
1954. This plan was the document 
on which the aforementioned 
Bantustan or homeland policy was· 
created. Similar maps of African 
''homelands'' were drawn up for 
South Africa as well as the four 
territories including 
Bechuanaland . Before in-
dependence, the capital of 
Bechuanaland, M·afeking, was 
located across the border in South 
Africa. The discovery of precious 
mineral deposits of diamonds, 
gold . asbestos, nickel and 
:manganese only enhanced South 
Africa's plans for e~pansion . 
In 1966, Bechuanaland, which 
was renamed Botswana, gained its 
independence from Britain and Sir 
Sereste Khama was elected 
President. This was after desperate 
measures by South African Prime 
Minister John Verwveod had been 
taken to secure the- nation as part 
of South Africa. 
Since recovering its in-
dependence from the British in 
1966, Botswana has had to dea l 
with the complexities of its 
geographic-political situation in 
south Afirca. Botswana is almost 
totality surrounded by three 
!
minority-ruled regimes: South 
Africa. Rhodesia and South West 
Afi-ica/Namibia. . · 
Botswana is extric iabiy linked to 
South Afri ca and Rhodesia on an 
economic level, and more or Jess 
politically because of her totally 
exposed borders which have been 
vulnerable to attack by Rhodes ia. 
Botswana owes much of her in-
dustrial development to South 
African capitol investment and 
exports most her mineral wealth 
through her ports and sells South 
Africfl 50% of her beef. In 
numerou s United N ati o n s 
declarations against South Af rica 
and Rh0desia, Botswana has found 
it economically expedient to 
absta in because of its economic 
dependence on the two racist 
regimes and possible retribution 
which could destroy the landloked 
nation. Independence, as Bot-
swana long ago discov~red , is not 
simply a question of internal 
political control . It is also and far 
more a question of freedom from 
external manipulation ... '' 
Sir Sereste Khama, the President 
of Botswana, is now faced with 
frequent Rhodesian military border 
violations {Botswana allows no 
guerillas to be based in her bor-
ders. although refugees are 
allowed) and attacks on her only 
two supply lines; the Selebi-Pikwe 
railroad. whic h passes through 
Botswana on route from 
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe to South 
Af.rica, and the Botswana-Zambia 
·(Bot-Zam) all-weather roadway. For 
Botswana, the railway is the 
;country's vital carrier: 500,000 tons 
of imports and 300,000 tons of 
exports pass along it and out of 
South Africa. Botswana has tried to 
get Western and Chinese aid for 
the building of another major 
railway. 
As the war for Rhodesia/Zim-
babwe escalates, and the possible 
war for South Africa looms over 
the horizon. Botswana will be one 
of the first country's to suffer, if 
these situations eventuate. 
' 
• 
• 
' 
• 
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1 The Boolcbag 
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Kelvin Smi.lls 
Black Studies in the University 
Edited by Armstead Robinson 
'' Black Studies in the Univer-
sity ," is more than just another 
story. It is a record that represents 
the first comprehensive attempt by 
Black students to thrash out the 
intellectual and political issues 
connected with implementing 
Afro-American Studies programs in 
American colleges and univer-
sities. This first attempt was the 
brainchild of the Yale Black 
Student Alliance during a 1968 
conference. At that time a cross-
section of Black and White 
studert.ts, professors. militant com-
munity organi~ers , political 
leaders and social scientists pre-
sented their views. 
In this book, Robinson and his 
colleagues first show how Black 
students at Yale and other insti-
tutions formally recognized the 
urgent necessity for including the 
study of Afro-American societies 
and cultures in the curriculum of 
colleges and universities. Robinson 
explicitly shows how American 
educators have been .woefully 
By kelvin J. Smalls 
Third Parties, Weaker Than Ever 
While America'~o major 
parties stead~ly declin't.Jn influ-
ence, minor parties are quietly 
declining with them, failing to take 
advantage of the historical ten-
dency for sue~ groups to exploit 
voter frustration with the existing 
pol itical system. 
Badly underfinanced for the 
most part and starving for media 
attention. third party candidates 
will not garner enough votes this 
year ev~n to influence Nle· out-
come of many elections. 
With an increasing emphasis on 
operating within the major parties, , 
conservatives are weakening the 
traditional role of third parties as 
vehicles of protest. This has shown 
up this year in the sharp decline 
from both 1974 and 1976 in the 
number of third party House candi-
dates . The falloff has been particU-
larly severe for the Wallace 
remnant parties - which are listed 
on the ballot in most states as the 
An1erican or American Inde-
pendent Party. Only the fledgling 
Libertarian Party is running more 
candidates than it did in 1974. 
negligent toward their responst-
biliti"es 1n the area of Afro-
American Studies. Their neglt-
gence, he states, has been, at least 
partially, a function of this 
society 's pervading mystique that 
conflict and rivalry are individual 
concerns and do not involve racial 
and ethnic groups as groups. 
When combined with an even 
more pervasive racist view of 
Black people as collectively in-
capable of doing anything worth 
studying, one can see why Blacks 
have remained invisible for so 
long. The ''troublesome presence''. 
of Black people raises funda-
mental questions about the 
'' rugged individualism'' which sup-
posedly typifies America's past 
and present. Rather than confront 
this incongruity, Robinson says 
American educators choose to 
ignore it . 
This book brilliantly states that 
the truth is Black America knows 
much more of white America than 
White America knows of Black 
America. This is understandable in 
. . . 
some respects. for this has been a 
dominantly white society. Tele-
llrooti:e U1C1n't Hide Evidence, 
Senate Ethics Panel S.ys 
The Senate Select Committee on 
Ethics said Oct. 25 that it had no 
evidence that Sen. Edward 
Brooke {R·Mass) waS personally 
responsible for withholding of 
altering documents sought by the 
committee in an investigation of 
Brooke's finances. 
But the committee statement 
did not address a charge made by 
the panel's former special counsel 
that representatives of Brooke had 
hindered the probe. Thus, the' 
question of whether documents 
had been altered or withheld 
appeared to be left open for 
further investigation by the com-
mittee. 
The committee' s statement 
about Brooke came after two days 
of ·hearings, requested by Brooke 
to rebut charges that his attorneys 
had delayed the four-month old 
investigation of alleged financial · 
wrongdoing. 
Carter Siam Cowet1-l!a1t-Wide 
Ethics Bill 
Detailed financial disclosures by 
top federal officials and new 
restrictions on post-government 
• 
v1s10n, Robinson cited, is just one 
example. Consider how much of 
white society and white values are 
seen clearly every day in most 
every Black home in America. 
Unfortunately, very little of the 
''real' ' Black world can be seen on · 
. television. It is this simple lack of 
awareness and ignorance. the 
author says, that causes Black and 
white Americans to suffer 1n 
America. 
''Black Studies in the University'' 
goes on to conceptualize and 
reconceptualize American uni· 
versities and all colleges in terms 
of a. set of powers. One is the 
power·of knowledge, in which the 
university is indeed a social and 
political institution. The third is 
that the university maintains 
certain powers of socialization. 
that is, to make people certain 
kinds of people or to make people· 
view themselves and their history 
in a certain way. Robinson con-
nects this function of the unt- · 
versify with the whole question of 
racism. He says Black people have, 
in effect, gone through a process in 
the urJiversity where they have · 
faced ''ahistorical'' images. That is 
to say, Black people had no· 
meaningful history but simply a 
reflection of white people who 
have had them under their control . 
The 1968 Black movement, of 
which Black studies is a reflection 
soug_ht certain social changes 
which would include the realities 
of the Black presence in America 
actiVity by former federal officials. 
were mandated by the government 
ethics bill (5555) signed into law by 
P · ent (arter, Oct. 26. 
Carter said the bill ''responds to 
problems that developed in the 
highest levels of government in the 
19705." 
• The final bill codified the public· 
financial disclosure requirements 
passed as new ethics codes in the 
House and Senate in 1977. It also 
required public disclosure by top 
executive and judicial branch 
employees. The bill provided 
administrative procedures to 
assure compliance with the dis-
closure requiremerlts, but Civil 
penalties could be imposed for 
knowing and wilful violations. 
SO Percenl lnaeue in Some 
Veleraim' Pen1iom Approved 
A 50 percent increase in the 
maximum pension paid indigent 
war veterans who were not . 
disabled as a result of their military 
service was cleared for the prest-
dency on the last day of the 95th 
Congress. 
In addition to increasing the 
pensions for eligible veterans and 
their survivors, the bill created a 
new formula for allocating the 
• 
more equitably. Those changes did 
not seek merely the inclusion for 
. , .. 
some undefined interim period of 
one or two Black history courses. 
Black students, the author so 
explicitly points out, haVe missed 
out in their1 university experience . 
He further s"tates that only a Black 
curriculum will provide them with 
the opportunity to find direction. 
Within the original university 
framework, students could not 
readily apply the tools of a schol-
astic ·discipline to the experience, 
the problems, the wisdom or the 
expression Of Black people. 
Robinson said univers1t1es 
should and must proivde, t,hrough 
curriculum, a framework wherein 
the student, under the direction of 
I the faculty) can try to augment this 
material with research of his own. 
Black studies has indeed opened 
a Pandora's box. The box is now 
open and America's educational 
system is on trial . Only time will 
·tell how m.uch troubl~ will ensue 
before the syste.m is purged of its 
institutionalized· pedantry and 
beginS .to. deal fairly and honestly 
with reality. 
''Black Studies in the University'' 
is a brilliant and incisive record . I 
found it not only educationally 
informati~. but also . quite 
relevant tQ the present day issue of 
university curriculum. This book 
should no doubt be read by all 
Black students in American univer-
sities and colleees 
payments . The new system 
guaranteed veterans a minimum 
annual income, with the size of 
their Veterans Administration 
pension determined by the diff-
erence between that minimum and 
any income they received from 
other sources. such as Social 
Security. 
Congress·~uthorizes $5 Billion 
in Programs For the Handicapped 
Congress cleared Oct. 15 and 
sent to the · .P,resident legislation 
expanding federal government 
programs for the handicapped. 
The legislation substantially 
increased authorizations for 
existing programs and established 
several new ones, including a pilot 
jobs program patterned after the 
highly successful community' 
employment program for the 
elderly. Total authorizations in the 
bill were more than SS billion over 
a four-year period. 
The legislation also established 
a National lrutitute for Handt-
capped Research, and strength-
ened efforts to provide legal pro-
tection and equal opportunities for 
the estimated 20 - 35 million handi-
capped persons in the country. 
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By Kelvin Sma.115 
MERRY CHRISTMAS! 
Well, that special time of year is 
right around the corner. This 
Christmas, think carefully. before 
selecting gifts for impressionable 
and often daring children. The 
Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission (CPSC) reports that injuries 
related to toys are on the rise. 
Nearly 200,000 injuries from toys 
happened last year alone, ac-
cording to the agency. That figure 
• 
multiplies the 1976 rate and the 
problem is getting worse. 
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STUDY HASITS 
Got trouble getting into the 
books! It may, be that your study 
skills need inlpioweme11L Advice 
along "that read is ..vailable ffOlll 
sneral sources fmcludW. the 
Howaid University Coumeling 
Setvice}. but you can begin im-
mediately by helpffia youJ>elf. 
When you get a book. start out 
with a good look d•oogh the test's 
contents. As reading assignments 
are made. loOk for main ideas, 
question concepts. take notes and 
. highlight pO;'!fS, and review in .... : 
O<pnized fashion. 
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TECtN>LOGY AND 
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WINE TIME 
• In a few years, when · you mull 
over a · wine selection for that 
special occassion, yqu will 
_probably have more to go on. Plans 
are being set to expand in-
f«Wmation on wine bottle labels~ 
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
aDd Firearms has released a 
proposal to take effect at the start 
of 1981. Wine manufacturers 
·would be required to include 
information about grapes used to 
nal.e their product and disclose 
where production takes place. 
IAllELs 
You may soon be able to include 
ft11015eft-;. lftel as a factor when you 
buy certaiit products. Followipg a 
Congressional directive, the En-
Yir0111D£11taJ Protection Agency 
(EPA) has issued f><Oposed labeling 
regulations for manufacturers of a 
variety of products. The object is 
to provide information by which 
the consumer can know how much · 
noise is created by a product, or 
eliminated by it. Noise level 
measurements would be listed in 
decibles. 
largest Selection 
of African Art 
& 
Third World Artifacts 
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/~~ILE 
SIX STE PS TO HAPPINESS 
- . 
Happiness may seem a frail, 
chancy, will-of-the-wisp thing that 
·blinks on and Off unpredictably; 
But its not all that frail and its not 
all that chancy. You are respon-
sible, in a large part, for' your own 
happiness. Research by psycholo-
gists has come up with some guide-
lines to insure it: 
1 . Keep your satisfactions 
greater than your dissatisfactions. 
2 .. Develop resources for 
happiness and use them ef-
ficiently. 
3. Know your own best level of 
arousal and control your excite-
ments . 
4. Create the right environment 
for happiness . 
5. Have goals . 
6. Don't be overly rationa\. 
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